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Page 1.

BASIS OP RADIO DIRECTMOS PIVDINC.

NI

1. S. Kukes. N. to. Starik.

Page Z.

In the book ire presented the principles and the methods of

radio traffic, are described the Siffereut systems of rilio direction

finders, are givam the methods of the calculation of radio direction

finders and their antenna systems. Are examined the arrcsc of radio

direction finlers and special feature/peculiarity of installation,

checking and use of radio direction finders under varied conditions. -W

The book is intended for the students of schools of higher

education as textbook to the coucso of ridio direction figders, for 4

ER•
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Sstudents and radi* engineers as management/aanual on design and
calculation of the different systems of radio directioa finders, and

also for the operating personnel, thicL operates direction-finding

equipment and of its rea1•iing organization use.

The book silL b'a useful for the wide circle of the radio

specialists, connet.ted with that which was directed by ratio

rece pt•ion.

Page 3.

P R F_ FR , F

Fadio direction tinders widely are used in air ani airina

transport for the solut. on of navigational problems (position finding

of movable object, flight toward airport, motion to the ship, that

suffers calamity, and so fo tb); they are applied also for other

target/purposes (research on "he questions of radiowave propagation,

observation of space vehicles a,d so forth).

Known direction-finding methods continuously arm improved,

increasingly nore deeply are develop,'processei the paths of an

_ _- , -
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increase in the &:curacy and sensitivity, are found ne.

direction-finding methods, is improved theory, are expaeled the

frequency bani aml the field of application of direction finders. All

the enumerated questions are illuminated in periodic tsckaical

literature; howevar, until now, are not systematized.

In the book is presented the general theory of lire:tion

finding, ire give2 the procedures of calculation of direction finder

and its cell/elements, are analyzed the errors of dira:tiin finding

and way of their alimination.

The authors 4ape that the proposed book will be useful not only

for persons, occupied with development and the use of liraction

finders, but alsn to the wide circle of the radio specialists whose

I activity is connected with the directed radio receptioo.

I The authors consider it their debt to express deep appreciation

to Candidate of technical Sciences V. K. Nezin for vritia; §8.3-8.6

and the survey of the manuscript, to Candidates of Techni:al Sciences

L. Sh. Ratadze ani to V. W. Ivanov for a series of observations and

indications, made during the review of the book.

F- Page N. to typing.

!3
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Page 5.

Chapter 1.

:'•, i PROBLEMSS 3F RAtD13 TRAFFIC.

Radi3 trafflz was used for the first time and in essence was

developed as means of the marine, and then also air navilition, for

which the most important question is the determination of the

position of moving object (ships aircraft). For deteraLfttq the

position of any ýf object, it is necessary to determine ingles with
certain reference direction of straight lines 1, that c33,ect this

object with the p3ints whose coordinates are accurately kbown.

FOOTNOTE t since the surface of terrestial globe plans, precisely to

say about the ge~letic lines, which connect the given points with

this surface. For greater detail, see chapter 2. RwDF3arvOTE.

If in point x is located the object whose position is

° . ° ._
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determinel, and tte coordinates of point A are knovn, then direction

from point x into point A, determined by angle a between the

direct/straight. :onaecting point x and A (Fig. by 1.1), and certain

reference dire.tions, he is called bearing. &as the reference

directlion from vhich are counted off all angles, is a::eptel usually

the direction of true (geographical) meridian at the particular

point. In that case bearing he is called true.

For determining the position of any of object, it is necessary

to determine from the point of the position of object x the bearings

of two points A and B, for example a and p (see Fig. 1.11. After

finding these bearings, construct on map/chart straight lines AE Ann

BD. forming at points a and B with direction north - south angles a'

= - 1800 ani p, * 1800 respectively.

Page 6.

Interse:tLon of tie straight lines 1E and BD gives direzt position of

point x. The directions, determined by angles a' and 0', they are

called reciprocal bearings.

Bearings zaa be determined by visual aid optical vetiods. These

methods hove two assential deficiency/lacks: the small range, limited

by line-of-sight ranges, and the impossibility of their use under
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conditions of poor visibility, i.e.. when the procisi•a litermination

of the position ot moving object most of all is necessary.

[t is natural that for this purpose were used the instruments,

determining bearings by the means of radio, the radio unraction

finiers, possessL~g the considerably larger range and the possibility

of work in fog and under other conditions of poor visibiLity.

The uearing, determined with the ail of radio e3uipstnt, he is

called ratio bearing. The process of determining the radbi bearing he

is called radio traffic, and the branch of radio enginaerinq, which

studies all questions, connected with radio traffic, by radio

direction finding.

In the preceling/previous example it was assumei that the

Uitermination of lirections a and f is conducted on the moving object

itself. This msta)l of the direction finding when dire:tion finder is

located o3 ship or aircraft, he is called its own direction finding.

With dira=tlea finding it is possible to utilize a transmission

of any radio station whose position is accurately kneaw. For the

purpose of the pravision for a possibility of direction finling at

any time on the earth/ground, are establish/installed the special

transmitting radit stations, called the nondirectional ralio beacons.

. . , .. I
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Besides the lescribed method is applied still another method of

L direction finding, which liei in the fact that with the aid of the

direction finders, arrange/located on the earth/grouniv are

determined the amlies of and pe. which are reciprocal bearings: at

V 0- +us - * 180.

Fiq. 11. Deterinaitioa of position from two bearings.

Page 7.

This metuod he is called strange direction finding. For the

possibility of its application/use, it is necessary 3a aiicraft (or

ship) to have the radio-transmitter station for the :all of

terrestrial ra3li directiou finding station and then for

F emission/radiation during direction finding. The obtaiiae bearings

terrestrial stati~n radioed aboard aircraft or ship.

I
tI
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A main deficiency/lack in this method lies in the fi:t that the

services 3f diceztion-finding station at the given instant can use

only one object, while the nondirectional radio beacon can be

orient'ed by which conveniently number of aircraft or ships, equipped

with direction finders.

The advantalt of the method of strange direction finding

consists in the fact that it can use the ships and aircraft, which do

not have special squipment (radio direction finder), but equipped

only with the normal receiveting-transemit radio station.

Besiles the tetereination of two directions for latarmining

position in navigation, has value and definition of 3n& Itrection

along which must follow the aircraft or ship. This tarqet~purpose

serve, first of all, compass, also, at small distances - the

so-called double beacons. Here also with large success can be used

radio direction finder.

tn some spezial cases the role of radio direction finder can be

especially important, for example, the direction of saip in aid to

other, signalling of calamity. If the location of the latter is known

insufficiently accurately, the only method to rapidly a&aIeve it is

floating in the 11rection, indicated by direction finder. Large

conveniences direction finder represents also when conliz.ting of the
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caravan of law courts by ice-breaker. etc.

In the air fleet the radio direction finders vilely ire applied

for the solution of the problems of air navigation, is tit traffic

control service 31 the provision for aircraft guidance, for the

identification of aircraft in airport zone and in other :&ses.

Besides navi;ation the radio direction finders fiat a gse in

military scienze as means of determining the position of radio

stations and, therefore, troop formations of enemy.

Page 8

For this purpose, the direction finders widely and su::3ssfully wore

applied even ia wurld war 1914-1918.

rinally, rallo traffic is very essemtial method for research on

a number of the physical problems, connested with caRi3 9gineerinq,

mainly tWo questions of the propagatior of the electrosagmetic waves

of different range, in different time of days aud year, listribution

of atomospheric lischarges. etc.

The importaov application/use of radio direction finlers is

their use for determining the position of Satellites 101 3pacecraft.
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In last/latter decades were developed the diverse new

radio-navigation systess: pulse* phase, frequency# et:. Despite the

tact that some of these systems provide position finding with larger

accuracy than the radio direction'tfinders, last/latter zispletely

retain their value. Is explained this to the facts that the radio I

direct-ion finders possess a series of essential advaatiles. The radio

direct-ion finder, establish/installed aboard the aircraft or ship,

can be used in any area, since do not require any special stations:

direction finding can be produced on the constantly opersting

broadcast or communications radio stations. The equipment, adjustable

aboard, is simple in operation and it is reliable. Durla; the use of

ground-based radii direction finders, not at all it is required any

special equipaiDt aboard of moving object, besides the normal

receiving-transmitting station. The accuracy, providel with radio

direction finders, is sufficient for the solution of the majority of

navigational problems. Radio direction finder is the all-?urpose

instrument: it it is possible to utilize on large, mediam and small

distances, for example for the driving of aircraft on the

predetermined -ourse as booster agent for recovery to

landing/fitting, etc. The advantage of ridio direction fi3ders is

also simpler, this in the majority of other radlo-navigation systems,

the exchange of operating frequencies, which raises interference

- ~ -- -
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shielding, it makes it possible at each given torque/moment to select

the frequency, least subjected to interferences, The wort of radio

direction finlers is connected with short-term emiehion/radiation,

and therefore lose not cause the excessive charging of ether/ester.

Page 9.

Finally, another navigation aids cannot replace radio direction

finders in fields mentioned above of their applicatioa/use besides

navigation (in military science, in scientific investigations, during

the deteraination of direction aboard the ship, signalling of

calamity).

In comparison vith the radar methods of deterainiL the

position, the radio direction finders possess considerably larger

range. It should be noted that gonionetrical equipment/I-vices of

radars are based actually on the same principles, as cilio direction

finders. However, as a result of the coordination of a:tI)n of

gonionetrical equipment/devices with the remaining cell/elements of

radar station, these equipment/devices possess a series of specific

special feature/peculiarities. Therefore gonioeetrical

equipmentfdevicas of radar stations in this book are not examined.

Initially railo direction finders were fulfilled in the range of
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medium-frequency waves from that which is rotated by operator by

antennA (frameworc) and with the auditory reading of bearing on the

minimum of audibility.

Subsequently of development, they were Sirected t3ward

operator's release from the rotation of antenna and the replacement

of the auditory reading of bearing by reading along eLa:tronechanical

instrument, along cathode-ray tube, in digital signal panel. vas

carried out research 3n the reasons for the errors of radio direction

finders, were found the measures of their elimination. were developed

the more effective antenna systems, ensuring large with a:cura4y and

the sensitivity of radio traffic. Simultaneously was iupr)ved radio

reception technique - Were improved the indices of the forming part

of radio lirectios finder receptors (interference shielding,

sensitivity, the accuracy of installation and maintenam=e of

frequency, reliability, etc.).

In connectiai with the comeon/general/total development of radio

engineering and the mastery/adoption of high and ultrabi;2

frequencies, was expanded the frejuency band of the work of radio

direction finders. Contemporary direction-finding installations work

in the range from the lowest to the highest frequencies.

As a result ,f the made investigations and developments, the

S. . • .
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direction finlars are at present sufficiently precision instruments.

Page 10. '

However. the accuracy of direction finder is caused by a whole series

of the factors, connected with it by itself and with the affect of

the surrounding 2bject/subJects. and also with the conditions of the

propagation of electromagnetic waves on the way from transmitter to

direction finler. Therefore the indicated high degree of accuracy can

be provided only in that case when during the practical nse of a

radio direction fLnder is given up clear report in the processes,

which occur in it, and in the different effects, exertal to these

processes. Thus, sor the proper practical use of a radio lirection

finder is necessary serious acquaintance with the theory 2f its work.
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Chapter 2.

PRIINCPLES AND MTHODS OF RADIO TRAFFIC.

2.1. Electromagnetic field and its polarization.

It is known that electromagnetic field is the totality of the

mutually connected electrical and magnetic fields.

Electromagnetic field of the radio waves, emittel by the

transmitting antenna, is the field of the traveling wave: the phase

of field varies in proportion to to the path of the pr~palation of

wave, and amplitule changes relatively weakly.

Any emitter zreates the induction fields and emissiom/radiation.

At close distance from emitter (smaller than the wavelea~th) there

are mainly fields of electrostatic and electromagnetic inluction. The

intensity/strength of the first inversely proportional t0 the cube of
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•, Jdistance from emitter; the intensity/strength of the second inversely

proportional to the square of distance. Radiation fieli is bure

relatively weak.

With distan:9 from the emitter of induction field, rapidly they

de'r.ees. at a distance, greater than two-threo waveleagths, virtually

remains one radiation field alone whose intensity/strength in free

space inversely propo:tional to the first degree of distance of

emitter.

In the zone 3f isduction, in immediate proximity of emitter,

between the strength of electrical and mignetic fiells is a phase

difference, close to 900. With distance from trasmitter, this phase

difference Secreases, and in the zone of emission/radiation during

propagation in dielectric sediur (air) electrical and magnetic fields

coincide in phase.

Page 12.

During the study of processes in radio direction finters us

interests as radiation field when is oriented the listiat radio

transmitter, so aLso the field of the neat zone when, for example, is

investigated effeot on the direction fin3ling of the •a.jsant (to by

antenna to the system of radio direction finder) metalli:
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ob ject/subjects.

At large listance from emitter (in the zone of

emission/radiation) tLe vectors of the strength of electrical and

magnetic fields (I and R) mutually perpendicular aad perpendicular to

Poystiages vector (S), which characterizes the direction of

propagatitn of electromagnetic energy (Fig. 2.1). Durm; E.cee-space

propagation constant-phase surfaces are the concentric spheres in

center of which is located the emitter. This wave he is called

spherical.

At large distances from the transmitting antenna tha section of

constant-phase surface near observation point can be considered

plane, i.e., to :c3snder wave as plane.

The structure of field is distorted near the interfaces (for

example, the earth/ground and air), and also in the prosasce of any

obstructions or sacondary emitters: mountains, trees, antennas, etc.

The vectors )f the strength of electrical and magnetic fields,

remaining mutually perpendicular, can have different lire:tion. For

the chara:teristic of the sense of the vector of field, is introducel

the concept of polarization. The polarization of eLectr~oagnetic

field he is called the orientation of the electric fiell of vavp
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relative to the pLane of propagation. The plane of propalition he is

called the plane, which contains directioa of propagation and

perpendicular to the earth's surface.

Can be observed the following forms of polarioatian:

1. Normal, or is vertical, the polarization, when the vector of

electric field lie/cests at the plane of propagation. rhis case is

depicted on ?i;. 2.2, where zy is a vertical plane.

nI lar~mEmlMaiml•mm nm c mrmm mmm m mm mmn nn n __ •. .. • nnq, -
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Fig. 2.1. Butmal Location of vectors of alectromagneti-- field.

Page 13.

2. Abnormal polarization vben vector of electric field composes

certain angle with vertical earth referenced plane, whick contains

direction of propagation. A special case of abnormal polarization is

borizontal polarigation, when the vector of electric fiail is

horizontal, and tie vector of magnetic field is vertical.

The in3iiatai in p. 1 and 2 polarizations they are linear.

During any linear polarization electric field can be laz.-posed on

two fields - vertical and horizontal, cophasal.

3. if between vertical and horizontal components of alectric

t.
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field is phase dLsplacement, then is obtained resuItLn; 9liptically

polarized field, the terminuses of the vector of directILity of field

during the periol of high frequency describe ellipse. rho rotation of

the vector of fieLd in time is realized unevenly. Direction of

rotation depends on a phase difference the vertical ail horizontal

componeats of elv:tric field. X special case of elliptical

polarization is circular polarization, when vertical ail korizontal

components are ejsol to each other and a phase differenct is equal to

900.

kI
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'*1

Fig. 2.2. Normal polarized electromagnetic field.

Page 14.

The stren;tj of the electrical and magnetic fietds of plane

electromagnetic wave in the general case of elliptical p~larization

it is possible to express by the formulas:

- Ih/4 -fmr cnik P cnaSb) '

E iE,~tor c C I
" /4 - oir cm (2.1)

If (-ja*,H, - .1- Vl) C
J

vbere uo and Vo the unit vectors. which characterite thu direction

of the lacge and minor axes of the ellipse of the polaritition of

electric intensity;
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iE, Ri,. H,, H,- value of the large and sesiminor axes of the ellipse ]
of the poLarLiatLan af electrical and magnetic fields (Fr;. 2.3);

- wave nuaber (a = 2,/X in free space);

r and I - the polar coordinates of the point in ;uustion, .

relative to the 3rigin of coordinates;

'-- the phase in the beginning of coordinates;

0-the angle of the direction of propagation of wive with
4

initial reference line (azimuth, bearing)-;

- the angle of the slope of a front of wave (Fig. 2.1).

Coed* flmroWrf P

I- ,

Fi-cj. ••

Fig. 2.3. Ellipti:ally polarized electric field.

Key: (1). Trace *f propagation.

,I

I,,,i . ... , "
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Pig. 2.4. Adoptel designations of coordinates.
I

Key: (1). Diroctlhn of propagation. 4
Page 15.

Blliptically polarized wave can be presented as gem Nf two

linearly polarize] waves: in the plane of propagation (E,,i f1 ) it I

is perpendicular to it (E±, H.)

A
1
I

"-" -in con0 o 1-6"
H= --nH.Le '+ all,,) e•-f cs ,,"", _J-

where n is the unLt vector, which lies at the plane of propagation

and perpemdicular to direction of propagation;

4I

a- the unit vector, perpendicular to the plane of propagation;

E,,, El, H., H the corresponding components ot electci-il and

magnetic field;

o-- phase itsplacesent between tha normally an3 abiormally

1 ;' "
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polarized components.

The angle, c:impsed by the direction of the transverse of the

polarization of electric field with the plane of pcopagation, he is

called the angle 3f polarization y.

The component of electric field, vhich lies at the plane of

propagation E.. can be decomposed on two components: vertical E, and

horizontal E. in the plane of propagation. If 0 - 0. i.e.. if

direction of prnptgation coincides with I-axis, we will 2btain

following componeits along the axes of the coordinates:

vertical _ j
E. = cos P j (E. cos V' + (E, sin y), -- E, COS k

horizontal in Airecti3n of propagation

E --= sin P I/(E. cos y)' + (E, sin y)2 = E, sin 0;

horizontal, peepeadicular to direction of propagation

- '"(E . sin f)' + (E , cos y)'= EC..

Page 16.
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2.2. Principles of radio traffic.

Examining expressions for the strength of the fiels *f plane

wave (2.2) and (2.3), we see that the sense of the voct•r of field

and the phase of the strength of field depend on the amgl of arrival

of wave. the use 3f these dependences makes it possible t3 carry out

radio tra fic.

For leteramingn the sense of the vector of the fisits, it is

possible to utilize an electrical or magnetic dipole, pr&:tical

fulfillment of which is the short vibrator or the framework of small

size/dimensions. aevolving dipole, we will obtain the maximum of oaf

in it, when its axis coincides with the direction of the transverse

of the polarization of the strength of electrical or 32igatic field

for electrical ani magnetic dipoles respectively. The minimup of emf

will be obtained, when the axis of dipole is parallel to the minor

axis of the ellipse of polarization. However, the direotiin of the

axes of the ellipse of polarization depends not only on direction of

propagation, but also on the angles of the slope of & fr3tt of wave

and on the angle 3f polarization.

only if the angl.e of the slope of a front of wave 5 is equal to

zero either the angle of polarization I it is equal t3 00 or 900, is
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possible error-free direction finding with the aid of dipole. In the

first case (0 1 Ol the direction of propagation coincides with

perpendicular to the horizontal axis of the ellipse of polarization.

In the second case (y = 0 or I - 900) the direction of propagation

coincides with perpendicular respectively to the vector of the

magnetic or electric field of electromagnetic wave.

Research on radiowave propagation is led to the cra:Lusion that

under specific coaditions (for example, during the propagation of the

terrestrial wave above the well conducting surface) is provided by an

angle of polarization, close to zero. In this case, the vactor of

electric intensity is vertical, the vector of magnetic intensity

horizontal and for direction finding can be used magqati: dipole,

i.e., the framevwrk. Perpendicular to the axis of dipole with the

minimum of signal coincides with direction of propagatla. An antenna

of this type fLind wide application, especially on the salium and

long waves with which the polarization in many instances is normal.

It is necessary 42 note that during appearance, on the strength of

the conditions of propagation, abnormal polarization tne lirection

finding to the framework will be accompanied by the errors which are

called polarizational and in more detail they are examiane in chapter

6.

Page 17.
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Stable polarization at an angle of 9go (y T 90°*, when electric

intensity is horizontal, is observed relatively rarely. Only in these

cases electri-al horizontal dipole cam be used for radio lirection

fi ndiug.

The phase of the strength of field also depends on parameters

enumeratel earlier (azimuth, the angle of the slope of a front of

wave, angle of polarizations)vhose separate determInatLzn according

to observed data In a single point is impossible. The measurement of

the phase at several points, which requires the applicati~v/use of

the dLversity-recaption antennas, makes it possible to •;3pose the

system of equatio~s whose solution gives the values of all indicated

paramsters of electromagnetic field.

The number of parameters and at the same time the number of

necessary measuresents decreases, if we determine the strength of the

field of the determined polarization. For this purpose, msnsing

devices oE radio lirection finders are designed for the

reception/proceduce only of one of field components, usually vertical

components of electric field.

The sxcepti3a/elimination of the reception/procedure of the

S. 0 I
.u •u • | • gi• im • Hi • i I ]11H ii • '41lOH I H H ~ i IH!•lgl• H HK M' • • .... "S .. . . .... • . ......... ...
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second (horizontal) component of electric field techni:ally

complicatedly and virtually entirelj is not reached. lbe

remanent/ces•ldual reception/procedure of the horizontal zimponent of

electric field leads to the errors which are also called

polarizational. 3ae skould emphasize the difference in the easons

for polarizational errors with direction finding with the aid of the

framework and with the aid of the spaced antennas: is the first case

4.
the polarizational errors are characteristic to operating principle,

in the second they are the consequence only of the imaletuacy of

fulfillment.

In this :hapter we will consider the action only of vertical

component of the electric field

E =E. ei'e-'" €, co,(e-) (2.4)

In many instances the propagation of wave from tramsmitter has

the multiple-pronged character: besides lirect wave are propagated

the waves, reflected from the different layers or heterogeneity of

ionosphere or the troposphere, and also the wave, reflected from the

earth/ground, froe different return emitters, which are located on

qreater to silt smaller distance from direction finder sal, etc.

Page 18.
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The resulting interference field is sum 0 of the coherent waves

,v • Ib~j -Mr Cos P, cog 1•0

,'-Ete e e. (2.5)

Each wave is zharacteivsed four by independent parameters (E,,f -,, fr.o0,),

and interference field as a whole by 4 1 parameters. ampLitude and

the phase of fiels of one of the waves can be aoceptel arbitrary for

the comparison with then of other waves, then it is reauire! to

determine 4N-2 tho unknowns of the parameter. Each antenna proviles

information about amplitude and the phase by induced in it eaf. are

possible only relative measurements of amplitude and phase relative

to amplitude and phases of one of the antennas. Therefore, having n

of antennas, we obtain 2(n - 1) the results of measurement. Knowing

the locations of antennas, we can be 2(n - 1) the equations, which

relate tho parameters of waves with amplitudes and phases of the

stresses in antennas. Rqualiring the number of unknowns t2 the number

of equations, we abtais

2(n-I) =4 N-2 (2.6)

or

n -2N.

For the separate determination of the parameters of all incilent

waves, the number of antennas must be equal to the doublel number of

waves. This dire-tion finder will ensure the error-free determination

L• . , :- •.
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of direction and ingle of incidence in each of the component waves.

For the production of radio direction finder accorlina ti this

principle besides by the antenna of system from the nl.e-esary number

of antennas are required the very complex receiving and computers,

intended for the solution to the indicated equations. Fpr this reason

up to now, there Is no radio direction finder, which in practice

realizes the given operating principle. All the existing cadio

direction finders according to operating principle are Jasigned for

the direction finiing of one wave. Ihen on this "singla-vive" radio

direction finlar operates the composite field of several vaves,

appear the errors, called interference and examine/considered in

chapter 6.

Page 19.

In single-wave radio direction finder the required Limber of

antennas is greater than determined by formula (2.6). This is

explained to the facts that with the incidence of only vane the

amplitude of the strength of field and, therefore, amplitude of eof

in antennas in all measuring points are identical and the data on

them cannot be used. We obtain possibility to comprise only (n - 1)

equations according to the results of the relative measurements of

phase. The number of unknowns is equal to two (9 and 51. Hence it

follows that for the direction finding of one wave (I - Ii is
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required not less than three notionless antennas. The nimber of

antennas of radio direction finder frequently exceeds the theoretical

minimum. Surplus antennas make it possible to simplify the technical

fulfillment of ralio direction finder anid to improve its indices:

sensitivity, interference shielding, instrument/tool accuracy, etc.

Sincs in the process of direction finding is asually of interest

only azimuth of incident wave, it ie possible to searzh f)r the

method to decrease the required number of antennas, ez-luaing the

possibility of the determination of high-altitude angle P. From

formula (2.4) it is evident that, accepting the phase of field in one

of the antennas 3E the equal to zero and revolving the se-ond

antenna, it is possible to find this value of the angle = (C v/2

* 9)at which and the phase of field for the second antanal is turned

into zero indepenlently angle of the slope of a front of wave A. In

this case of the sufficiently tvo rotatable antennas for the

determination of bearing; however, without the possibility of

determining the high-altitude angle. Direction finding actually is

reduced to the determination of the direction of the lines of the

identical phases of the field perpendicularly to which is

arrange/located transmitter.

The angle of the slope of a front of wave under normal

conditions is chaged within not vide limits near 0. If we consider
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angle • known, after accepting for it certain average valce, is

possible direction finding to two motionless eateananm seice the

number of unknown parameters is reduced to one 0..However, the actual

value of angle 0 can differ from that which was accepted luaing

calculation. Because of this appear the errors in the Jetermination

of bearing, which obtained the designation of high-altitule.

'4

We examined the field of single electromagnetic wave with the

stable parameters.

Page 20.

Under the actual conditions of radiovave propagation with reflection

from "rou;h" ion3spheric layers or due to the effect of the

troposphere the value and the phase of field, its polarization, the

angle of the slope of a front of wave and the direction of arrival

vary around average value. A wave of such type can be :)%sidered as

wave, whi:h has tae angular spectrum# i.e.. as totalitr or the bean

of waves with the different directions, which are usually placed

within the limits of small angle. Since radio direction finders of

the type examinel above cannot solve separate component waves, their

readings c6rresp~ad to the result of the effect of all elementary

waves, i.e.. give errors. Errors oscillate in the course of time in

accordance with the fluctuations of parameters of coaplex wave.

l : - !• |n-•' ll*NI• Ilri I • n • ur m m umm m• mm~m mr m~ m l • m~w ... • ~ m I
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Analogous errors are characteristic to the multivave rtdli direction

finder which solves separate discrete waves, but it castmt solve the

continuous angular spectLum of scattered beam. Errors of this type

also are related to interference.

After feed/c3nducting result, it is possible to establish that

according to operating principle the radio direction finders are

subdivided into the folloving groups:

I. Radio direction finders with the sin;le rotataote dipole

(virtually usually framovork). These radio direction finders are

subjetted to polarizational errors.

2. Radio direction finders with two rotatable antenaMs.

3. Radio direction finders with two motionless antaitas. These

radio direction flnders are subjected to high-altitule errors.

4. Radio Siraction finders with single-vave type three or more

motionless antennas.

All the enui3rated direction finders are subjected ti

intertereace errors.
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5. naltivavs type radio direction finders.

2.3. Dire.tio -fiading methods.

During use f3r determining the bearing of several aateunae

arrange/locatel at the diverse points, the information about bearing
is contained in the phases of the strength of field anJ, therefore,

in the phases of saf, induced in antennas. It is possible to

distinguish two methods of processing this information.

Page 21.

With the ficst method of the voltage of separate intennas of up

to supply to the Input of receiver-amplifier device, they are

cabined so that either the carrier amplitudq of the resulting stress

or the parameters of the amplitude modulation (depth ir the phase of

amplitude modulatLon) of the resulting stress are the function of

bearing. The detu-mination of bearing is conducted by tae measurement

of amplitude or parameters of the amplitude modulation of the output

voltage of receiving indicator. The radio direction finl-.:s, which

operate using this method, they are called amplitude. mkother method

of determining the bearing is based on the applicatiaa/us_ .f phase
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measurements. Tha radio direction finders in which is aseS the

measureseat of the phase of high-frequen:y oscillatioss, they are

called phase.

hmplitudm direction-finding methods. Let us examine the

application/use 3 amplitude methods in the case the us* of the

rotatable antenna with (framework, two diverse framework, two and

more spaced antennas, the combinations of the framework. and

antennas). The resulting voltage/stress by the antenna of system

depends om the direction of incident wave, i.e.,

U'= Ef (0. •). (2.7)

The lependenze of output potential by the antenna of system from

the direction of the arrival of wave he is called directional

characteristic of antenna, and its graphic representatioi - by

radiation pattara. Is is commonly ased standardized/normalized

directional characteristic

F(o, (2, . )

where ftp,,c(0. 0)--the maximum value of directional

characteriatic.

Figures 2.5 and 2.6 as an example gives different radiation

patterns in horizontal plane (i.e. with p - 0), preseats! in

Cartesian and polar coordinates. Figures 2.5a depicts is polar

coordinates widespread directional cbaracteristic

F (0) -- Cos 0. (20.)

-- . - ..
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Page 22.

In form of image this characteristic calls the "diagram of eight*. On

Fig. 2.5b, this same the characteristic is depicted in rectilinear

coordinates.

On Fig. 2.6a and b, is depicted acute/sharper radiation pattern

in polar and rectilinear coordinates.

For determining bearing antenna system they revolve, observing

output voltage. It is possible to distinguish two methods of the

rotation:

1) the rotation of antenna of up to obtaining of 2inimum or

maximum of output voltage, after which it is conducted the reading of

bearing on antenna position;

2) the long running of antenna.

Let us call/name the first method mounting methoi on bearing.
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Let us disassemble it in more detail. The rotation of antimna can be

realized by hand by the operator who finds bearing on audibility in

telephone (auditory direction finding) or from readings 3f visual

display (visual nonautoaatic direction indiag%.o

%

F:-I

* Io-, .
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Pig. 2.5. Cosinusoidal directional characteristic.

4-5
/ g/ io 270 30 •

In08

. Il r'9.

pig. 2.6. Directional characteristic.

i

Page 23.

As indicator are applied the dial instrument or the cathole-ray tube.

Botation can ba raalized also automatically with the aid of the power

drive, controlled by the output voltage of radio diractior finder.

In work for audition determination of direction, thse produce on

4
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the minimum (disappearance) of audibility in telephone, but not on

maximum, since the first method is considerably more precise.

Actually, with dicection finding with respect to the minimum, the

very small (order 0.5-3o) divergence of antenna from the position of

zero reception/procedure already causs the appearance of completely

noticeable audibility in telephone. Near maximum the amdibility

changes much more slowly and is possible sufficiently considerable

divergence from the position of the true maximum of

recept-ion/procedure before we will note a change in sound intensity.

Let us examine, for example, the use of cosinusoidal lire:tional

characteristic. It is experimentally establish/installed that On the

middle ear notes a change in sound intensity. Let us examine, for

example, the use of cosinusoidal characteristics of directivity. It

is experimentally establish/installed that on the middle ear notes a

change in the audibility to 7-8o/o. This difference we will obtain

near the maximum when cos 9 becomes equal to 0.92-0.93 wkhich

corresponds to angle of 23-210. Consequently, having only gone away

from maximum to tie angle, greater than 200, we will note a change of

the audibility in telephone.

Besides the Jeternination of bearing for audition from the

minimum of radiation pattern, there is another auditory mathod, based

on the comparison of audibility in two positions by the rotatory

antenna of system or during switching by the antenna 3f system,
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combined with the omnidirectional antenna.

The simplest diagram of the realization of comparis~a method is

represented on Fi3. 2.7. Two Framework - fundamental framework A and

auxiliary B are acrange/locatod mutually perpendicularly and are

attached on one axis. Haf from framework B of switch by switch D.

e• Direction finding consists in the rotation of both framework and in

the determination of such position by which svitchings *f switch D do

not change intensity of reception.

On Fig. 2.8 -otted lines, gave the radiation patterns of

framework A and S. As heavy and fine/thin solid lines ace depicted

total radiation patterns in two positions of svitch D.

Page 24.

According ta the same law will change the audibility at the

output of receiver during the rotation of the framevwrt. The position

of the framework, in which the indicated switchings Io not change

audibility, corresponds to direction 3-4, when the plans 3f framework

B to the perpendicular of the location cf radio transmitter (1-2).

Then there is no reception/procedure to framework B. The lirection of

the incoming electromagnetic wave is determined in this case %y

perpendicular to the plane of framework B. On the dial/limb of radio

A-
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direction finder, must be counted off the angle betveen the initial

"reference line and this perpendicular. Aulibility will ant change

also in the position of the framevork along directions 1 and 2, i.e.#

in the absence of reception/procelure in framework A. this could lead

to the possibility of bearing error to 900. Virtuallf this ambiguity

is removed by the facts that framework B are taken with the larger

effective height than A; therefore audibility with accurate bearing

is less than with erroneous bearing. Framework 5 one should take

greateL size/dimensions than framework A, and for an increase in the

accuracy 3f reading (see § 2.7).

Instead of the auxiliary framework-*, it is possible to use the

omnidirectional antenna whose emf coincides ie phase with eoa from

the frasework. Emf of the framework or antenna is chan;ad over during

direction finding. Direction finding consists in the determination of

the position of the framework, by which the audibility at the output

of receiver is not changed during svitchings.
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)!•lFi~g. 2.'7. lrig* 2.8

Ud

Fig. 2.7. Di~agram of the r'ealization of compari.son method.

--

Key; 4,1) . To receiver.

Fig. 2.8. Radiation pattern during switching of the fraimework. •

Page 2.5. -2

Between the amplitudes of emf of the framevork and antenna,

there can be in pcinciple any relationship/ratio. Let us issume that

the value of oaf of the changed over antenna is equal to maximum oaf

of the framework. Then the resulting radiation pattern will be

obtained as on Fi;. 2.9, on which by fine/thin solid line is shown

the antenna radiation pattern, by fine/thin dotted lina - the

F - --- *--~ -- *--- ---- ---- - -
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radiation pattern of the framevork. By heavy broken ani solid lines

are shown the resalting diagrams in two positions of switch D. ks can

be seen from Fig. 2.9, the value of resulting eaf is not changed

during switchings D, when the framework is directed lea~thvise Or- and

Ob, i.e., when the plane of the framework is perpendicular to

direction in radi3 station. This is considered during the orientation I
of the Erauework and dial/limb in the indicated system.

During manual unit on bearing according to instrument (visual

for nonautomatic unit is most expedient to utilize comparison method.

The voltage, obtained as a result of suitchings, is modulated.

Utilizing, for example, radiation pattern of the combination of the

antenna and framework, as on Fig. 2.9, we see that in position Oa the

voltage during one half-period of switching will be prapoctional 04,

and during the second - is proportional 03. This is represented on

Fig. 2.10. Radio frequency voltage is modulated and has rectangular

envelope. In position Ob (Fig. 2.9) the depth of modulation is equal

to zero, since voltages 01 into both half-periods switrhLngs are

equal to each other. During the divergence of antenna to the

position, symmetrical Oa, we will obtain the same depth of modulation

as in Oa, but with the inverted phase. It is easy to see that the

depth of modulation is the function of angle of rotatian. Unit with

the antenna of system on bearing produces on minimum (zar•) of the

depth of mcdulation.

* - . iz
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A

t. -a~o p~ 4 -3.

I--/

I 10
h-4

C

F ig. 2.9. Radiation pattern of system from the frasevark and the open

antenna.

Page 26.

In visual radio lirection finders at the output of receptor, is

included the indicator according to readings of which the operator

determines the antenna position, which corresponds to the minimum of

the depth of modulation. In the automatic direction finders the

follower with the aid of the power drive turns antenna in the

position, which corresponds to zero modulation. Besides sjuare.-ave

modulation can be obtained sinusoidal nodulatio*.

Direction finding on maximum, as was noted above, with

cosinusoidal radiation pattern is imprecise. Bowever, with

sufficiently acut.a/sharp radiation pattern, This method of direction

finding becomes possible. Specifically, on ultra short uaves it is
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easy to perform antenna system with this acute/sharp radiation

pattern that the lirection finding on maaimum will be saufticiently

pr ecise.

Let us examine the second method - with the long ruamtig of

antennta. [n the radio direction finders, working using this method,

the voltage proves to be modulated depenting on the frequency of the

rotation *f antenaa. Actually, if angular frequency 0. then

O--l

and the voltage of antenna is proportional to directional

characteristic

F(O-- 0) - (Q-- 0),

ie.
U U..U .cF (t--O). (2.10)

I
'i

i i I NI I I II•Id~m~ iI
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S" V ,• V A: V A NA 15V
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l~lll~t~•. J _ C O# UAmIM.

rig. 2.10. Additian of the voltages of the framework and antenna.

ney: (1). Euf from the framework. (2).. Euf from anteoha. (3). They

S will close coot. (4). Sum of euf of the framework and antenna.

Pa ge 27.

Expression (2. 10) represents modulated voltage, aoreover the phase of

modulation curve is determined by bearing 8. At the outpuzt of

receptor, is switched on the instrument according to vhirb is couanted

off the phase of modulation frequency, vhich corresponds to bearing.

Thus, radio direction finders with the long running of antenna are

automatic, i.e., making it possible to directly count •itf bearing

vittiout observer's any operations. They are called phase-meter.

J

t.

i ""mmm• m:: mm'm• imm m • m • • m m : m I •m • ! • arem • m mmn n m 71
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Let us turn now to radio direction finders with e•tionleas

antennas. Let us examine the simplest antenna system of flur vertical

wire antennas I (rig. 2.11).

FOOTNOTE I. The application/use of four antennas instead of three

antennas, the minimum number, simplifies examination. As has already

been indicated that for an improvement in the series of the indices

of direction find3r, is applied a lar--r number of antennas.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Antennas 1, 2, 3, 4 are arrange/located in the apex/vertetes of

square, direction of one of the diagonals of square with antennas 1-3

coinciding vith the initial reference line of bearing.

Let us designate: li,- acting height of antenna; 2b - the

separation of opposite antennas (corner diameter) ; , the

initial phase of field at the center of system.

Buf, induced in antennas, in accordance with (2.4) will. be

S-= •.e J• --, _,n ... I, I (C'2.1 c P

; Lz ,Ehe' * nib' fin Oem, ýl jCut0, : El/,,ei ••,a I ,,t

04 Eh
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S4q

Fig. 2.11. Antenns location.

Page 28.

' The differential voltages of opposite antennas to sex/tIor are

expected equal to

0,,- --- ,- - j21"-h.ei* sin (,ncbcos4cosJ)), (2.12)

U~~U- U j2h~&in (b cs ~sin').(2.13)

We obtain tvo voltages of the identical phase whose amplitude depends

on bearing 9 and ýn the angle of the slope of a front of wave f. With

the aid of the appropriate computer it is possible to determine by

the obtained two voltages both angles 8 and . Virtually in this

type, radio direction finders is applied a small separation of

antennas in comparison with wavelength 42b < X). since with a small

separation is simplified the procedure of the determination of

:F * •I • • • •I • • • • r , "•" " • .. .. . ... . .. : :
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bearing. Furthermore, with large separation the solution to equations

(2.12) ani (2.13) proves to be many-valued. Taking into account a 4
small separation, in both expressions sines can be repla.-ed with

arguments. Then

,, j i2hEe'_mb cus 0 cos •i, (2.12)

.,,=ji2h,Ee/mb cos 0 sin 0. 12.13')

Replacement of sines by arguments, strictly speaking, it is

permisisible only with the negligibly low values of arguments. During

an increase in the arguments of expression (2.120). (2.1301 they
A

become imprecise ind the obtained on them subsequently bearing is

accompanied by the error which is called the error of separation. The I
maximum permissible errors of separation limit the distance between

antennas in radio direction finders of the type in question.
I

For determining angle 6 in accordance with (2.1241, (2.139) can

be used two methods. The first method conqists in the fi.t that

between antenna system and the receiver is included the goniometer,

which consists of two motionless field coils and one revolving search

coil.

Antennas 1-3 and 2-4 are connected with the aid of feeders to

two motionless mutually perpendicular field coils I# of [1

gonioneter. Within field coils rotates third search coil of J

goniometer, connected to the input of receiver.

_ -ii .
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The appearing under the effect of the differential valtages Uss

and U&, currents and created by them In field coils I and Ir magnetic

fields HII and Hf,, are proportional to differential voltages,
I..

HI ,O n= 1 WAcCos

H. aU.HtMCsn0
where k, and k2- the proportionality factors, which depend on the

parameters of goniometer and antennas.

rho resultia; magnetic field in gonionoter is equal to vector

sun of fields H, and /lit Let us assume that the curremmts in both

coils I and II, and also the created by them magnetic fields lit and

Ht11 are located in phase. Then the vector of the resultim; magnetic

* field in value ani direction will be determined by the diaigonal of

* ~rectangle (Fig. 2. 12).

Nagnitude of vector the resulting magnetic field is expressed

H OR:= VOA1 +08'
H2 cos'O --+ H, sin' 0, (2.14,

If POIR
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I

its direction is determined by the angle f of vector wvith

standard to the plane of first field coil 1. which coianiles with

magnetic field H,, moreover-I

OR H .. sin e (2.15)

Let us make the further assumption that

H K H/I ,, .Wac

Then according to (2.1.) and (2.15) ve'obtain that tie resulting
I

magnetic field H-l4It,0 , does not depend on angle 0 and that

or A4
lg~l,=tg', or q,-•6. !

4 1
" ~I

I

EI

[ -I
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Fig. 2.12. Additi~n of magnetic fields in goaiomter. j
+I

Key: 1). Searching coil.

A
* Page 30.

SConsequently, when making these assumptions the magnetic field

strength within goniometer on depends on the direction af incident

wave. Direction of the magnetic field composes with standard to the

plane of the first field coil of I gonioaeter accurately the sane

angle ir which composes the direction of the arrival of wave with the

[. plane of antennas 1-3.

If one assumes that field within goniometer unifoem, then of ebfE,,,

induced in search coil, will be proportional to the resulting field

H. multiplied by sin ( •- a), where a is the angle between the

I-M
! ..
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standard to the plane of the first field coil and the plane of search

"coil, calculated according to the scale of goniometer; (F - a) - the

angle between the plane of search coil ond the direction of the

resulting magnetic flex (Fig. 2.12), i.e.

E,, kH sin (4, -a). (2.16)

where k - the proportionality factor, depending on the parameters of

"goniometer.

In goniometric to system instead of the pairs of spaced antennas

, 1-3 and 2-4 it is possible to use the framework. Vithoot being

stopped here on the theory of the action of gonioneter which is

examined in detail in chapter 3, let us note that zero 3atput voltage

are obtained from (2.16) during the rotation of search coil through

angle a = 8. This position of search coil gives directly the reading

of bearing. The process of direction finding in goniometric system is

obtained by the same as with direction finding by mounting method on

the bearing of the rotatory antenna. It is possible to also carry out

long running of g3niometer, applying for the indication of bearing

the same receptian/procedures as with that which is rotating antenna.

In other words, goniometer makes it possible to carry out rotation of

cosinusoidal radiation pattern with motionless antennas.

With the othar method of determining the bearing on the basis of

I " ,• - •A• •;• :
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the equations (2.129), (2.130) of voltage Uj3 and Uts, they are

amplified in two Ladependent receivers (channels), the fa:tor of

amplification of wh!iTa is differing (by value and phase). The

intenasive voltagesswi' 1 be feed/conducted to plate I and f of

cathode-ray tube (Fig. 2.13). The trace of %lectron beam will

describe the straight line whose slope/iacliaatios is equal to
SU"

tg -- - = .. .tig , , e •-= J

Page 31.

The position of the gloving line on the screen of cathole-ray tube

determines directly bearing. This type radio direction finders they

are called two-channel. They are automatic. It should be noted that

it is possible to carry out independent ampliftiction of two voltages

in one receiver# ipplying the frequency, phase or time sharing of the

voltages of channels.

In the radi3 direction finder with two motionless antennas,

constructed according to amplitude principle, is utilized usually the

sum-and-difference method of reading 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. The sin-and-difference method of reading sometinos is

related to phase-difference direction-finding method. BMDFOOTNOTS.
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Differential voltige from one pair of antennaso arrange/located, for

example, as antoanas I and 3 ou Fig. 2. I1. it will be

U, -j2Ehe/sin (nib cos [cos 0). (2.17)

Let us find also the total voltage

U U •--- + U, = 2EMiel cos (rnb cos • cos (j). (2.17')

Each of these voltages will be feed/conducted to indapeatant

receiver-amplifier channel. Both channels have identical

amplification factors. In one of the chanpels, the voltago undergoes

phase displacement 900.

II
B[

Ip
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, i

Fig. 2.13. Diagram of two-channel radio direction finder.

Key: (1). Incident wave. (2). Receiver.

-A

Page 32.

At the output of khannels, ve will obtain the voltages of the

identical phase, proportional U, and U,. Voltages will be

feed/conducted to plates (UL) and Y(U6 ) cathode-ray

tube. Inclination of the gloving line on tube face is equal to

V
tga = tg (ml, co cos t)

or

a nb cos • cos 0.

If we count 3ff angles not from the line of antenna location,

but from standard to it, thea a m *b cos • sin at.

r
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Angle a is c3nnected with bearing 0'. If one assumes that the

angle A is known, then on angle a it is possible to find 9'.

the application/use of a small separation of antennas, component

motionless pair, is inexpedient, since the rotating antenna couple or

goniosetric system are simpler in operation. Ue by a a~tionless
kI

antenna vapors acluires sense with large separation, since in this
r1

case is raised the accuracy of direction finding.

I

For the possibility of the realization of single-vaLued reading,

the angle a must not be more r/2, i.e., 1

mb sin(2.18)

Lastflatter condition with that which was assigned bfX lUnits

the sector within limits of which it is conducted direction finding.

From expression (2.18) at the low values of angle 9' the sector of

direction finding is determined from formula 29' < w/2nb. Thus, this

direction finder is sector unlike the direction finders of other

types, which allow/assume direction findiqg within limits of 3600.

Taking into account this property, it is expedient each of two .

antennas to fulfill with acute/sharp radiation patters, as a result

of which is raised the interference shielding of directioa finder,

I
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are lovered interference errors it decreases the probability of gross

error due to multiformity,

-'- low values the angle 00 can be desigaed on the obtaimed angle

a by simple indexing into conversion fattoc k-mb cos , lacger

than unity. It is easy to see that the c•em•v*rsi factoc is led to am

increase in the accuracy of direction finding.

Page 33.

In conversion factor enters the 4agle of the slope of a front of

wave. If in calculation is undertaken the value of angle 0, different

from its unknovn to us actual value, in the determination of bearing

we vill obtain high-altitude error that it corresponds to the overall

considerations, expressed in § 2.2.

Phase-difference direction-finding methods.

Let us examine the applicatiom/use of phase-differen:e methods

in radio direction finders with the rotatable antennas. Lot one of

then Cmotionless) be arrange/located in the beginning of coordinates,

and tire second (rotating) - at a distance r from the first antenna at
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an angle 8 to initial reference line. I
The strength of field and the proportional to then voltages in I

two antennas in question will be

h, = hE, Eell.
.--- h,, =--- hEeJ*e-''0' Po t CO, (s- ,

A phase difference of stresses Us and Ug is equal to I
,= ,r cos P cos (f - 'i)

Ln this type, direction finders is utilized the dependence of I
phase on the angle of bearing. For the determination of this

dependence, the second antenna rotates on radius r vith angular

frequency Q. so that

0 =fk.

The phase of stress U& relative to voltage at

•/1, -- r cos c cos(C/- ) (2.19) 1
proves to be that vhich is changing in time. Consequently,
differential voltage is modulated on phase. It is known that phase

modulation can be examined just as frequency. The deviation of

frequency is equal to

d•-. - mrOL cos • sin ( -t' _ ). (2.20)

-- "
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711! The phase both of phase and frequency modulatios corresponds to

b• bearing.

Page 34.

"Beceptor (Fig. 2.14) must contain high-frequency amplifier@ the phase

either FM discriminator, which isolates the low-freqaency voltaqe,

proportional to changes in phase (2.19) or of frequency (2.20),

low-frequency amplifier and the phase indicator from readings of

which is counted off the phase of output voltage, which corresponds

to bearing. This type direction finders they are called lirection

finders with the cyclic measurement of phase in high frequency.

Instead of the rotatable antenna can be applied the motionless

changed over antennas (see § 8.8).

[n the case of motionless antennas, it is possible t* utilize

antenna location in accordance with Fig. 2.11.

The voltage if each of the antennas individually is amplifies in

independent receiver-amplifier channels, with accurately identical

phase responses. Is conducted the measurement of a phase difference

in output potentials first and second channels V13  ans on the

output of the third and fourth channels I,'M From expressions

(2.11) it follows that

--7
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,-2"ib cos cos 0 (2.21)

and

',,=2mb cos sin O. (2.22)

According t2 these data can be found the angle @ (anl also angle

p). Let, for example, in diagram be developed the voltages,

proportional to phases U.==, 13  and UVf,. 24

Let us condu-t these voltages to plate I and T of cathode-ray

tube. The angular position of focus is determined by angle a,

moreover

tg a=-K-- V =_-- g = ig 0.

Conseguently, angle a = 0 directly determines boarin;. Can be

developed the diagram with the aid of which is determinet also the

angle Po

Fig. 2.14. Diagram of radio direction finder with the cyclic

measurement of phase.
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Page 35.

Lf we are restricted to the applicatioB/use only of two

notioqless antennas (for example, I and 3), available it will remain

only one of the ejuations (2.21) or (2.22), from which it is possible

to determine 9, by assigning angle f. It is natural that the

determination 9 is accompanied by high-altitude errors, if assigned

imprecise value of angle p.

With the large distance between antennas, appears the

mult iformity.

In radio direction finders of this type for the tar;ot/purpose

of an increase in the accuracy, is applied usually the large

separation of antennas, and multiformity they solve by the

application/use of the second system (phase or amplitude) with a

small separation, that gives the single-valued &but less precise)

reading of bearing (§ 8.7).

According to this same principle it is possible to zonstruct the

"sultiwave" radio direction finder, which allows separate direction

- A
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finding of several (with four antennas of two) coherent waves, which

operate on it simultaneously. As already mentioped that in this case

strongly becomes zomplicated receiving-indicator equipment/device

.r2.15].

Above are examined two fundamental direction-finding methods:

aaplitule and phase. on the first of thee, the phase dependences of

electromotive forces in antennas on bearing are coavertel into

amplitude (radiation pattern) at the input of receiver. According to

the second method, phase, phase relationship/ratios are retained

before leaving of receiver-amplifier equipment/device where is

conducted the measurement of the phase, which determines bearing. Is

possible the application/use also of the mixed methods. According to

a phase-amplitude method the first cascade/stages of recaiver work in

phase mode, then produces the transformation of phase dependences

into amplitude, usually using sum-and-difference method. In

last/Latter stages of receiver-amplifier equipment/device is

conducted the amplification with the

preseriation/retention/maintaining of amplitude dependences. The

measurement of bearing at output is conducted oD amplitude indicator.

In amplitude-phase radio direction finder the construction of

receiver-amplifier equipment/device the same as in amplitude, but for

the indication of bearing output voltages are converted into the

voltages whose phase depends on bearing, and is utilized phase

. . ,-.

• ---- .... -_ 1
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indicator.

Page 36.

2.4. Errors of ratio direction finder.

In §§ 2.2 ant 2.3 were examined common/geaeral/total principles

and the mathods af determining the bearing. In real conditions the

work of radio direction finder, is feasible a whole series of the

factors, which make the work of radio direction finder worse and

calling the errors in the determination of bearing. The analysis of

the reasons for these errors and methods of their elimination or at

the worst of account during operation represents one of tke most

important questi3ps of the theory of radio direction fnlnsr.

All errors, which are encountered with direction finling, it is

possible to divide first of all into errors systematic ant random.

Systematic errors cause offset of bearing from tree Sirection in

radio station. Determination in this case can be very evenly the

direction of bearing it proves to be inaccurate indepeadent of

accuracy of reading.

I :L . ..
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Systematic errors can in principle be removed by the appropriate

calibration of direction finder, i.e.. by the preliimary

determination of its errors from known stations and by the method of

the direction fiuaing of the local oscillator, and by the subsequent

introduction into the readings of the corresponding cocrectionmsKHowever, the reasons for errors, as ye will see further, are so/such

numerovs and diverse and frequently so they yield with difficulty to

account that in practice the fulfillment of this calibrat-on is

impossible, and tke introduction of all numerous corrections would

completely hinderfhamper the use of a radio direction finder even of
q

pi to calibration. In view of this the systematic errors oust be as

far as possible removed in direction finder. Only the relatively

small errors whose regular dependence on very a few faetors (one.

maximum of two, for example, from azimuth and from frequency) is

accurately establish/installed, can be removed by calibration. The

part of the systeiatic errors, of the not removed and not considered

in thw form corrections, enters in the random errors of radio-

direction findei.

Random errors are led to the oscillation/vibrations of bearing

in time, moreover usually are observed the rapid, slow aml very slow

oscillations of bearings. With the very large number of observations

i j j j J
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to one and the sane radio station. undertaken for the vide interval I
. 0 of time, averagetnean random error is equal to zero, sin--*

divergences to one and in the other direction are eqaipr~bable.

Page 37.

VHowever, in practice the averaging of all oscillations not is alvays

possible. The rapid oscillations of bearings are averagel into the

shorter time intervals, than slow ones, and therefore tueir averaging

is realized more frequently. An error in the single observation

determines the practical accuracy of radio direction finler.

Therefore the random errors of proper to be brought to the possible

minimum. Random error is rate/estimated rt average/sean quadratic

angular error.

Besides the given separation of errors into randam and

systematic, there is separation according to the character of their

calling reasonb.

Reasons, the calling errors of radio direction finder, can

consist:

1. Is operating principle, diagram, the constructizn of radio

direction finder or separate, its parts and in an inaccuracy in the

• , ÷
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mounting of external equipment/device. The errors of this kind are

caused, therefore, by the properties of instrument itself. We vill

call them instrument errors. Among them special place occupies the

phenomenon, called antenna effect (see § 4.2). The pact *E the

instrument error can be referred to the systematic errors of radio

direction finder, another part - to the very slovly chaalLng random

error.:

2. in effect, of heterogeneity of surface along which is

propaga t ed electromagnetic wave (coastal effect, effect 3f remote

environment). This component of random error changes very slovly.

3. Ia phenomana, which occur during propagation of

electromagnetic wives (change in plane of polarizatiom, deflection of

path of ray/beam from arc of the great circle, arrival to point of

reception/procedure of several interfering ray/beams). i

jiAs ve gill see further, the different errors of the propagation

of waves cause the rapid and slow oscillations of bearings.

4. Im effect of different kind of those who lie near by antenna

of system of obje-t/subjects: antennas, w.4.res, metallic masses,

trees, structures, hills, etc.
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Page 38.I

In subjlectivity of reading of bearing.

Subjective errors depend on a number of factors and first of all

on the degree of the indeterslnancy/uncertainty of the reading of I
bearinig, for example, on clearness and stability of mimimium or

maximum of sound in telephone with the auditory reading of bearing,

o4 width and stability of the strip on which is countei off the

bearing in automatic visual radio direction finder and, etc.

Different observers or one and the :3ame observer, counting off

several times bearing to one and the same radio station, they vill

give the completely not coinciding readings, more or less differing

from the true bearing. Magnitude of error in the separate

observations the Ireater, than more the oscillation of beiring, the

less determined those sign/criteria on which is counted off the

bearing, for example than it is more diffuse, is wider the minimum of I

audibility with auditory direction finding on the minimum, is wider

and more unstable strip with automa,:ic bearing.

Let us exasise first subjective errors independent of the

reasons, calling thee, since the character of these errors does not

depend on that, by which precisely reason they are caused.

Subsequently let us pass to the examination of other enumerated
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reasons for erzors, determining for each of them value ad4 the

character of systematic errors and the degree of their effect on

L.• cJearness of the reading of bearing.

2.5. Relationshipfratio of the power of signal and interferences at

the output of receiver.

Power of interferences at the input of receiver.

The 7alUs of the subjective errors to high degree depends on the

noise voltage and interferences. which mask signal and which impede

the reading of bearing.

For the target/purpose of analysis, it is expedient to divide

interferences and zj,%tses into two forms: 1) Interference and noises

with wide continu~us spectrum.

Page 39.

within the limits of a narrow band of frequencies, passel by

receiver, the spectral density of their power can be cmasidered

*-
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constant, and total power is of equal to the product spectral
densities and bant '; 2) interference with the narrow Lima spectrum

, - of frequencies.

FOOTNOTE 9. Here one should understand effective pass0nLk F°or the

majority af selective systems, effective band by approximately 10o/o

is more than passband at the level 0.7. SIDPOO11OT?

The first f•ra includes space, atmospheric, sose man-made

interferences ani the inherent noise of receiver. To the second - the

interference of radio stations. The interference effect of radio

stations is ezamixed into § 2.12.

Let us examine the interferences of the first fore# which on

their ori;in are divided into external (atmospheric, industrial,

etc.) and internal, caused by the fluctuations of current in the

aqtenna, the duct3, the tubes and other cell/elements of receiver.

The level of outside interferences and their spatial

distribution strongly depend on time of days and year, latitude of

place, frequency and series of other reasons, examine/considered in

the courses of radiovave propagation. To evaluate average

i-
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relationship/ratios, we let us assume that the interferonces cone

evenly from all sides and lot us estimate their intensity with a j
spectral density 3f the strength of field of A. Value A dependa on

factors indicated above. The power of outside interferences at the

input of receiver comprises (3.11

Ath2
"p • '(2.23)

where B is a passbaad;

li,-the effective height of antenna:.

R. - radiatiom resistance; I

- efficiency (efficiency):

D - directive gain (derictive gain).

Internal noises, which appear because of the flautuitions of

current in antenna vith effective resistance 'R,. are characterized by

spectral power density kT, where k = 1.3.10 80 J/deg is Boltzmann

constant, T - absulute temperature. The ratio of the total power of

itternally-produced noise at the input of receiver to the intensity

of the noise, caused by only one antenna resistance, he is called

factor of noise N. The intensity internal noises is equal to

I

[ I m-m m m m •m ~ m mil I • • - "
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P.= NkTB. (2.24)

- Page 40.

Inherent noise level at the input of receiver they characterLso

also by absolute receiver sensitivity - by that strength of applied

field vith which is created the voltage on input, it is egual to the

effective value of noise voltage. From the determination tf absolute

sensitivity, it f~llovs that

24'

4R, -- 4R-- ", P,,,= krB, whe , (2.24')

After using the known relationship/ratios: for symmetrical antenna

[3.11
"" I Wash.lt

for the grounded antenma

2400,42

we will obtain the expressions of absolute sensitivity fac

symmetrical and asymmetric antennas respectively:
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4819 0xwNkT8 BO1 48KI K
•" if 9GK)t'NkTB zjl/ hvw", IKNf •

E.ac t'ij E.0 0"V kD~ * M

-:•! (2.25)

The total power of external and internally-produced noise vwil

be equal to

Pno + Poll - PW"

Let us find the strength of the applied field, which creates the same

power as total power PDom. Let us call/iaae it the noise field

intensity
F_..foM4R! A.4B& jjE . (2.26),,,= ""~

The noise field intensity decreases during decrease in N and A,

with an increase lerictive gain and efficiencyl, and also with the

contraction of the passband of receiver. The question concerning the

advisable selection of passband is examined into § 2.6.

Page '41.

Absolute sensitivity can be improved (i.e. value E,,. Ls

decreased) with an increase derictive gain (D) and effLcLency$77 )
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antenna and d'ria; a decrease in the band (B) and in the factor of

the noise (N).

Calculation of these values is gives in chapter 7.

From formula (2.26) it follows that a decrease in valme Emsc I
.• • has little effect on that which results intensity of the '".old of _

I• ,interferences, if by means of selection V and achieved/lreached

considerable exce~s of outside interferewces above its own, i.e., if

In the examination of this relationship/ratio, one should

consider the minimum level of outside interferences, which can be met

S~under the actual conditions of the work of radio direction finder. -

The relationship/ratio of the intensity of signal ani intensity

of noise at the aitput of the receptor depends on those i

transformations, by which undergo the signal and noise. Is the

examination of these tcansformations, one should distinguish the

linear and nonlins.r cell/elements of the receiver.

Relationship/ratii of the power of signal and interferences at the

output of the linear part of the receiver.
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The linear cell/elements of receiver include the feelers, which

filter circuits, amplifier stages, and also frequency converters and

synchronous detectors. The usual detectors, which isolate the

modulating voltage of signal, are nonlinear.

After the passage of linear cascade/stages. the ratio of the

power of signal to the intensity of noises on output is equal to the

same relation at the input:

P, P, P. (2.27)
P.,, / == P,'B

where B is the re9Ulting passband of all linear casciiatstages; Pint

the spectral noise density at input.
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Page 42.

SPeIf separate zascade/stages have a band, B1 , B2 ani so forth,

then the resultir passband approximately can be found by the formula

2 ,3-A-- +!+...

from which evident that the resulting passband is Jetarmined in

essence by the narrow-band cell/element.

The intensity of noise at output does not depend ýn the

distribution of selectivity between the cascade/stages of receiver in

its linear part (high-frequency amplifier, the IF amplifier and so

forth). however, Juring the- incorrect distribution of selectivity, is

possible the overloading of cascade/stagas by noises or the

interferences of Dther stations, the disturbance/breaklown of

linearity, the on3et of combination interferences and bearing errors.

These questions are illuminated in the courses of ralio .. ceiving

equlpment. The effect of powerful interferonces on the errors of

two-channel radio direction finders is examined into § 8.3.

in formula (2.27) are not taken into account noise 3ources,
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available in receiver after its input: tube and the semiconductor

1 devices of the subsequent cascade/stages. The amplificition of the

first cas:ade/staje must be selected so that the ncise voltages of

the second and of all suhsequent cascade/stages woull ba negligible

in comparison wit. the intensive noises of the first :iszide/stage.

Relationship/rdti, of the intensity of signal dnd noise it the output

of detector.

In nonlinaar cell/elements it is necessary to eximin? together

the passage of signal and noise. This question was the object/subject

of the number of special investigations [r2.2, 2.31], to vAich one

should turn for a comprehensive 3tudy.

Will be here given only the short approximate resuits, in the

majority of cases sufficient to evaluate yoLks of direction-finding

Systems.

Page 43.

Let as designate the effective valu3 of the voltage )f siqril

carrier frequency on the input of detector U, and tha -ffective

-~.!
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value of noise voltage U,. If the passband of the frequen:ies of that

part of the rezeiver, which precedes detector, B1, and spectral noise

density (on voltage) Mws then

We examine the signal, modultted in amplitude, with the depth of

modulation R. At the output of detector, we will obtain stress

component modulation frequency, caused by siqnal with aff.ctive value

U,.,,,,.and the spectcum of thf noise voltages, caused by the interaction

of the components of noise between t1,emselves ana with signal. The

effective value of the noise voltz.qe within the limits of the

passband B,, of the filter, following after detector, let us

des".gnate Uin,,. Thh ratio of the volta.c:e of signal to noise voltage

on tb, output of the square law detector is determinei by the formula

'L A- ~j/ (2.2R)

It is here assumei that 2B,,<B,. If 2R,,>3,.- then into foru4ala one

should substitute unity for the relation 2B,,:B,. In the 23jority of

cases 2B,,<B, ani in denominator under radical sign it is possible to

disregard 3.-- in comparison with unity. The lepth of ms•,iLation A is

usually lass thaa unity, which makes it possible to disr.•ard the

term W1/2.

Formula (2.23) is derived on the assumption that tha frequency

characteristics :f the predetector part of the receiver tre
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rectangular. Inve3tigation shows [2.6] that the form of

characteristic with c-onstant passband insignificantly iffects the

relation )f the v:Itdges of signal and noise on output. rherefore to

admissibly use formula (2.28) with any form of characteristic,

tk'- i especially because the rectangular characteristic deterai~es the

F lowest sense of tie voltages of signal and noise.

In taie case Df linear detection of formula, they are obtained
I

more comFlex.

Page '44.

However, it is p3ssihle to show [2.61 th'at the results of linear

detection differ less than by 7o/o from the results of sluare-law

detection in the identical sense of the voltages of signal ind noises
on the input of detector. For this reason to admissibly use and for

linear detection formula (i.28) or its simplified form:

u. 1/ (2.29)

With powerful signals U,>L', the second term unler radical in

denominator can b5 disregarded and then
u. M M U M (2.30)
U, = U V ---- - , (2

where p'm= -,V --- s the effective stress of noise on the input in

passband 28.
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The relatiol3hip/ratio of the voltages of signal inl noise is

deterainc.1 with ,•werfful signals exclusively by the passband of low

pass filter, in thii case it is assumed that its passband already,

than the half of the passband of high-pass filter. with very weak

signils it is possible in ext' ion (2.29) to discegaLl Inity in
U2

comparison with -•--

r ,[-- U• U2

__ 2 - -c~ 2M 1 X-4- (2.31)
, ,, rFY/.28.

In this case the celationshili/ratio of the voltages of signal anJ

L L noise on output i.pends to idetitical degree on passbands :n high anl

in low freguency, this relationiship/ratic proves to be in/ersely

proporticr'nal to z;uaL'p Loot uf ut._Lýij equivalent banl, egual to

geomotrical mean from passITarri.; in hi, ind Iou frequenzy.

Page 45.

2.6. Solpctinn of passband.

Aaxi'Bum passbanl iL dvttcuiin£l by that ndVigjtionfl inf-3rmatior

which will hoar th'ý ..ijnal. Ono s: o11: distinquish s. rch, Pith- thfh

I2
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initial determination of bearing, and tracking, or tha zaisecutive

determination of bearing with the motion of the orientel radio

station. During search the signal must be reveal/detectei in cer+ain

direction for time T,,, which is assigned by the duration af signal or

by the conditions of work. In systems with motionless antennas, the

signal is detected independent of its direction and passb3nd must be

sufficient only for providing the coamlete establishment of signal

for tine T1. It is known that the passband is connectai with set-up

time by the relationship/ratio

B (2.32)

which determines vpquired passband. In systems with the ratatable

antennas, which possess directivity, the retention time af signal

within +he -liiti of the mair lobe of radiation, which hac Pquivalont),,

will comprise

T.28 (2.33)
2.

and the passband, which ensures the establishment of signil, will be

B 2K--2.34.

Here T,, is taken as equal to the period of the rotation of antenna.

Actually pdssband mus.;t be wider, since !isually singl:! Ji!trtion

insu ficie nt.

TV.: :ompari-on if formulab (2.32) and (2.34) shows that the

passbadd and, conseiitently, al:ou thfý intnsity of nfi•?3, iS

consi'itably abovy ?r. oht va-i:;, of 1he rOtatdble directed systpm.;
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however, even, tha pavwei of signal, which can be extra:taJ from the

incident wave in thie. case, is above, since it is pr!partional to k.

n. d. Since here is examined the effect of directivity only in

horizontal. plane,

Page Lj6.

Thc ratio of the ?ower of signal to the intensity of noisa will be

proportional
Dr_

for both systems.

With tracking the moved target/purpose, the rate of the

establishment of processes in receiving indicator must ba sufficient

in order to refle_•t changes in the bearing. If are assigned the

permissitble error of ireisurement A and angular rate IG/It, then time

of the determination of bearinq in any position of abject must not

excend A/(d8/it) and, therefore, passband must be not less than

B -- . (2.35)

A qreatest change in the bearing of the object, which *3ves at a rate

of v at a distanz: R from (ditection finder, will be when rate is

perpendicular to line of bearing. In this case

dO __r

di[ R1
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and formula (2.35) can be rewritten in the form

Substitution the jiv~n formula of the most unfavorable vilues of the

entering it quantities shows that on the basis of the rate of

processing about bearing is admissible the applicati3n/u3a af narrow

passbands of the Drder of the units of hertz.

The virtually used in radio direction finders passbands

frequently are considerably wider, which is explained by the

technical difficulties of thi tulf illment of radio dire:tior fiinders

with very narrow passbdiid. Th2:,; lifficulties first Ef a3l1 are caused

by swinging of neterodynes and filtering circuits of recaiving

indicator, and also the generator of transmitter.

Page 47.

Swinging leads fi:st of all to the need for frequency seiach with

tuning within tha limits of certain band of frequencies F,,, besides

search Pxamined abovq azimuth. In the theory of frequen=y search, is

known relationship/ratio C2. 1]

wherp r is t•ie 3f observation.

Utili zing (2. 31), we obtain

if.2•. (2.36)
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The band, detecuiaipd by formula (2.36), can be consiiarioly wider

than determined by formula (2.34).

In some systems of radio direction finders (tvo-chanael,

phase-meter, etc.) the detuning of receiving indicator relative to

signal frz-quenzy 3r the detuning of its cell/elements of relatively

each other leads to the onset of the errors whose value Irow/rises

@ther conJitions being equal,) with the contraction of pissband. This

fact also forces to apply passbands wider, than maximum permissible.

These questions ace examined in more detail in chapter 8.

In the case of application/use at the input of thb raceiving

iindicdtoL of local modulation, wide passband is require3 only in the

cascade/stages of the high and intermediate of frequencies (to

detector). Passbind in low frequency (after detector) :.n be

undertaken narrod in accordanc' with isymptotic relations (2.34),

L (2.36). During the irit:rferený.r level of this circuit, 3me should

consider the effý:ct of it-tection on the relationship/ratio intensity

of signal and noise - with weak :iiqnals unfavorable (see 5 2.5).

In zertain zise. for simplification In the circuit :f

equipment/device, it is desirable to Vealize reception :f
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supplementary information (identification signals, officill calls A

etc.) on the same receiving channel with the aid of which is

fulfilled the dicrction finding.

•Ii Page 48.

:• The paý;sbind, reluired for this (for example, with telephony) , can be

considerably wider than with direction finding.

2.7. Sensitivity with the reading of bearing on the minimum for

audition.

Six

When the output voltage of signal during the rotati)a of antenna

falls below known value, operator's eye/aear ceases t:) i--:?pt 3ignal

as a result of the masking effect of noises. Let this lisnppearance

of audibility occur within the limits of angle from 0 - 90 to 9 + Go0r

iwhere 6 is the true bearing. The angle 290 within which is not

distinguished the au-ibility in telephone during the rotation of

antenna, he is called the angle of silence 1.

FOOTNOTE 1 The SIbs'¶uent conclusion/derivations are valid in the
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case of antenna ?Efect when audibility with direction finling

completely does not disappear, but is observed the angl? if the equal

to audibility. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Determining bearing for audition, we can establish/instill antenna in

any position within this angle. Consequently, a maximum error in the

determination of bearing is equal to 0o. The reading if bearing

somewhat is more prfecisely formulated, if we find the boundaries of

the angle of silence and then to accept for bearing thaic average

value. As a result of the indeterminancy/uncertainty of the

boundaries of the angle of silence, the possibility of error is

retained also in this case. An average (in absolute valul error in

this detpcminati:n can be accepted on the basis of experimental data

as the equal from one eighth to one fourth of the angle if silence

depending on the skills of operator and time, spent on the

fulfillment of reiding.

Let us find the dependence of thp angle of silence Di noise

level at thp outpJt of radio direction finder. In this case, by

account the physiological special feature/peculiaritie3 if hearing

aid. Audibility is proportional to the logarithm of tha power of

sound. If P. is the power, whiclh corresponds to threshold of

audibility, ti.pr. audibility will be (in JB)

L - 1 K

1 t . . "
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In radio dicrction finders they utilize beat reception with the
A

aid of the heteroiynp, voltage on detector from which C3M3iderably

exceeds as voltaga of signal, so, and noise voltage. :he process of

detection (frequency conversion) under this condition it is possible

to consider linear and the relation of the intensities 3t signal and

noises at output equal to the same relation at input.

Page 49. I

Net power, I.veloped with signal at the input of receiver, is

equal to
El)I2Pc •

where F(O) - the 3tandardizedinormalized radiation pattern in

horizontal plane.

The power of interferences was determined by formal13 (2.23) and

(2.2L4'). The total power of signal and interferences i3 eaual to

P = Po. + p.. ='F'-(,) [o I +

Let us select the beginning of the calculation of the angles of

rotation of antenna so that with a = 0 F(8) = 0. When antenna is

located accurateLy in initial position a = 0, audibility is equal to

L, 10 •og n -- 1•;-

-- . J 2
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During the rotation of a.:ienna through srall angle 9., th audibility

will become equal to
E,2. + EIFI (I.)

L,= 101g•4RP,

We hence obtaia an increment in the audibility

-?' ,L=L,-L,=lOig 1+ B- -, ,

Consideriug in last/latter expression the secon] term under log

sign small, approximately we obtain i

AL ~4,34 Cts('
or

V *4-. 3 F'- ý9... (2.,37)

Page 50. (
[I

- r The 3btaineJ strength of fielf E, determines the reil.

sensitivity of radio direction finder, i.e., that strength of fiell

"which is requirel for the reading of bearing with the error, which

does not exceed the assioned mainitude.

Being given any increment in the audibility AL during rotation

by the antenna of y.teri througih angl.e fo trom the position of

bearing, it is p~isible from formula (2.37) to calculatp the requirel

strength of fiell.

For Jeterminirng the instrument/tool sensitivity of radio

direction finder, i.e., sonsitiv;ty in the ibsence of )utaide
"4

I

L T _
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interferences, it suffices to place A 0. In this case, E110 -Laoc and

the instrument/tol sensitivityI~~A F,, "° (2.38,
Er 4n, T

For the small values of angle so, only and beinq of interest in

practice, with licection finding on the minimum, taking into account

that F (0) = 0, the value of function F(S.) can be prasented

approximately in the form
*, •j: ~ ~F (% -- F'(10) ,

After substitutiag last/latter expression into formulas (2.37) and

(2.318) , we will obtain

E1,T *,F.(..' E,,lm (2.39)

Hearth &L is hera understood the minimum increment iii the audibility,

detected by eye/ear. This value depends on the subjective specialI -
feature/pculiarities of observer, passband of receiver, ibsolute

sound intensity, pitch of the tone and other factors.

Fxpec.mental data show that at average value AL lie/rests within

limits 0.5-1 dB.

The angle 6, on boundary of which the signal is 3.ta:ted that

during the rotatt~n of antenna, it is equal to one-half angle of

silence and detervines the accuracy of reading of bearing.

Lvt u-n a:Zeot as an example the permissible reading .rror 0.50.
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Since a reading .rror comprises (0.12-0.25)29(, the ingl.a of silence

must be 29a 2-'4.

"Page 51.

tUnder these assumptions from (2.39) the real sensitivity of radio

direction finder will be

a the instrument/tool sensitivity

(10 27.5) F•O)

From this example it is evident that the instrument/tool and

real sensitivity with the assigned reading error oscillates within

sufficiently wide limits depending on observer's subjective

qualities. For tha possibility of the objective comparison of radio

direction finders, it is possible to standardize AL and 90 with the

assigned accuracy of reading of bearing. Then instrument/tool and

real sensitivities 17... and .1,,) become completely determined, since

absolute 3ensitivity, the noise field intensity and raiai.ion pattern

are determined experimentally objectively.

From expressions (2. 39) it follows that the product of the angle

of silence by the strength of field is a constant value for this

direction finder and the assigned wavelength:
a[,/ •- Eo

3 =1, 24,F 1. 2k 4. V (0)
Al,, "-=l 2r8oE,,,, 2: r .L 7";

tI

"2.
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Accepting hL 0.5-1 dB and expressing angle e* in degc*em3, we obtain

The product 3f the angle of silence by the strength of field

calls respectively the real or instrument/tool module/uolilus of the

sensitivity of radio direction finder and frequently they atcept as

the measure of its sensitivity.

During the experimontal determination of the module/fodulus of

sensitivity, finis the value of the angle of silence it tke measured

strength of the field of signal. The definition of the tille of

silence, as has already been indicated that strongly it Jipends on

observer's subjective special teature/pe:uliarities, wh3t is an

essential deficie3cy/lick in the applicatior~use of a s3ijle/modulus

of sensitivity as the measure of the evaluation of the sensitivity of

direction finder.

Page 52.

Let us use the giver. formulas to radio direction finler with

sinusoidal raaiation pattern (loop antenna, two spaced vertical wire

antennas, the goniomptric system).
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Radiation pattern and its first-order derivative will be

with a 0

P' (0) 1

Then for sensitivity and for the module/modulus of sensitivity we

obtain the expressions:

Ep, = (10 - 27.5) E.O,,
E,I, (10 27.5) Ea3c,

Al,, (35 ) 55) E,,..,
,,, -=- (35 -,- 55) E, 6 e.

2.8. Sensitivity :f radio direction finder during the use of

compa rison methoi.

With dirpzti)n finding for audition according to -omparison

method, or as it 3cca3ionally refert'ed to as, according t) equisignal

method, they revolve antenna system, si,.ultanecously hiLn;inq ovei" ary

cell/elements, which change radiation pattern (for eximple, see Fig.

2.7).

Bearing is read in that antenna position of sys'em, in which the

audibility does nit change during switchings.
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Figures 2.11 depicts to the dependence of voltage U,, removed

with the anten )f system, from angle 9 in tvo positions of 1 and of
2 switches.

LI

['

I

•k1
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Fig. 2.1). Displized radiation patterns, utilized with comparison

method.

Page 53.

The positions of switch correspond to thf% displacement of radiation

patterns to angle 6.

Letters a, b, c, d, e, f designated the points at which is

satisfied the coniition of the orqnal to iuaibility. As - be s'a-

from figtice, there are many such points, which leads t) the

indeterminancy/un:ertainty of bedring. For the exceptionta.limination

of many readings, it is necessary to ensure single-lobe rtdiation

pattern or at laast to considerably attenuate/weaken all minor lobes.

After s-leCtLt.j as L ef.renci- point the dngle, which zorresponds

to point 3 of the intersection of the main lobes of radiation, we can

present the first diagram as F (0 + 6), and the second is F (9 - 6).

Considering both ila4rams symmetrical relative to straight lines +6

and -6 respectively, we can write
F (6)1-- F - 6)!.
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Dup to inaz racy in, the determination of the e-uality of

audibility near point d, can be obtained an error in the bearing. For

, exampl, the egua ity of audibility can be determinei not at angle 0 .

"0= , but at certain angle a = a.. IMagnitude of error depends on the

j relationship/ratia of tho voltages of signal and interferences on the

output of radio dirýction finder.

The senstivLity of radio direction finder with Jiraztion finding

according to c:omparison method lot us call/name, as earlier, that I
minimum strength of field, %hich prcvidt. the possibility of

direction finling with the ertro, which does not exceed =cartain

assigned magnitude A9.
%I

For leteraining sensitivity, Ipt ti., find the total power of

signal and interferences on the output of radio direction finder in

two potions of switch, which correspond to radiation patterns 1 and

2:

P, = Pn1 ,, + EF (f, + .)
II

4REP , ... -4 E IF ( 11. -- 4) Re-

where P1 ,,, it is determined by ±ormula (2.26).

Page 54.

'1

_ I
_L]
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Ar iacre3ent in the audibility during transition from position

of I to position of 2 will be

AL12~ ii E'---F'r'~ 4 a
AL = 10 ,, + E1F0 (. -- o ) (2.40)

It is decomposed expression for a radiation pattern in Taylor

series, considering angle 6 small:
F (0o-+-8 ---F (8 + .F' (6),
F (f, -- 6) -F (6) -- o -" (6),
F' (I. -f- ii) = F' (8) -+- 2F (,) F' (8) f,
F' (f), - 8) -- F' (6) - 2F (;) F' (6) (,.

After substitutingj thesp expressions into equation (2.40) ani

after using the formula of the approximation calculus

Ig 0,{3868.r.

when x << 1, we will obtain
29,EF (d) r'( I•'

E;:,nM+ E,,{•

Hence we rind

VAL (2.41)

Last/latt?ýr expra3sion determines the real sensitivity of radio

direction finder.

2•

FoL Ietf-rciairn instrumtit,/tool sensitivity, lot us place A = 0.

Then we obtain
" .= - L O,. (2.42)

Fo tebaedep)Fo (8) - .iLFs ta tiv
From th• •btained expressions it is evideant that the s~ansitivity
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i depends on the vilue of the angle 6 of the displacemant 3F diagram.

There is a optimum anqle of shift of diagrams, which an-ares the best

se nsi ti vi t y.

As an exampla of the application/use of the given forMuIas, let

us examine the circuit, prespntel in Fig. 2.7.

Page 55. 7j
.r i

The radiati3.: pattern of this system is determinal by the

formula ) Co __ ±.4i)SF ('j - )- (2.4.3)

where '1 is Celation of the effective height of friiawoirk B anI

"A. Signs . in formula correspcnn3 to two positions of swit:h D. Prom

expression (2.43) it is possible to obtain

where cos8=-,sijn 8 , tga=. --- , j
sin , Cos 8

= ,, Vi +~ , COS -•9,

SAfter suhstituti.; these expressions with 9 0 into formul-s (2.41)

and (2.42), we find the real and instrumant/tool sensitivity

1/f~ ,L 2 ,,, (2.,14)S8.680, sin 2"-- iA sln',

The strength 3f field E,, and E,,, have a minimum with

&..S. . .. , .
i' I I ' I- •I I I 'I '¥ !i'"l• T I i I
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- . tgIg 26,,T =• n- i .9

or Vith (2.46)
nonr I= AL+ ,(AL)' + (17.361S.)

"0 fTI ?, 360*

The minimum strength of field, which corresponds t3 the best

real sk-nsitivity, will be, considering &L = I dB:

m2 (2.47)

Respectively for minimum instrument/tool sensitivity it ii possible

"to write

E11u.m 0=-Eao2 (2.48)"~~~~~~~~"+ t~u.n I• • ¢ ""17,30so), -I

Page 5i.

Ir. Fig. 2. 15 is constructed the dependence E./i:,,u on angle

equal to aundibility 2e0 at different values of n and with 6L = 1 dB.

In this same figure is representel the same dependence jL on 20o

with direction finding on th0 minimum.

From the figuro ore can see that tha sensitivity wita mininum

direction- finin n method proves to be above (-f-less) at sm1l. angles

of the equal ta a1]•ihility. At the large angles of the aqual to

audibility, on the contrary, is mor tav~rabile the caipacison method.

This samc. conclusion/derivdtion can be otherwise expre.ss:? as

follows: in th? Large ratio of the strength of the fielJ )f sig:ial to

the noise field intensity for direction finding, is imre favorable
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minimum method, in small ratio of the strength of the field of signal

to the noise field intensity - comparison method.

3.0

t. 1 6

: f 2 ! 4 671#0 aO .10 -O

Fig. 2.16. Depend.rnco of ,ingle of equal to audibility :n interference

level.

Key: (1). Minimum method.

Page 57.

From the axaainatiorn of formulas (2.39), the relating to

direction finding on the minimum, and formulas (2.41) ani (2.42) for

an equisignal mthold fnl-ows thiy in hoth cases with thb issigned

accuracy af readin.j (AG) the scnsitivity of radio dirýttign finder

depends on the following factors: tl'e sensitivity of recorder (the

hearing aid of operator), the slope/transconductance )f cidiation

patteun near the vilue of angle, which corresponds to the minimum of
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reception, anJ fc:m iqterference level. In the case of equisignal I
method, has a vdl(e ailso the amount of the mutual displicament of

radiation patteris. The cffect of last/latter factor wvs ilready

exam ined.

The sensitivity of radio direction finder is impr)Yei with an

increase in the slope/trAnsconductance of radiation patt-rn F' (0),

ioe., during the ipplicdtion/use of the highly directioail antenna

systems. A defici•uicy/lack in such antenna systems is an which is

inherent in them multitude of directions of zero recepti:), which

leads to indeterAiriaiicy/uncertainty with the reading of bearing. This

indeterninancy/unzertainty car be zomovel by finding the main lobes

of radiation of the sign/criterion of the greatest intensity of

reception.

L

On saort anJ especially on medium-frequency waves tha execution

of the rotatable ihighly directional antenna systems is extremely

hinder/hampered tiso in certain case- virtuallý impraiticibly, since

the size/iimensiiis of antennas with acute/sharp radiation pattern

must be great in 7omparisor with wavelength.

The use of tar pencil-btaia antennas in usual goniometric system

is impossible. 1.1 5 3. 11 are given tht descLiptions of the methods of

use by a motionl03s dntenna of .ystepm with acutte./sharp riliation
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pattern for dirertion rindinq;. With th. shoL't-ning of wtv. length, th9

size/dimensions of antenna systems docredse also on uiltr sport

waves, especially into the ranges of microwaves, highly Jirectional

the rotatable diraction-finling dntenIndS prove to be exsiiy feasible.

For lowering in the interference 2evel both extara*l and

internal the passbani of the frequenci;es of the receiver must be maie

narrowest possible. It is necessary to k-pp in mind ttat the

effective bandwilth, entering formulas (2.39) an:i (2..il, must

consider the seleztivity of thi, hearing aid of observer. rhe

character of noise in telephone with the contraction if passband

changes, approaching the simple tore, whicn coincides with the tone

of signal., which impedes the discrimination of signal. Fir the

indicated reason thc pas.bans. of auditory direction fin•_Jr :an ne

accepted by the ipproximDately e:jual to 100 dz independent of the

passband of raii) engineering circuit.

Page 53.

The latter nevertieless must be made narrowest possible for a

decrease in the inte:feuences from radio stations.

The ways of i decrease in the r-sulting noise field intensity

are examined into 5 2.5.
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2.9. Sensitivity with direction finding on the minimum of the depth

of modulation.

Modulati-i 3f signal whose depth depends on bearing, is realized

by thp addition of the modulated voltage. which enters fr)m the

directional antetia, foL example the framework, with voltage from the

omnidirectional antenna, see Fig. 2.9). The block diigciv of radio

direction finder is ceoresented in Fig. 2.17. If E is strangth of

field, k4-- the -?ffectiveness of the framework, k-- the

effectiveness 3f intenna, kpy and ka-- the transmission gains of a

modulation-amplifier epuipment/aevice of framework and amplifier of

antenna respectively, Q/2w - modulation frequency, w/2r - signal

frequency, then at the poit.t of thr addition of the voltAges (at the

input of high-freguency amplifier) we will obtain voltage from the

frame work
U,,= V'-2-k, k,,yF ('))sin 0Ilsin ,I

and voltagp from the antenna

u. = V/-2Ekaka sin mi.

I 2:
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Ke : ().F a ew r .(".ApifieA M od t or o h r ,.w r . {

Fignn. 2.17. Bloc larat orf radio 5.directiorn find mpier fo ieton

antenna. (7). Inlicater.

Page 59.

The total voltage

i .r of a dirction fi r f diretlio

F- •-- / -U• [ -{/%1sin l/isintot(2.49)
fis the molulated ýscillation/vifrtion. The depth of moluldtion,

ywhich is the funztion of bearing, is equal to

I Antenna. (L) . Gen~rAto n .F. A, (5).itt)r. ().Apfero

k,k,.I :! I• "I ! I ] I I I " 1 I• . . F r " i '
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Alunj With 3i'na1 at t•h2 input of a moaulation-implifier
equipment/devize af rrdmework and amplifier of antenna, will operate

noises and interferences the spectral density (on volti•e) 8%•,u and .nnaa

respectively:

where Auv- the spectral density of inrherent noise at th_ input of a

modulation-amplifier equipment/devict of the framework:

•- - the sprctral dens;ity of inherent noise at tha input of the

amplifier of antenna;

A - the spectral density (on the .:trength of fiefl) 3f outside

interferpn ces.

Inhereint noise in th!. channels of the framework and intpnnas

originate from different sources and are statistically inlependent.

Outside interfaceices with certain approach/approximition let us

examine just as statistically independent vdriableE. in view of the-

fact that directianal characteristic ot the framework an1 antenna

completely different.

Page 60.
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The resultinj noiso voltap' and interferences on tha input of

high-frequency ampliiier will be equal

U~.~=~( ~3k', + ~k',) 8,

where i,-- the effectivo (is noise) passbanJ of high-fcaluency

., amplif'ier.

ILI' T-' relatio'iihip/ratio o- the voitage of signal 3ta aoises.

determined by formulas (2.4'), (2.51), will he preservel at the

output of linear hign-frequuncy arl;lifier. i.e., at the input of

detector.

For ,tetqrziiing the relatio:n of the voltages of signil and

noises on th- output of detector, we will use formuli (2.29).

U,, ... , I • F

Substitution int3 this formula of value Uc and U,,,,., •:or~ing to

(2.49) ar.n (2.511 gives

" A. I/ If. -x

-4-~ ~~~r r Vi (a) ' 1 ;:!B

V k k k' k-' ,

(2.5 2)

The low-frequency sr-re3s compu nnt of noise on output, 3parating on

indicator, they will cause chaotic beat of the pointers whose

I

i " " . A
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root-mtŽ-1i- square an, value is proportionalU,,•,,. The voltage of signal

will cau-za systematic throw of pointer a, proportionl U.. observer

I notes the throw of pointer, causpi by signal, if it ait tao little

relative to chaotic oscillation/vibrations, i.e., with
CL U, ~ ~ C,

where C - the coefficient of discernability and in experimental data

is equal to 0.5-1. For determining sensitivity, i.e., the minimum

strength :f fieli, which erasures a sufficient coefficient of

discerndbility during the assigned divergence of the fraiawork 0o

from the position, which corresponds to the bearing with which F (6)

0, is decomposel by F {O) in Taylor series, being lixited to the

first, by the 'etm
F (0) = O, (0,

where 0O is small deviation of anglcn P from zero.

Page 61.

Let us designate

- Co2.53)

O. 6F'tO)

and is , equation (2.52) relative to E
; - 11j - Bl C-' + +-P-.

M- 
(2 .5' i

iLe us examina thý .'ffecl Df different factors on sensitivity. A

I.- , • .
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decrease in the tirst factor under radical sign can be reached by att

Sincrease in the offectiveness of the framework and ant-nn&. Copying

this factor in tha expanded/scanned form# we obtain

C7" M2 ,+ 011 L p+ _:i +AA

An increase kP aad k. is expedient until the voltags DE the

inherent noise of the channels of the framework and antenna,

converted into the circuit of the framework and antenna, become small

in comparison witft outside interferences. This conclusion/derivation

coincides with a•,alogous conclusion/derivation for direction finding

in the minimum. With the predominance of outside interferences, it is

possible to consiler that

k' .

Formula (2.54) will take the form

E -C. V"o + M01) (I + VI/ + NMTCoi)E M

Figures 2. 18 depirts the dependence of sansitivity on tl modulation

factor at the iifferent values of parameter Co. The required strength

of fiell sharply i3scends with an ircr'~ase in the modulation factor

up to o = 1.

Page 62.
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With the further iiicrease Mo, is observed either minimum E at the low

values C. or the slow, smooth decrease E at the large values Co.

Hence it follows that is expedient to select M. equal to 1-1.5. The

large values I0. iaving little effect on sensitivity, are unfavorable

in other respects (see § 8.1).

With that which was assigned j the sensitivity is isproved
T

during a decrease ini parameter Cc. From formula (2.53) it follows

that for ipcraas- CO it is necessary to utilize the narrowest

possible frequenny band in low frequency, and also, if thlis is

possible, to increas- mutual conductance of directivity. Usually in

this type radio direction fiiiders F (0) = sinO and F' (3) = 1.

The given results, obtained on the assumption that ocedominate

outside interferences, retain their value also for that :ase when

predominate inherent noise.

If we aczapt in accordance with the given considerations A0 = 1,

Co0  0.25-1 and C = 0.5, then real sensitivity will be eKprcssed by

the formula, obtained from expression (2.54'):
El,. = C 1 (1.5 2,2) - _

2•,, , (0)

-- (90 -- 1(0• k,,- T2e06# (0--

Passbar.d 13,, is determined by all circuit, following after detector,

including the band of the suscepti:ility of indicator. Th latter

quite frequently leteraines the resulting passband.

I I

j

S. • .
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Fig. 2.18. Depenlnce of sensitivity on modulation fa:tor.

Page 63.

2. 10. Sensitivity with direction finding by phase-difference method. J

The measurement of phase consists always of the compirison of

two oscillation/vibrdtions a phase difference of which is determined.
It is possible to di-;tinguish two cases: 1) one of the

oscillatian/vibration s it is viLtually free from interferences and

only the second is accompanied by interfarences, 2) both

A
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oscillation/vibritions contain both the signal and the interferences.

Let us examine the first case. It is Known that noisa voltage

can be presented is oscillation/vibration with random implitudes Un,,

and random phases Ti ...... Density distribution of the probibility of

amplitudes follows Rayleigh's law, and phases are acceptaJ

equiprobable. Stoce/adding up the voltag_ of signal a.- iisturbing

voltage, we obtaii the resultiny voltage with phase displicement 'P

relative to signal (Fig. 2.19). It is obvious that value q, is also

random variable. Probdbility density of its is determiasi by formula

[2.21
I -q, • cos# £- co,

where q is ratio 3f actual stress of signal to the effective value of

disturbing voltage; F(Vqco% Laplace function.

With weak signals (q 4< 1), expaiding Laplace funzti-n in a

series, it is possible to obtain

2 . 2_ Y 1

Average vilue 1, is egual to zero, and the root-mean-squire

deviation
n, 2-- j -'2.515)

With powerful sijaals (q )> 1), utilizing an asymptotic

representation of Laplace function, we obtain

q . -qj,

il• - • ,- -- .. . . . ,, .e
SiR
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Fig. 2.19. Additibn of voltages of signal and noise.
?A

i

ii

I
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Page 64.

Distribution normil relatively T, with mean deviatiom Vc 0 and

with the root-meas-square deviation

= (2.56)

The dependence of root-mean-square deviation .a from q wLth respect

to formulas (2. 55) and (2. 56) is represented is Fig. 2. 23. rhe

section betvwen tte fields of the applicability of both formulas is

interpolated. In the case in question the obtained davlitLoas of

phase under the effect of noise voltage are full deflections, since

the phase of the second oscillation is rigid.

In the seconi case the phase of the second oscillati~n is also

subjected to divergence. The resulting divergence grow/rises.
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kto

80,'

,,• L --.- -----,
70

0 2

Fig. 2.20. Dependance of the root-uean-siuare deviation of phase from
tko relationship/catio of the voltages of signal and noise: 1 with

weak signals; 2 - with powerful signals.

Key: (I) leg.

Page 65.

With the poverful signals vhen the distribution of the ieriations of
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phase normal, root-mean-square deviation grow/rises K/2 ace:

.- ~L(2.5)
q'1

"Computation of root-mean-squaro deviation with veik signals

gives

= .- eq'" (2.38)

"The tepaonftee of the root-mean-square deviations of phase from J
the relation of tie voltages of signal and noise for the second case .

is also represented in Fig. 2.20.!

A phase difference of signals viii cause during :aasirement

offset of arrow/p3inter a, but deviations obtained above viii cause

beat of pointer. Is a result of the inertness of measmria; meter to

it, will operate those spectral components of the deviations which

lie/rest within the limits of its band of susceptibility B,,. Thus#

root-mean-squar throw of pointer as a reiult of the effect of noises

viii be proportiDmal to the root-seau-square deviation of phase and

to square root of the relation of passbands after and to phase-meter

cell/element '. -

ENDFOOTNOTE.

F ._ , I
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_'1 1. this consideration is correct with powerful signals when

deviations of phase follow normal law. With weak signals mecause of a

change in the form of the spectrum, the given relationship/ratio is

approximated. ENDFOOTMOTE.

IL.'

"Observer sill note systematic deviation when

where C - the coefficient of discernability whose value can be

accepted equal t3 0.5-1.

Taking into account that

q =' L-•"= •""ge

and utilizing (2.55), (2.56), (2.57)# (2.58), we obtai2 tie formulas,

which determine sensitivity.

Page 66.

For the first case (one of the oscillations it is free from

interferea ces):

3 -\ m2a-f!• j with weak signals,

22
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3 a vwitb powerful signals.
(2.59) :

For the second case (both oscillations contain interferences):

1 with weak signals,

C with powerful signals.
(2.60)

The seasurel phase difference is approximately proportional to

the bearing

icaiing factir k. can be more than unity. After substituting

into formulas (2.59) and (2.60) k,10, instead of ,. let us determine

the sensitivity of direction finder.

2.1. Sensitivity of two-channel radio direction finder.

The noise voltages in two-channel radio direction finder enter

op plate I and T 2f cathode-ray tube, as is evident from fig. 2.13,

it is separate frm channels 1 and 2 respectively. Noise voltages are

the random variables, distributed according to normal law. According

to thins same Lay are distributed the deviations of focus along X-azis
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and V, proportional to the appropriate voltages.

Page 67.

In the absence of the signal of the probability of the lariation of

values x and y, are respectively equal to -

W, (Y)g

1/ 2

where • and • are the root-sean-square deviations, pr)portional

to the appropriate noise voltages.

Probability that the focus viii have coordinates x and y, viii

be defiael as coabined probability of two events, tha pr3bability of

each of which is letermined by formulas (2.61). It is possible to

count that the noise voltages in two channels are statistically

independeat and cmabined probability is equal to the product of

particular probabilities, i.e.,

W(x,y)=W(x)W(y)= e (2.62)

Let us determine locus, the probability of remaining at which is

constant. This will be also the geometri: place of the o3ints, mean

S ... .. :i== i I• i= i I • I °• ~ i• •I' I• I•I • I I I •I 'I F i
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retention time at which the trace of electron beam is identical.

Since the brightness of point on screen is proportional tl time of

remainiag on it of electron beam, locus in question wilt se curve

equal to brightness.

From formula (2.62) it is evident that the probability will be

constant, when

+ J-L K2

This equation of ellipse.

Page 68.

If channels are c~spletely identical, the effective values of the

noise voltages in both channels equal to o.=a, a and ellipse is

converted into the circumference
.r'+,'-" p'

Image on the s:resn of cathode-ray tube will represent circle with

the brightness, maximum in center and which gradually decreases along

a radius. If we to plates feed direct/constant voltales, the calling

deviations X0 and Yo. the center of circle will move into points zo,

Ic- But if we to plates feed the voltages of the signal

U, U, cos () sin U,,

U- UcsinV()inn (a,

MEN.
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the center of cir:le will be moved on the straight line vhose

parametric equations will be

x a ci rJ sin at,
it a sin eSill of,

and augle of inclination relative to y axis i• equal to bearing 9.

Image on screen will be approximately rectangle bith the luminous

intensity, which lecreases on perpendicular to its center line.

Bearing is counted off on center line of rectangle. Be:ause of

indetermimancy/un:ertainty (it is more precise, to absen-o) the

boundary of rectangle the reading of bearing is conducted with

certain error. The maximum length of rectangle is equal t3 a. If we

the width of rectangle conditionally rate/estimate by v&Lue ',. that

maximum possible error will be expressed as
Mo :t tg W), == ?".

a

The beam deflections on tha screen of cathode-ray tube are

proportional to toe c~aducted/supplied to plates voltages, and

receiver-amplifier device is linear system. The value of the limit of

error can be expressed by the relation of the voltage of signal and

noise on the input of the receiving indlzator:

, - o (2.G3;

ftperiment shows that the mean error composes approximatelv one the

twentijeth from a*ile 2AGO. if we beyond the arbitrary b3uxdary of the

width of strip on screen accept square mean pw.
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Page 69.

2.12. interference shielding of radio direction finder.

-; OnDer the affect on the radio direction finder of two signals*

fundamental and mixing, readings of bearing for a fumissemtal signal

can change.

The ibility 3f radio direction finder to preserve within knovn

limits his accuracy in the presence of interference he is called its

interference shielding.

The interference shielding of radio direction finder

characterizes .he noise field intensity which causes the error, which

does not exceed the permisuible value. The higher the noise field

intensity, those, obviously, is better interference shielding. The

noise field intensity, which characterizes interference shielding,

depends on the strength of the fied of signal, value of Jetuning in

jammiwq frequency relative to signal and from solid amn;a between the

directions of silial and interferences. The noise field intensity

4

-.1
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usually is assigned relative to the strength of the field of signal

(in db). For the experimental estimate/evaluation of rail

interference shielding, is required the comprehenasive

examination/inspection of radio direction finder, in o30oc to

establishfinstall the effect of the indicated factors.

Interference shielding has different character on the levels of

the signal and interferences, which do not exceed the linear range of

the work of all quasi-linear cell/elements (amplifier tubes and

frequency converts s), and in cases when the levels of signal and

interference exceed the limits of linearity.

Interference shielding in linear (it is more precise,

quasi-linear) saol/conditions is determined by resonance receiver

response and diamram antenna directivity. Thus far the levels of

signal and interference do not exceed limits of linearity,

interference shielding barely depends on absolute sound level and

signal and depends only on their relative value. The relition of

disturbing voltals and signal on output is equal to the same relation

at input, multiplied by the value of the relative amplIftcation

factor with the assigned detuning, and it is determined by the form

of resonance characteristic.

rhe direction finders at which entire circuit of amplification
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afd transformatioa of signal can be considered as linear, include

auditory and two-:hannel radio direction finders.

Page 70.

In auditory radio direction finders with beat reception, the

signal and interferences give at output the sound vibrations of

difference fragusacy. The hearing aid of operator distinguishes wellr the sounds of different tone. The discrimination of twa c•und signals J
is facilitated still by the "semantic" selectivity: operator is

distinguished them by the character of work, on the seM3 of thej

transmitted text, etc. The action of interference does not cause,

thus, systematic error. Hovever, powerful interferences @ask

fundamental signal, they impede the reading of bearing and lead to an

increase in the sabjective (random) error. Vith very powarful siqnals

the reading of bearing becomes impossible.

In two-channel radio direction finders with reading on
cathode-ray tube, it is reprosented possible to count aff bearings to

signal ani interforences separately and systematic error because of

interference is absent. This phenomenon ke is called "visual 3

"selectivity" and it is examined in detail in §8.3.

in the radio direction finders of other systems rac-ivinqi .t
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circuit. Is substantially nonlinear c.lielesment - aate-t~r.

Let as examine action on the detector of two signals

u, A. sin (,,t + ,),S,, == A. sial(-/ + ,p,,

where wl, wle. *l, * are frequencies and the phases of tvo signals;

A&, Is are their amplitudes at the input of detector.
.A

Taking into account the selectivity of receiving cic:uit, we can

A record
A , = U ,,,f (c, ,), (2.64)A, = U,,, f ('n).

where U,.,, 1,08 are amplitudes of stresses on the inpat of

receiver; f(w) - resonance receiver response.

After designating us - w& + Aa, let us find aspLitult and the

phase of the resulting oscillation:

it, d- u, U si, (c),t -4- 0).
2 A A. +2A,,c~(m , (2.65)

A, sin T, I- A, sin (Aco! +" T,)f

A-CO--+A, Cos (0 Y)

Page 71.

Both amplituse and the phase of the resulting voltige vary with
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beat frequency Aw. If beat frequency lie/rests outside the passband

-A ot low-frequency amplifier taking into account the ban3 of rezeption

of indicator, the latter does not reproduce beatings. Readings of

indicator, as is evident from (2.65), they depend on amplitude and

phase of both component voltages, which leads to the appearance of a

systematic beacing error. The course of the computations ýf error

depends on directlon-fiading method.

iithout givlm; intermediate lining/calculations, we ;ive the

results of the c•sputations of the error with different

direction-finding methods in the form Table of 2.1. Table is

comprised for the square law detector and small relative listurbing

voltage (ap/A, <( 1). It should be noted that with small

interfereaces the result of linear detection qualitatively does not

differ from the quadratic. 1.

FOOTNOTE S. This :onfirmation is related to linear inertia-free

detector. Detect•r can be considered inertia-free during satisfaction

of condition (1.1].

- :'F V -_ A ,,,

where c,. R, are a capacitance/capacity and the load Impedance of

detector. tNDFOOrNOTS.

________
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Besides already stipulated above in the table are ac-eptel the

de signations:

i- n errore is glad; F(9) radiatLon pattern; F'(9) - its

derivative in torms of 9; 9g, 9, - bearings of signal ani

interference; 249.1 - vidth of radiation pattern at the level 0.7;

FJj (x) - tie Bess&l function of first first-order kind; 2b - the

distance between two spaced antennas; R - the radius of i cirzle of Iantenna location.

From table it is possible to make following conclusions for the

radio direction finders, which use the recrified signal:
4

1. The bearing error, caused by interference, is priportional to

the square of tha relation of disturbing voltages and signal on the

input of detector.

2. Bearing error the lesser, the acute/sharper raliation pattern

or more separatiao of 2ntennas.

Pages 72 and 73.

A
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Table 2. 1.

I)MeOA fle.ei~troumun 4iU~flOpiy.ia 0WL116.CH OwW"Na OtL'M(53 1KHAb3

no IUHU~ty~y KCIO4uuueHra N10-P 0

T enpu KocuKVCOU.a.1bHOA 2~ siA: 9)9 0Au Ipame lrp8q.1eHHOctLI A 2=sn(~-8)Ae-~~9

no 03 Ko3(4"uIfUeHTa Niozy- A
a) npU ,cOCUHyCou1A3.t,II(ofl 2UA- Aj 2 sin (9-,8 1  8~62 = 0'

rpamm~e manrlpB.1effl] --Til A 1

2.41 A
6) npu ocrpofl ,uarpamm\e 43. A l .4'CS

1
' ,-8,=1,9,npae.1eMMOýCT&I F (6)= cos-08;2 L 1 x

C OTCqeTo\I no %13KCUMV'.%IV

nou *pae BicoI~oA 4aCTOTbI (pa. A A 2 0.58
A8A3fle.1C"FraO top UUK.1U4ICL:KLM k3.N4C' A21  m

'A mR

rIb 4a3e StbXOKOi4 4aCTOTbI (UH- A- A A~
TepýCpo~meTp C Hefloasitwi4bLima 3.Te11- - TX A jf

(11pit ~ 0)

sin -Žsin 6,'

Co F;45 & Cos ý-kAsin 0)
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Key: (1). Dirocti~n-finding method. (2). General formula of error.

(3). Naximus arror. (4). The angle at which the error is maximum.

(5). On the minimum of modulation factor. (6). The same with

cosinusoidal radiation pattern. (7). On the phase of sodalation

factor: a) with --3sinusoidal radiation pattern; b) with acute/sharp

radiation pattern F (0) = C0i3D"4 with reading of maximus. (8). on the

phase of high frequency (radio direction finder with a cyclic

L measurement of phase of). (9). on the phase of high ftoreency

(iAterferometer with the motionless antennas).

Page 74.

3. Direction of arrival of interference, which corresponds to

its maximum effect, that nearer to direction of arrivaL af signal,

the acute/sharper radiation pattern or more separation of antennas.

4. Interferunce shielding depends on method of direction

finding. From the examined methods the best interference shielding

possesses the metnod of the cyclic measurement of phase in high

frequency.

Mith poverfil interferences begins the overloading :1 the

separate c-ascade'stages of receiver, which leads to the appearance of

combination and •cosstalk. In these cases the interferoazv shielding

Mo
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depenosi os the distribution of selectivity between the separate

cell/elements of receiver. This question is examined in the

common/geseral/total courses of radio reception. Some specific

phenomena, characteristic to two-channel radio direction finders

under the effect of powerful interferences, are examined into §8.3.

The application/use of cosmutation or modulation of signal at

the input of receiver leads to decrease in the interference

shielding. Interference just as signal, undergoes cosmutation or

"modulation. Spectrum of the switched interference consists of carrier

and a series of the side frequencies, distant in frequea:y from

carrier to the vaLues, to the multiple frequency of commatation. the

* !voltage of carrier Jamming frequency, if it is sufficiently detuned

relative to signal, is attenuate/weakenel during the passage of the

selective circuits of receiver and at the output of detector can have

the permissible low value. At the same time some of the side

frequencies can hit the passband of receiver. The voltages of these

frequencies they pass through entire circuit of receiver uithout

weakening. Although the voltages of side frequencies on the input of

receiver are muca lover than the voltage of carrier frequency, at

output they can render/show more than weakened by seleatLwity of the

voltage carrying of frequency and exceed the permissible limit. The

spectrum of side frequencies the wider, the higher the frequency of

commutation, but the intensity by their the greater thi2 Less flat is

- o _ . _ I
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the curve of commutation. Vitb *odulatios by sine voltage with the

preuervation/retsgtion/aaintaining of carrier the spectrum contains

only in one side frequency snizu and on top from carrier. More

intense side frequencies appear with commutation vith sharp

transitions.

Page 75.

For a decrease in the interferences of commutation, one should apply,

vhen this is possible, commutation with the smooth ir.crnl3e Of

tension. Is applied also the closing of the input of receiver to time

of the course of the transient processes of commutati*2. In this

case, the interferences do not operate on indicator. !.'r the

realizati~n of this method, it is necessary that the band of passage

of receiver would be considerably (order of 10 times) is more than

the frequency of -ommutation.

F
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Page 76.

Chapter 3.

- ANTENNA SYST'RS 3F RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS.

In radio direction finders are applied the ommidir.:tional and

directional antemaas. The fundamental parameters of the antennas

which must be determined for the calculation of radio Airection

finder, are entry impedance, efficiency, to effective hei;ht t. and

directional chara:teaistic.

FOOTNOTE '. Besi~ls effective height antenna can be chara:terized by

the effective or absorbing surface ((8.131, h 1, page 2Z7.229).

ENDFOOTNOTE.

During the tytermination of bearing, usually is atilized normal-

I

S.
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polarized *lectt3magnetic field (vertical electric fieli of wave).

However. for the lirectional antenna it-is necessary to :--lov

directional characteristic, efficiency and effective ksi;ht not only

with the reception of normal-polarized electromagnetic field (for the

calculatign of tka effectiveness of radio direction finder), but -lao

the same characteristics with the reception of abnornal-p~larized

electromagnetic field (for the calculation of the polarizational

errors of radio direction finder) (see Chapter 6).

It is sometimes expedient, especially on VHF, to realize

direction findin; on the horizontal compoment of electri: field.

The simplest antenna systems of radio direction finders have

size/dimensioas (separation of antennas)less than vavaleo;th. Such

systems possess :3sinusoidal (figure-of-eight) directional

characteristic aal are applied in the foce of rotary oc m2tionless

system.

Page 77.

Analogously ante32a systems with the size/dimensions, greater than

wavelength, also are applied as rotatable or motionless systems.

The width of the frequency band of the direction-finding antenna
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is determined by the facts that at cut-off frequencies tkey

deteriorate, reaz-ing the maximua permissible values, sensitivity and

the accuracy of radio direction finder.

are given below description and the calculation 3f the

parameters of the antennas, used in radio direction finders.

3. 1. The vertical wire antenna.

The simplest antenna is vertical wire. When elettcr)sgnetic wave

during its propaition reac' is antenna, it induces in it &eo of high

frequency, in consequence of which in antenna begins tD :irculate the

current of the size freguency. This current causes the

emission/radiation of the part of the energy back into spice. Both

processes in antenna - the perception of energy from spa:e and

reradiation o. tkLs energy - closely interconnected and ace,

actually, the manifestation of the single ability of antenna to

interact with the surrounding field. During the study 3f the

questions of lira:tion finding us interest both processes. On one

hand, the veticil wire antennas enter in many instances as component

part of the receiving system of radio direction finder, amd here is

utilized their ability of the perception of energy from the
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progressive electromagnetic wave. On the other hand, reraliation of

antennas (both f~cein; pact of radio direction finder and not

entering it) prodaces change in initial electromaqnetiz flell and

tkereby it can derange of direction finder. The effect of reradiation

of the adjacent antennas is examined in chapter 5..

Recall briefly some fundamental properties of the vertical vire

asteanja (vibrator).

Vibrator cam be from the which interests as point of viev

approximately comsidered as long lne with losses

Page 78.

Entry impeda2ce of this line is expre~Le
P'. C p. t 11 Y1. (3. 1)

where p, is equivalent wave impedance of the vibrator:

p- the wave impedance of vertical vibrator; y - propagation

constant:
"Y-- , + i,,"; (3.2)

- decay :onstant; a * 2w/,-- is constant of phase

displacement.
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In practice are applied symmetrical and asymsetri: vibrators

(Pig. 3. 1).

Lot us examine the characteristics of symmetrical vibrator. The
wave impedance of vertical symmetrical vibrator in frea space is
designed at small lengths I of vibrator (/<X) by the formula

1pB= 120 IJ n 0,6 9 ). (3.3)

9Y V. It. Ke3senikh is proposed for any I approgimution formula
(3.1p 120 (in ,a- 0,577 , (3.4)

where a is a radius of vibrator.

If vibrator zonslsts of several (n) wires, arrange/located in
circumference wita a diameter of D, then the eguivalent diameter of

vibrator C 3. 4 v]ilI be

D(3.-)

where d Is a diameter of wire.

For vach ratio D/d, there is a value nW,., greater than whichit does not have ser:se to increase the nu.qhrr •f wires of v 4 Lratcr.

Li -fwrso lrtr
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t Is

• Fig- 3.1. Vibratars: a is symmetrical vibrator; b is %symmetrc•

•: vibrator.

lop V I I I
/r 4

Fig. 3.2. Dependemce of radiation resistsace of sysnet~c[.-a vi~brator

IIV

on relation i.1

Key: (1) ohm.

Page 7•9.

ihe bapacrtaoce/capacity of vibrator (is linear)

C11 0.-1)

4 In --
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The attenuation /36

Rx (3.7)

where Ra tke effective reuistance, in reference to the current

aatinode, consists of the radiation resistance and

resistor/resistance of tbo ]losses:

R,.= R, + Ro, R...

The lspeadea:e R, an I/x. is given in the curve 3f PLg. 3.ý.

Feor low values I/A ( 0.1. resistor/resistance R, is designed

from the formula *

Here Rt its referred to current in the middle (at in-feel) of

vibrator.

I

Page 80.

The effective height of symmetrical vibrator, in reference to

current in the loop:

The effective height of symmetrical vibrator, in reference to

current in its middle:

- 2(_ - C( , ,x ) 2 - 3.8')

i . . .. Int in . . . •. . .. • • ,• • • a '
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Vhen the lealth of vibrator 2! is close to X, formula (3.8f) it

is not used, since in such cases it cannot be proceedoe frcom the

taken during the lerivation of formula (3.8P) sinusoidal current

distribution along vibrator. With 21. close to X, it is 2ecessary for

the calculation effective height to use formula (3.8).

For in asymsutric vibrator wave impedance and radiation

resistance viii be two times less than at the symmetrical vibrator of

the same size/dimensions, i.e., for an asymmetric vibrator it is

possible to use the given formulas for R. and p%, by tating into

account only coefficient of 1/2.

If we in (3.1) substitute (3.2)1 then after some transformations

we will obtain for entry impedance of the symmetrical vibrator

~i

- ' h 21.1 +sin ?ml,

ch2,.l - cos2nI (3.9)

More accurate results for entry impedance of vibratar it is

possible to obtain, if we in formula (3.9) under signs si2 and cos

,, -•.= i- -. • ......... f = =?-•-"i................ T ~ r• T ' ' "•'° • . ....... i-''•'11 '-•'q !!.. .
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instead of a substitute km. where k depends on (3.5]o

Page 81.

For -• * 0-3.35 and 0.65-0.85 formula 13.91 is simplified and

assumes the form
Zit -- inmt -, jpkctg nilt R ' f-+ i,\',,,. (3.10)

"The valuo of active and ceactive components Z,,, for lifferent

* relations 1,'A and different values p. are given in rFi. 3.3.

L;

For the asymmetric vibratnr of expression for entry Impedance Z.,

they are cetainel, if p. is wave impedance of asymmetric vibrator, I

- its length.

When it is required tc consider effect on the vibratir of

adjacent with it vibrators, they usually use the method of induced

emf.

As is known, to account for the mutual effects of vibrators

according to the method of those induced by oma to the internal

resistance of vibrator, are added the resistor/reuistam9as.

introducol adjacemt. The resistor/resistance, introducal by any

adjacent vibrator in the case when currents in vibrators coincide in
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asplitule and phase, he is called reciprocal resistance of two

vi brators.

Mutual impedance of vibrators is determined from the designed

curves I,[&* eg "3.1, 3.4].

WVen the len;th of vibrator is small (/<1), it is passible to

use the approximatioa formulas for mutual impedances:
* : R• rcos iu1d sinn Ind. (" --= R ~ ,, i, -F - ,,l -ri -° I', iY, 'd

R nio !I j' ,n+ ' IdI 1)~:3 R sin ,,zl _jcoi ,,n (l 3~ }~' (3.11l) _

where d is a distance between vibrators; R 0=209ai'l' - the radiation

resistance of the secluded vibrator by length 1; R12 and XgR are

referred to current of foundation.

During the calculation of coupled impedances, one skhuld

consider the possLble dissimilarity of values and phases of currents

in separate vibrators.
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Page 82.

Pf =,f&? .. ,5 -

S~~~~9 Y, 0.2 0, 0.. 05 0,6,

wih ffeut .

Key too) Uo00

1a0e 83.
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caee Vii be
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k,R?,,, cos ', ± kR,,, CUS 1  -C - kR,,, cos •, -
k,.V, sin , -- k ,, in - kVA,,, sin .--

+ . + i (k,R,, , sin P + k.R,,, ,i 'nk, -f- kR,,,sin %fl ....
+- k,X,, cos -+- k,X., cos, , -- k,X, 1 cos , -+--.+ .=R,,,,e + i rle.v.,o

where Re,, R,,,. R., - the active compoeUnts of mutual iRpulaa-es of the

n antenna vith the 1st, 2nd, 3rd so forth antennas; X,, X.. ., -

reactive :omponeats of the same resistor/resistances: k., kre k3 - an

amplitule ratiL3 C the currents of the n antenna and the Ist, 2nd,

3rd of antennas; ,. " - the lead angles of the phasa 3f current

into the 1st the 2nd and the 3rd antennas vith respect to the phase

of current in the n antenna.

In horizontal plane the vertical wire antenna is a3t directed,

i.e., by the antenna of circular action.

Ja

Uxprossion f~r the radiation patters of symmetrical vibrator in

vertical plane will be (3.4]
2F cos (ml sioll) - costa!

In Cos~

XV I - Rl -- 2R, cos (y, - 21nH sin ). (3.12)

for an asymmetric vibrator radiation pattern in vertical plane

is expressed ereedE- , ({cos (nl sin p) - cos mli (I - R, cos Y,) +

+ R, sin •, [sin (ml sin ,) -- sin m sin ji} --

+ i {[si+ (ml sin p, ) -- S (nd si n 1 - R, cos in ,) -3-
A- -Rsincp, cos (ml sin•) -COS mlj}, (3.13)
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where i nu an angle of the slope of a front of wave; 1, o the

sodule/modolue of the coefficient of terrain echo: 0, - the argument

of the same colfELciunt; H is a height/altitude of the center of the

vibrator above the earth/ground; 2 - the strength of fiell in free

space.

Page 84.

The form of the radiation patterns of the grounded vertical

vibrator of different length with the ideal conducting 93tth/ground

is given in Fig. 3.4.

The range of the use of a vibrator is determined by the

frequency properties of the radiation pattern and entry impedance.

With the shortening of wavelength, i.e., am increase of the

relation I/X, in vertical radiation pattern appear minor lobes (Fig.

3.4). For this reason relation •- they limit by value

(0.5-4. 625)

-.i
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ýZ` lrom Fig. 3.3 it follows that entry impedance of vibrator
Li.

changes ia the fazt limit inferiors, the lesser the wave impedance of

vibrator. Vave impedance decreases with an increase ia tke radius of

cross section. i.s.. during the use of thick vibrators. As can be

seen from (3.5), the same result can be obtained if vibrator consists

of several wires of a small diameter, arrange/located in

large-diameter circumference. The essential expansion of the band

coverage of vibrator is obtained also during the use of ribrators of

conical or exponential shape (Fig. 3.5).

The wave impedance of the conical vibrator

where 2-. is a come apex anegle.

I
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4JU1ia OýMmNAIWZ1 d-umd~w amme,,.b' ý)/4
C')

Fig. 3.4. vertical directional characteristic of the vertical

grounded vibrator depending on its length.

Key: (1). Length 2f antenna.

a) J b) 5)
Fig. 3.5. Broadbaad of vibrator (asymmetric): a - cylis•rical; b is

conical; c is exponential.

Pig. 3.6. Broalbaid planar symmetrical vibrators.

Page 85.
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Zn symmetrical fulfillment antenna he is called bizonical.

the calculation of entry impedance of comical antenat here is

not gLven. For the connection of antenLa, it is expedient to use

feeder with wave impedance p-=p.. Investigations show ([3.31# page
2rct

1071 that for Yý30W KBV > 0.5 during satisfaction of za2lition

1.2, where I is length forming of cone@ i.e., e , 51. NIi Rimum

transmitting wave is limited to appearance in vertical directional

characteristic of the deep minimums feast the low values 3f angle $.

So that this woull not be, it is required to fulfill ;,,,A 0,8/. Thbus,

the freqaency band, overlapped by conical antenna, -3-6.

One Of the c•nes of the biconical antenna can be replaced by

disk. Discone antenna has overall sizes lOss than bicomi:ll;

frequency bani of its is somewhat less.

The value of wave impedance depends on the maxismm size of cross

section, which makes it possible to utilize planar cnestrnctions of

vibrators (Fig. 3.6), that have rectangular cross section. Planar

vibrator can be made also from separate conductors.

Page 86. Application/use wide-range of the vibrators of the

indicated types frequently causes difficulties due to their large

overali sizes. The range of the use of a fine/thin vibrstir can be
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expanded by the inclusion into it of rr-ctive and active

cell/elements. An example of this antenna is given in iFi. 3.7. The

cell/elements of antenna are selected from following considerations

(7.12).

Bierat &a<•-- aed w,- with those, so that these cuttings

off would be capacitance. Then 1, aad 1, it is possible to replace

with the equivalent capacitors C& and C& respectively.

For that frejuency wg/2w by which chain/network L1 C1 is inclined

into resonance (OtlLLCt = 1)p entry impedance at point 2 will be

equal to the wave impedance P3 of section /,, if R1 M RZ a p3 and L2

= 3, Ta this zase, on shortest wave, antenna radiation is

doterminel virtually only by section /,. Taking into a::oant the

requirement for the absence of minor lobes in radiation pattern, one

should accept 1, -"2 . on longest wave in emsision/radiation,

participate the sactions a, and 1,. Is expedient to select 4, _,1_ ....

i* order to ensure not too low a radiation resistanza.

During satisfaction of these conditions

i.e. the antenna provides the overlap of triple wave baal with

satisfactory indices.
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Reecently as range vibrator in widely Applied shunt vibrator.

Satisfactory agreauent this vibrator pcovides vithin limits from •

0.16-0.17 to xM - 2. considerations accordin; t3 calculation

see (3.%).

b4
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IL

Fig. 3.7. Wide-riage antenna with the connected c.Al/elements ". B.

iiW

7)

Fig. 3.8. Loop antenna: a is symmetrical; b is asymnetriz.

Page 87.

rn chapter 7, are described the methods of the expinsion of the

working frequency band of the vibrator by applying the -:911/elements

of agreement or c~mpensation for reactance.
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3.2. loop-snteshn.t

Loop-antenna is schematically represented in Pig. 3.8. Are

applied synnetrizal and asymmetric loop-antennas. Symmetrical

loop-antenna c~nsLsts of two parallel, connected on and/leads

conductors, arraane/located at small (less than 1/10-1/20

wavelengths) listance from each other. Are distinguished aperiodic

and resonance loop-antennas. In aperiodic loop-antenna ihto middle of

one of the conduotors, is included resistor/resistance Z, while in

middle of the other - the input of receiver or feeder. Asymmetric

loop-antenna is toe half of symmetrical. The second half is

*1 supplemented by tte image of the first in the earth/ground.

If resist•r/resistance Z - active is equal to wave lopFa p,,~,,

resistance that entry impedance equal to wave impedance p,., over

r a wide range of waves (when ). > 41). This property of aateafta is its

key advantage, since constancy and the active character of its entry

impedance make it possible to ensure good agreement of antenna with

feeder over a wide range of frequencies.

Doizienzy/lacks in loop-antenna axe small efficiency and

[I
#I

[/-
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deccease of effective heil.ht during an increase in the wivelength.

j; resonance loop-anL'rmAe4 0.251 resistor/ceuistanc* Z is

equal to zero. Its radiatiu. pattern the sase an in simple vibrator,

radiation resistance into four, but effective height into two grooves

is more than the :orresponding values of simple vibrator.

Page 88.

With Z 0 0, loop-antenna of the heavy-gauge wires or of the1

tapes possesses cnlsiderably larger band coverage (i.e. by the

section of the frequencies where X. is close to zero al5 R, is

little affected), than usual dipole.

In radio diraction finders loop-antenna can be used as

cell/element by tte antenna of system (for example, in the spaced

antennas). The greatest application/use of a loop-antenna was

obtained in ultrashort-wave r&ange.

3.3. Loop antennas.

One Of the widespread types of antenna, used for ralio traffic,

So • ..J•| nn . .,,r n~ m' .n, •' s#n. mnm~ .•,--- "
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is the loop antenna (framework), in the simplist form vhi-hb is the

fine/thin conductor, that has the form of the locked plait figure.

%lectromotive for:& within a framework of a small size/dimension.

Let us exahiie the framework of a small size/dimension, i.e.,

let us assume that the perimeter of the framework is very smell in

comparison with wavelength and that over entire length 3E the

framework the ;urrent bas constant amplitude.

This framewvrk is equivalent to the magnetic dipole, directed

along the normal to the framework. If the frasework with an area of S

is locatel in alaztronagnetic field with magnetic fiell strength H,

then the magnati: flux, which penetrates the framework, will be
.- --

'F(Hl,);AS =,IIS cos p,

where n, is the a2it vector of standard to the framework; * - the

angle between unit vector and magnetic intensity H, , - magnetic

permeability within the framework.

Eau, inducul within the framework, will be

E= d - flit 14 . (3.1,4)
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i.f that indace in the electric dipole (Hertz doublet) by length I

by electrical field 2, is equal to

Page 89.

Prom -the comparis)n of these formulas, it is evident that the

dependence of oaf of the framework on the three-dimenuionil/space,

location of its atis of relatively magnetic field the same as

dependence of euf of the electric dipole on its locati~a 3f

relatively electric field. This analogy escape/ensues of the

equivalency noted above of the framework to magnetic dip:iie.

Under the harmonic law of a change in the magnetic field, the

operation of differentiation is equivalent to multiplizitlon by ju

and formula (3. 141 passes in

l- Si® (tn,)--, -- inSILH cus. (3.15)

If the framework is located in the remote zone (zone of

emission/radiatioa) of transmitter, magnetic intensity vaa be

expressed through the electric intensity

2on '(3. 16)

After subutitutial (3.16) in (3.15) and after replacing in it u by

v 3o10 G^) and p (for air) by 4u00-7, we will obtain

i; -= - - K-- COS If,• . (3, 17)
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Prom this formula it is evident that eaf within the framework lags on

phase for 1/4 periods behind the strength of field. The maximum value

I occurs with 0 = 0 and it is equal

EMOKC -- E s .(. ).

The effective hei;ht of the framework

he= (3.19)

'he law of a change in euf dmring the rotation of tht framework

is determined depending on the angle between standard ta the plane of

the framework ani direction of the magnetic field. Virtally in the

work of the framework as dire=tion-finding antenna to conveniently

have the expticit dependence of euf on the direction of incident wave

(sense of the vector of Poynting) with the deteruinel i,:ation of the

framework.

--.= Am .
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Page 90.

Let us ezamiae the framevork vhose plane it is verti-a&l and

axis forms angle 9 vith X-axis of rectangular coordinate system. In

plane ZX, is propigated plane electromagnetic wave, the magnetic

intensity of vhich is determined by formula (2.3); in it it is

accepted vith r a 0

L; H' (-"--,.ill + all,, •/,,) &Ž•' .

Vectors a and a have components:

n., =Sifl - 1n =n -;- i- Co : (1, --- ; a0-- 1; a, .---0.

Me will use formula (3.15).

Vect3r nj has components:

/ C O Ci. . - -zsit IJ; n,, 0.,

The polariz:t in plane incidence/drops and perpenli.ular to it

components If, a It• are equal to

11---H sin't; tf,, H Cos ,
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where y is an angle of rotation of the plane of polarization, equal

to the angle between vectors of electric field and the vertical

plane, which contains direction of propagation.

Fulfilling the scalar multiplication H and na in formula (3.15),

we obtain

"i-•SH (-- -,in ( sin y e/'° cos O -+- Cos Y sIn fJ) ei4.

Reject/throwing unessential for future reference phase factor
. • and again passing to electric field, we obtain

2,vS '4.

If field either is normally polarized (V a 0) at any angla of
incidencee or it is propagated horizontally 1 0) during any

polarization, eleatrometiye force within the framework it is

proportional to sin 9 and radiation pattern has a form *f eight a

(rig. 2.5). Lett. ,ie

j t- F, Co5~s~f )

FOOTNOTE '. If aa;le 9 is is counted off between the planm of the

"framework and plame ZX of the propagation of electromagnetic wave,

then the radiation pattern of the framework is proportional to cos 9.

r4
i~
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Therefore it was called the name cosinusoidal directional

_characteristic. NDPOOTNOTE.

-'1

Page 91.

By rotation of the framework we can attain zero eaf with 0 = 0. In
V

this position the standard to the plane of the franewock indicates

the true direction of wave.

With it is abnormal, but to the linearly polarized waves (%N-0)

which falls with certain slope/inclination, we will obtain

E . . E V/ sin' -i-cus Tsin ( -- (). (3.21)

where

tg = tg y sin . (3.22)

Radiation pattern retains the form of eight, but the direction

of zero receptiontprocedure is obtained when 9 = A, i.e., it

indicates the diraction of the arrival of wave with the error.

determined by form'ala (3.22).

In the case of circular polarization "='- from

(3.20)
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p.Elý E ISi, )+ Cos' Osin- -P.

Oinf to the framevork non-vanishing in which position 3f the

t-..K framework. Vith = 0 we obtain the minimum of oaf

while at G = 900 - the seximua

Page 92.

With the reating of bearing for audition. is observed the

diffuse minimum (angle of the equal to audibility), but bearing

error- free.

In the general case of elliptical polarization, is observed both

error and the diffuseness of the minimum.

Electromotive foc:e within a framevork, vhich consists of several

turns.

'I•
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,I?

The electrom3tive forces, induced within the frameowrk, are very

small, it is expedient to connect several such turns consecutively.

If in this case they desire so that all turns would remain in one

plane, then tane framework acquires the form of spiral (fig. 3.9).

Let us suppose that the reverse/inverse effect of ea:h turn on

the incoming field is so small that it can be disi:egardede and the

overall length of wire considerably less than the wavelength. Then we

can each turn examine independently, also, to eQcJkapply formula

(3.17); set/assuming 0 - r/2-0, 0, we have

=- jE=:'-sin e, E,=- jE7-5 sin e-tc..'

Here El, Ez ... - euf in each turn.

Resulting emf will be equal to the sum of euf E9, Ea and of so

focth. induced of the separate turas:

E sin 0 V E sin 0,

S I, - I -.

turn; N is a turn number.

Page 93.

The 3ffective height of the framework

, o s,(3.23)
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will be in N of times more

than the effective height of one mean turn. The framework can have
i' not only spiral form. If it consists of several turns, it it is

F9 possible to wind over the lateral surface of cylinder. [n this case

all turns are obtained identical size/dimension, but are

arrange/located they no longer in one plane. and therefore this

framework is called three-dimensional/space (Fig. 3.10).

Under those assumptions that they were made for tke spiral

framework, we heO3 will obtain for the sun of eaf, induced of the

turns of the framework, the formula

E=-j----•E sin 4. (3.23')

In the case of the three-dimensional/space framework, one should

take into consideration that the wire of the winding of the framework

forms one complete turn in the plane, perpendicular to the plane of

the fundamental turns of the framevork. more graphically anything

this can be seen, if we design the framework on this perpendicular to

its turns plane I i.e. to look to framework from the side (Fig.

3.11) ]. The area of turn, perpendicular to fundamental turns, in the

figure is shaded.

• ..-.
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-" fig. 3.9. Rultitucn spiral framework.

Pig. 3.10. Three-limensional/space framework.

Fig. 3.11. Form of framework on the side.

S|
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Calling this area w. we obtain oaf. induced in the perpendicular

turn:
E", ==-/2• ECos 6,

total emf withim the framework mill be

E - jE ( NS sir. 0 -1- S,, Cos 1)

- jE- V(NS)' -S , sin (+ A),
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where
(3.24)

the effective height of this frameuokz

'.1I S'

Since s,, usually is considerably less tkan SO, S', it is possible

to disregard and for the three-dfimensional/space framework to apply

the formula

2xNS

It is substantial to note that eaf is turned in this case into

zero not with 9 = 0 as for the flat/ple. framework, but when 0 a 6,
Si.e., at angle, on A arc tg Ns different from the true. On the

elimination of the lateral reception/procedure of the framework, see

§4.4.

Effect of nonunifarm current distribution.

In radio diraction finders are applied the framework of a small

size/dimension: however, sometimes size/dimensions are not so small

so that to it would be possible completely disregard the
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nonuniformity of current along the wire of the framework.

Considering that the inductance and the capacitance/capactty of

the framework are distributed evenly on it last, i.e., that

inductance L, and capacitor C, per the unit of length are constant@

the framework (Fil. 3.12a) can be likened to long line (Fig. 3.12b),

also, for research on the process of electromagnetic vibrations in it

to use the conclusions of the theory of long lines.j

Page 95.

Dis4ýributioa along the wire of current Ix and of a potential

difference t, between the appropriate pQints on tvo halves of the

framework is subordinated to tte equations:

/ Co- s Uo x S ...

a the wavelengths, which correspond to the natural resonance of the

framework, are determined by the expression

41

where k is the whole Dulber.

Greatest of these waves
,. --41 (3.26 1
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is called the natural wavelength of loop antenna. The virtually

natural vavelength of the framework is greater than it is obtained

according to equation (3.26). as a result of the nonuaifocmity of the

distribution of capacitance/capacity and inductance alDng the length

of the framework.

r;. The current listribution and potential also not completely

accurately does follow equations (3.25). However, in the first

approximation, it is possible to use these equations.

Lopedance on terminals a-b of the single-turn framework is equal

Z /P tgA, (3.27)

* .vwhere pinko Ls wave impedance of the framevwrk; inductance,

Hoe it; capacitance/capacity (c.Ii"; , - the coefficient,

depending on the type of the winding of the framework.

During great lengthening, i.e., when Z>I,,. in expression

(3.27) tangent can be replaced it with the argument

2niJZ 2j -_jiL,I-= jL. (3.2$)

t!-

I | ... I "1 • ' 1 1 +'Ir l l r i v :" " +" +:'+
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a)c r

,-r)b)

Fig. 3.12. Framevwrk and equivalent to it line.

Page 96.

Consequently, iucing great lengthening the framework can be

considered as lumped inductance whose value is equal to its static

value. During a Secrease in the wavelength the framework one should

represent in the Eorm of parallel connection of inductance and

capacitance/capacity. The values of inductance and

capacitance/capacity in duct vith the concentrated constants,

equivalent to the fL-amework, they are called dynamic inductance 01,0

and dynamic capacitance/capacity (CQ). On the strenqth af formula

(3.28)

L.. wwL.

: : - / " ' " " - I •" S !
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From comparison (3.26) with formula foc the naturil wavelength

of duct with the concentrated constants

S 2r. ý/ LAC3" 10"0- 41

4 we find for the sligle-turn framework

400 It''Cn .I (3.29)

The radiation resistance of the framework can be found as

radiation resistance of Hertz doublet with the effective height,

determined by formula (3.23).

Resistance of the emission/radiation of the framewark is

obtained negligibly small, and it can be usually disregarded in

comparison with the resistor/resistance of losses. Focmulas for the

calculation of the parameters of the framework are given Ln appendix

I.

To account f3r the effect of nonuniform current distribution on

the work of the framework, let us examine the rectangular framework t

with sides a and b.

FOOTNOTE 1. Durinj nonuniform current distribution in ths framework

of emf, iiduced in it, it depends on the form of the framework. This

F'
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difference is small, and the obtained further conclusions

approximately can be propagated to the framework of any f~rm.

EN DFOOTNOT E.

Figures 3. 12b shows current distribution in the framework in

accordance with equation (3.25).

"In the vectical sides of the framework, the current listribution

virtually is evenly and, that especially important, is equal in the

right fd and left ec sides.

Let as estimate the effect of the dissimilarity of currents in

the upper and lower sides of the framework. For this, is increased

the current at ea.-h point (1-x)- of lover side, so that it vould

become equal to the current in the symmetrical point (I) 2f upper

side.

Page 97.

It is natural that subsequently we must consider the

emission/radiation of current, ,Aiffering and opposite by sign added.

The framework with the "adjusted" current on its eaf is equivalent

previously examiaed framework with uniform current distribution, and

kKt
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to it are used all already obtained conclusioUs. The aupplementary

current, which takes place in one of the horizontal aides of the

framework, can be likened to Hertz doublet. we can consider therefore

that the action of vertical sides is retained the same as during

usiform current distribution.

In upper and lower sides the currents are essentially different.

Thus, the framework with nonuniform current distribution is

* equivalent to the same framework with unifocu current distribution

and to the horizontal Hertz doublet. Horizontal Hertz doublet will

participate in the reception/procedure only of horizontal component

of electric field, i.i., by abnormally polarized field component.

Its effective height is very small and usually the loss

effective height of the framework. For exampl4, for the sjuare

framework (h - b) the ratio of the effective height of dipole ha• to

the effective height of the framework hp, is approximately equal

and, in the usual relations of Xo/X - 0.15-0.5, is 0.18-0.60.

The action 3f supplementary dipoles especially substantially in

the special circuit diagrams of the framework# intendel for the

exceptiontelimination of the reception/procedure of the horizontal
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component of field (see § 37). Renanent/cesidual harmful

reception/procedice will be determined precisely by their action.

3.4. Shielded framework.

Screaning of framevork consists of the metal tube, bent in the

form of circle (or square) within which is placed the winding/coil.

For the preservation/retention/maintaining of the possibility of

receptionfprocedure a tube- screen it must be sectional across (Fig.

3.13)." Otherwise occurs complete shadowing and reception/procedure it

is absent.

Page 98.

Such construction of the framework provides first of all high

mechan~ical its quality - the strength, watertightness, the protection

of vin-ding, especially important in marine and aviation practice.

Furthermore, the application/use of a screen provides the symmetry of

the winding of tha framework and contributes to the

exception/elimination of antenna effect (see § 4.2).

Under the influence on the screen of the framework 3f plane

F - II - II

-- -- II I I m
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electromagnetic wive in it, is induced (as within the use1 l

framework) the electromotive force, equal to

WS
EI= -- y,

where S - an area of the bent tube of screen (counting on its

centerline), is ejual to the middle area of the turn of winding: X is

a wavelength.

If screen is closed, in it appear the currents whose action

completely compensates for within screen applied field, and

L= reception/procedure to the framework is absent. the presence of

cut/section in screen excludes the possibility of the coarse of the

ring currents of zonductivity in screen. Thus, on gap is created

potential difference, virtually equal euf of screen 9,9 since bias

current through the gap is very low and a voltage drop across the

inductance of screen can be disregarded, as is evident from the

equivalent circuit diagram of screen ,Fig. 3.14). the strength of

field in gap will be

E.

where d3 is a gap length..
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Fig. 3.13. Shielled framework.

Key: (1). Cut/section of screen.

Fig. 1.14. Equivalent diagram of screen.

Key: (1). Gap capacitance. (2). Inductance of screen.

Page 99.

In each conductor, that is located in gap, it will be induced by

oaf
Ej E:, d, -- P,,

Total eaf within the framework, if its turn number is equal to

N, will be
2E$
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Consequently, the effective height of the shielded framework is

equal to its effeztive height without screen.

without chanle remains the inductance of the framework. The

shielded framework is the system of two connected limes: the wire of

the framework and the internal surface of screen, the external

surface of screen - the earth/ground. Because of the

coumunication/coaaection of lines, the natural wavelength of system

is greater than the natural wavelength of the wire of the framework.

grow/rises, therefore, the equivalent capacitance/capacitt of the

framework, and also the effective resistance of the framework because

of losses in screen.

Conclusions indicated above are accurate, while the satural

wavelength of screen is considerably less than the working

wavelength. Thus, for instance, with artificial increase :f gap

capacitance voltage on it will differ significantly from oaf, which

operates in the circuit of screen, and it will be considerably more

. in the case of the tuning of the circuit of screen into resonance. in

* this case, the value of the inductance of the framework gcow/rises.

in practice the tining of gap does not find application•u•e in view
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of the fact that 4sually the work is maintained not on the

fixed/recorded wave, but in certain frequency band. Stractural/design

execution of screen can differ from that which vas described above.

3.5. Framework with ferromagnetic core.

For an increase in the effective height of the framework within

it can be placed the core from material with magnetic permeability,

which exceeds unit.

Let us examine the core, having the form of ellipsoil of

revolution and placed into uniform (constant value) applied field in

such a way that the major axis of ellipsoid coincides with the

direction of magnetic intensity (Fig. 3o:.

Page 100.

The magnetic induction B and the strength of field H in core

have within ellipsoid constant values and one and the same direction,

which coincides with the direction of the strength of applied field.

The value of magmatic induction is determined by the formula

1 - - IA- -. ft
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where i is magnetic permeability of core;

Ho - intensity of applied field (vhen from the form of body;

is the desagnetization coefficient, depending on the form of body; i'•

is the operating magnetic permeability.

For an ellipsoid of revolution

where• --_c
where a-- ---- is eccentricity of ellipsoid; b and c - the large

and sesiminor axes of ellipsoid.

With small &=centricities

I 2 2
3 15 I "

For the sphere

3.

For thre strongly slongated ellipsoids

w•her2 b/ - -

where k =b/c.
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To an increase in aagnetic permeability pa. ORCn ¢Crrsponds an

increase in the flow of magnetic induction boy Sanu times.

•-.

4

I'
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Fig. 3.15. Ellips3id in uniform magnetic field.
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If we do not cons3der the phenomenon of eddy currents in core. it is

possible to count that the same increase of the flow will be observed

in the case of variable field So. Electromotive force in the winding,

placed on c3re, also grow/rises ;': once. It is possible to count

that the effective height of the framework with ferromagnetic core

grow/rises v. once. Is introduced also the concept ýf the effective

diameter of the framework, i.e., the diameter of that air framework

whose effective height is equal to the effective height 3f this

frame work:

j,.. /'• D,,.

During the practical fulfillment of the ferromagnetic framework

to core shape in the form of cylinder with circular or elliptical
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cross section. In the first approximation, cylindrical core by lengthb

Sacand by cross section S can be for calculations replacme ellipsoid on

the condition that 1 2b and S wcs.

The inductance of the framework with ferromagnetic zre also

grov/rises approximately it.a once.

_ •If we assign the space (or weight) of core, then vith increase

in k =b/c its cross section will decrease. on the other band, ýL,,

will grow/rise, since with increase in k the demaqnetization

coefficient dezreises. The combined action of these two fictors is

led to the fact that thera is the optimum value k whose value depends

on the permeability of the material of core and grow/rises with in

increase •.

With the used at present materials the optimum sense K = b/c

lie/rests within the limits:

.....-.. 3 for the magnetic dielectrics

and

, k 52- . - for ferrites.* (

I,2

- - - - -.
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During the application/use as material of a core 3f asual --

electrical sheet steel for the high frequencies at which work the

radio direction finders, appear very large eddy currents. The

parameters of the framework sharply deteriorate. in particular,

noticeably it descends its quality.

Page 102.

For this reason as material for the cores of the framework, are

* ,applied the prassad powder-like ferromagnetic materials and the

Sferrites.

The major advantage of the framework with ferromagnetic core are

its small size/dimensions in comparison with the size/dimensions of

the air framework.

3.6. Reception/procedure to two spaced anteunas.

One Of the fundamental tops of direction-finding antennas is

system of two spa:ed antennas with the use of differential emf.

Radiation pattorn of its is determined by the formula, analogous

(2.13):
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'-- ,o2Eir,n )s, " .- Csill 0 Cos , (3.30)

where h,, - the effective heigkt of each of the spaced anteanas;

Fz G, •) - directional characteristic of each antenna; 2b - the

distance between antennas; a is an angle between standard to the line

of the connecting antenna and direction of propagation.

This formula considers the action of vertical component of

electric intensity. Under the effect of the horizontal coaponent of

field, the effective height and directional characteristic of each

antenna will be others, than for vertical component, but factor sin

(2wb/) sin 6 cos 0) , which is the main thing during the use of a

radiation pattern for direction finding, will enter withoat change

and into expression for eaf, induced by horizontal fiell. This fact

is utilized in system of two diverse framework (see § 3.71.

In the majority of cases, are applied the antennas, which

consist of vertical conductors, free from the reception/procedure of

horizontal field. Its remanent/residual reception/pr~colare is

feasible only because of a structural/design or circuit iaaccuracy in

the production of antennas and coupling feeders. This question is

examined in chapter 6, here we vill pause at the analysis of formula

(3.30) with tha reception/procedure of the vertically polarized

~-iy_
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field..

Page 103.

Let us assuma that each of the antennas is single vertical

vibrator (Fig. 3.16). Its radiation pattern does not Ispemd on angle

[ •'• 8 and F& (8, #) = Fj 1)

SThe phase of resulting eof differs by 900 from the phase of

field at the center of system. The amplitude of induced emf, as can

be seen from (3.30), directly proportional to the effective height of

each of the antennas and depends, furthermore, from angle 9 between

the direction of propagation of wave and standard to plane AB, the

containing antenna, and also from distance between aatemnas 2b.

Badiation pattern3 in the horizontal plane examined system are

represented in Fig. 3.17 for the different designating am curved

values 2b/X. The character of the dependence of resulting emf on

angle a changes iuring the transition of value 2b/X throw;h value of

1/2. Thus far 2b/) < 1/2, i.e., thus far the distance between

antennas is less than the half of wavelength, during a zhange in the

angle 8, are detected two maximums of value E: at 9 - 900 and A-

2700 and two minimums: at 0 = 0 and 9 = 1800. This is evilent from

Fig. 3.17, where are represented diagrams for 2b/, z 1/10, 2b/k 2 1/4

and 2b/N = 1/2. The value of maximum eaf is deteraineS by the

r[
I5
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relationship/ratio

E~aag - 2E-i,F, ( sin 2 .
/

-vi ~1
i

. .• 1
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V% Fig. 3M6. Reception/procedure to two spaced antennas.

Key: (1). Receivec.

Fig, 3.17. Radiation patterns of reception/procedure to two spaced

antennas.

A
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This value grow/rises with increase 2b/x up to value 2b/X g 1/2,

when we obtain a maxinally possible value of eat:

ijEKO , = 2E/IF, (p). (3.31)

During further increase 2b/X, the value of oaf f3r lirections 90

and 2,700 begins to decrease and the very character of iia~ras

changes: the maxiaum of eaf is obtained not with two, while at four
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values of angle 9 (see Fig. 3.17, radiation patterns for 2b/X 3/4

and 2b/X - 1) determined erom the equatiors:

"P*1 O----- arc sin---,-"

With a further increase 2b/X. the radiation pattern acquires

multilobed character.

The value of maximum, as before, is equal to EN,,,•.Q.=

2EhF, Q). The miaimums of eaf and in tkhis case retain their position

at 0 0 and 1800.

Let us pause at the frequently encountered in practi.ce case when

2b/X << 1. In this case value 2wb/X sin 0 is very low and its sine

can be replaced by argument. Then we obtain the following expression

for eaf of the system:

- F, (P) E in 0 cos E ,,,,, sin i ) F, (P)cos P.

Badiation pattern in horizontal plane has a form of eight. In

vertical plane with F, (A) = cos p (short vibrator) diagram F(p) :

! ~cos 2 i@-

Page 105.

Calling the effective height of systom 1h, the tei~ht/altitude
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of the dipole in which is induced eaf, equal to maximum iaf, induced

"in the system of two antennas, we obtain

< 4 _-• it, 2h, sin -

4 2b h I

Key: (1). with.

Let us determine the slope/transconductance of the ridiation I
pattern near from the direction of zero reception/procedure, which

frequently characterizes the quality of the radio direction finder:

= -0cos OF, (0).

Slope/transconductance increases proportional to the listince between

antemnas. dowever, with I/bl > 1/2, as it is already noted, radiation

pattern becomes multilobed, which leads to the multiformity of

bearing. The analysis of system from the directional spaced antennas

is given into § 3.11.

3.7. System of two diverse framework.

Antenna systam consists of two identical framework, been

connected in series, one towards by another, and placed on certain

distance one from another. Both framework are fastened on tho axis,

I

ii

-!

+ I r+i+f i- •+ - :f f= •+ i ........... i'i+'+°'- ................r" '+"7 ++ | 'W C- " " I
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passing through the line of the symmetry of system, anJ tney can

together rotate around this axis. Are possible two versioms of the

execution of the antenna system: the planes of the framework can be

or are parallel t3 the plane, which contains their axes (longitudinal

framevork* Fig. 3.18a), or are perpendicular to it (transverse

framework, Fig. 3. 18b).

Undec the influence of a norial-polarized ele:tromssnetic wave

of euf, induced within each framework, it will be: in the case of the

longitudinal framevork

2"SV

in the case of the transverse framework

.2'SNE.=- W--/ Ecos o,

where 8 is an angle between standard to the line of the a•nnecting

framework and direction of propagation.
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Resulting emf in accordance with (3.30) will be obtained equal

to: 4nSN E 
, ...

2f.
7 i ... ...... i ................ II"' .. .. i. .,

_r usvsi 2 sil nO cusp) A.'Iq niCftepC'ibiiix pa~lOK.
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Key: LI). for the longitudinal framework. (2) . for the transvarse

fraaework.

If the size/limensions of the framework and the distance between
.V-2 them are small relative to wavelength, both formulas are simplified.

Then for the longitudinal framework

•n Y (2b) , Cun (3.32)

~1 I
for the transverse framework

V~S (2b)
E - , .( sin 20 cos. (3.33)

The radiation patterns, which correspond to formulas (3.32) and

(3.33), are represented in Fig. 3. 19.

The radiation pattern of the transverse framework his two

supplementary of zero. However, this is not created liffizulties in

the determination of bearing, since with the direction finding of sky

waves supplementary zero are obtained ill-defined. i

_I
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a)

tI

*1 1

'II

a)• 4Tfb)"-

Fig. 3.18. Diverse framework: a) longitudinal; b) transveSre,-
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Let us examine the effect abnormal-polarized of the zomponent of

electric intensity.

If eaf, indu:ed by abnormal-polarized field component in each of

the framework, is equal to EL. then resulting eaf viii be

Er~ 2jEr vifl(2 X Sit' OCosP). (3.34)

In accordance with formula J3.20) during 7 = 900 and *--
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F,, -'--*Esin~cosO aAR flPOA.1Ib~iIhlX Pa\Iflx,

(1). for the longitudinal frnmevork. (2). for the

transverse framework.

From expression (3.34) it is evident that eaf, indmced by the

horizontal component of field, is turned into zero at the same angle

8 a 1800 at which also it is turned into zero eat, induced by

vertical field component. Hence it follows that, although the

radiation pattern of the reception/procedure of an abnzrmal-polarized

field differs fr~u the diagram of the reception/procedure of a

normal-polarized field, one of the zero directions (perpendicular

line, that connects both framework) is retained constantfinvariable.

This fact determines the possibility of error-less direction finding

of sky waves.

From the viawpoint of the possibility of the direction finding

of sky waves, which especially steeply fall, is substantial also that

that for a vertical electric field the framevork does not possess

directivity in vertical plane.
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4)

Fig. 3.19. Radiation patterns: a) longitudiaal framewo3k; b)

transverse framework.
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Therefore the reception/procedure of the steeply incident waves

occurs without the weakening of the effect of vertical field

component.

In the given analysis are not taken into account the dipoles,

equivalent to the action of nonuniform current distribution according

to the perimeter of the framework. The circuit diagram of the

framework must eliminate reception/procedure to these lipoles in

order to avoid the displacement of the direction of zero

reception/procedure into the resulting radiation pattern. With

the transverse framework (Fig. 3.20) dipoles are incluJe3 contrarily

and are symmetrical earth referenced. effeitct on the displacement of
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zero directions is eliminated. With the longitudinal frimework is

possible their lo:ation in accordance with Fig. 3.21a or fig. 3.21b.

with location on Fig. 3.21a the equivalent doublets are inclyided to

towards each other, but their symmetry is disrupted by the

dissimilarity of location relative to feeder. With the location of

the framework on Fig. 3.21b the equivalent doublets are vertical and

included so that their eaf store/add up. Emf of the equivilent

- ~ doublets will cause the considerable displacement of the minimums of

radiation pattern and, therefore, large errors. Thus, one should

prefer the use of tie transverse framework, presented in fig. 3.20.

For the exception/elimination of the dependence of the

parameters of the framework on the dissimilarity of groial

conductivity, and also on the inequalities of soil and for the

exception/elimination of antenna effect it is necessary to apply the

shielded framework.

Decrease to a certain extent of the effect of the asymmetric

location of the framework is achieved during the applicstion/use of

the so-called doubled framework (Fig. 3.22,.
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Fig. 3.20. Transverse framework with dipoles.

Fig. 3.21. Versions of connection/inclusion of longitudinil

framework.

Fig. 3.22. Doubled framework.

Key: 0l). To feedar.
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These framework are attachhed to axis in the center of gravity,

thanks to which is improved also the mechanical of stability and

decreases the moment of the inertia of system during its rotation.

Within the doubled framework decreases the harmful effect of the

action of the equivaleut doublets, since instead of one dipole in

!
i -....' .. ...;" 'i "":" ' ' .... ".. . .. ....l " . ..... '" ' .......i . ..• .. .... ... .A
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then is obtained vapor, operating differentially.

Such framework are of interest, also, for single application/use

aboard ship [ 10.31.

3.8. CombinedI reception/procedure to the open antenna and the

directed system.

Besides reception/procedure to the Lfranework in ralio direction

finders, is applied the combined reception/procedure to the open

antenna and the framework.

Is feasible also the combined reception/procedure t0 the open

antennas and two spaced antennas, or to the open antenna and to

goniometric system. theory presented below of the combined

receptionoprocedure is equally used to all these cases.

The scbemati= of equipment/device with rotatable loop is

represented in Fig. 3.23.

Electromagnetic wave excites euf both within the framework and

in the open antenna. The appearing in the latter current in turn,
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induces eof in the duct of the framework because of BLtuaI inductance
ff. On the grid of receiving tube, operate, thus, two i. f

Emf, induced in the framework by incominq electr~maaetic field,

according to formula (3.24) can be determined by the expression

2 .E 2iSN .--- - L --T- szn 0 --- --i h,.qkii 0, (3.35 )

where ii, is the affective height of the framework.

Emf, induced in antenna, is found in phase with the field

Fig. 3.23. Diagrat of the combined reception/procedure to the

framework and the antenna.

i
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Current in the antenna

where t -- , (3.37)

/z.,* the.etfe:tive height of antenna;

R, aiL, I/wC -active and reactance by the antenna of 3ir.-ait.

During concission in view of the smallness of

conaunticationf'coaraection the reaction of the framework to antenna we

disregard. Eaf. induced by this current within the fraaswork, will, be

FinaLly, resultiag *of within the framework from *;uations

(3.35) and (3.38) will be

A
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-• . -- i /'usl )- ;o•:tA - CCoS •-) -• /l.,silt. Y

(3.39)
h•i sIn.y

where tg ?I
/,, sin 9 - ". A• cost

Prom expression (3.39) It is evident that eaf of thq framework

consists of three terms:

1) oaf, imdu:ed directly within the framework ani 13pendences on

the angle of irccilent wave 8;

2) by oaf, which occurs from the phase is componaatfterm current

in antenna and n3t depending on angle 0; it is found in phase from

the first;

3) by eaf, which occurs from the extra-phase compireit of

current in antenna and also that which not depends from the angle of

incident wave; it is out of phase to angle w/2 with resp3:t to first

oaf.

Page 111.

-. r
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For larger zLarity let us examine two special cases:

I ) oaf. supplied by antenna, is found in phase from anf. induce]

in the fr-amework lirectll, i.e., 0 - 0. This case occurs, as can be

seen from equation (3.37), when antenna is accurately Lnzlinea to

incident wave, and therefore Za=R. In this case, resulting oaf is

equal to

= jE it' 1E h \ (sin 0 - a), (a.,0)

where a the ratio of e.f, induced within the frimework fromwhere a--.R h,,

the open antenna, to olf, induced within the fraleworK ii direct.

Haxinus the 2mplitude of resulting eae reaches, when sin 0 -

*-i, i.e., 8 2100,

At the angle of incident wave * arc sin a, resultlig oaf is

equal to zero. It is obvious, such directions with a < 1 will be two,

symmetrical relative to the direction oriented radio station.

The lerived celationship/ratios are represented graphic on Fig.

3.24. In the form of two concerning circumferences, is represented

I • m i • . / " " -- • .,. ,• . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .
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heart-shaped diagram to the framework, and, since duinn; the

transition thrauga 00 oaf is changed its sign, right circumference it

is marked by siga ","# and left "-". Heart-shaped diagram to antenna

is depicted as cLrcumfeornce with center in pole (radius-vector

coast). To volta;e from antenna is conditionally ascribed sign ".".

Store/adgll] up taking into account sign in each direction the

radius-vector of 5irect reception in framework and raiLus-vector of

reception tbrougi the antenna, we obtain the resulting diagram.
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Fig. 3.24. Raliation pattern of the combined reception to the

framework and the antenna (case of phase coincidence).
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Addition is made with a = 1/2 and a > i.

On Fig. 3.25 this adjustment is made for case of 1 = 1. the

obtained in this :ase curve be is called cardioid. In this case

S_--- 1 ,- j / l(Sil'l (f -- 1

Both directions of the zero reception of the cosbinal diagram

are pourel into *me at 9 a 900.

With a > I tasulting elf. non-vasishing at vhich viLue 0 (Fig.

3.24).

W ii~i
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than less by a. the soarer the form of the diagcra 3f reception

to eight; than by a more, the sore the form of diagram it recalls

circle.

2. Euf, induced by antenna, is out of pkase in r/2 rslative to

its ova frame Wsf, i.e., * - 900. This case occurs when antenna is

strongly Jetured in frequency, since in this case

L A>R

and tg 0 is great.

To Fig. 3.26. is shown the addition of the dire:tal

characteristics f£r this case. Radius-vectors here most store/add up

geometrically, siace between then is phase displacement 900. The

module/.olulus of resulting eaf according to equation (3o391 is equal

to E= E -V f h2 sin ' -+ i .) V ' ()

. •-TZ ] -- -1- t a

(3,41)I

S. . .. . . .oI
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•'Fig. 3.25. Fig. 3.26.

Fig. 1.25. Cardioid.

"17*y: 0l). Reeultimg diagram. (2). Diagram of antenna. (31, Diagram of

the fra3ewoGk.I•.
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Fg The i-2xiain )f aesulting eof occurs at b = 90e or p a 270t :

lRnt is turned here into zero not at wbich value 9, but has only
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a minimum with sina 0 .0 i.e., at 0 - 00 ar.d * z 1830.

The liagcaa 2f reception, which is obtained in tkis :ase, shows

that the :onditions of radio traffic deteriorate. Therefore such

radiat-ion patterns are undesirable for purposes of diractLon finding,

but, as will be stated in §4.2., they appear with incocrectly

selectel Hiagram amd construction of external device (presence of the

antenuva ef fects).

In tke general case when radiation zurrent has tw3 cmaponents:

in phase and out 3f phase to 900 relative to elf, ara obsirved the

diffuse minimums, which are distinguished between themselves to the

angle, unequal 1800.

In the case af the diffuse minimum with direction fliding for

audition, is observed the angle of the equal to audibility on

bisector of which is counted off the bearing.

3.9. motionless lirectional antennas with cosinusoidal directional

characteristic.

Earlier we examined the directional antennas with c:3inusoidal

t .-
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characteristic, vkich for obtaining a change in the intensity of

reception in accordance with directional characteristic must be

revolved.

In radio liraction finders are applied also the motionless

directional antennas. Such antennas can be undertake& grester

- • size/dimensions tian rotated, and removed from receiving indicator,

which is sometimes necessary (for example, aboard shipl . lost

frequently is utilized goniometric system.

The operatial principle of this system, which consists of two

mutually perpendi:ular framework or the pairs of the spa~ad antennas,

is described into §2.3.

On Fig. 3.271, is depicted the schematic diagram ýf ;oniometric

system of two mutually perpendicular framework; on Fig. 3.27b, - a

form of the same system in plan/layout.
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Let us examine in more detail processes in system of two

framework. The ejuivalent diagram of this system is givam on Fig.

3.28. Let us acret the following designations:
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E1 - eaf, induced within the first framework;

E 2 is ea0, induced in the second framework;

Zjja Zags Z3 - impedances of the ducts of the first and second

framovork and seacch coil of gonioneter;

tZj - mutual impedance between the ducts of the frimsvork (with

the field coils);

Zt3. Zz, are mutual impedances between the ducts 2f each of the

framework and the duct of search coil of gonioseter;

[a, I,. I, - point in tLe ducts of framework ani seirch coil of

goniometer.
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Hc~aefltaft MYWK
fme af oayx1;

Fig.~~~~~~ 3.7 1inti ytmo w uulyprea-ui

framwork: a g~mral iew b) lan iew

frameworks:od o) gsearcb coie;bplan.

all

fig. 3.28. Diagram of goniometric system.
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It is possible to vrite the following equations:

/,Z,, + " / 2 1, • /,Z,, - 4, (3.43)
I,z,, + /z,, +/Z"- -o. ,

SolvIng thest equations, we obtain for current 13 in search coil

of the goniometer

E___ (3.44)
z ,,z,,Z , , + 7,,Z + Z, _, - ,, , 'Z'13

Ve assume thit the geometric dimensions of system are small

relative to wavelength. Then

, --- E, MARC Cos ) (3.45)

E-, E, b"I(c sin

where Ei.,,e. E2 ,.ni,, maximum *oaf within the framework, iniuced during

the coincidence *E the plane of the corresponding framework with the

direction of incident wave.

Further with the correctly constructed and preparsi framework

and the goniometer, must be fulfilled the folloving requirements:
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Z,, a Z.8= Z, Z" -- iWAII. mac cos 4,

Zi . O, M, iev - Al, %,nie • •, (3.46)Zia - - iAl, mic sin a, E L ,, M -E BIEl,,.

vhere h.- the eftective height of the framework. La reference to

the pints of the commeotion of the field coil of goniometer;

A4,e.., ,IG..C msaximus mutual inductance betveen sear:h coil and

the corresponding field coil of gonioneter;

a - the angle between the standard to the first fiall coil and

search-coLl.

Page 116.

After substituttia expressions (3.45) and (3.46) Ln (3.44), we will

obtain

Zlll , (f i ( a)

Sil/ a), (3.47)
7 7stt- tdc

where O'N'/l is the resistor/resistance, introduced by ths duct of
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the framework into the circuit of search coil of goniometer.

Accurately tae same current 13 we would be obtained in the duct,

inductively connected with the rotatable loop, turned relative to

initial directiom in angle a. In this case, a must be equal to the

angle of rotation of search coil of goni*meter. The piranmters of

duct and rotatable loop coincide with the parameters of the coils of

gonioneter and framework of gonionetric system, but tam astual

inductance of tha duct and framework is equal to the maximum mutual

inductance H of the searching and field coils of goniouatar. The

equivalent diagram of system with two framework (Fig. 3.2;) let us be

guided luring ths calculation of the effectiveness of goniometric

system (see Chapter 7).

The obtained results can be common for ;oriosetrLz system of two

pairs of the spaced antennas.

The coils of gottiometer it is possible to wind on fcamework/body

from insulation (air goniometer). Coupling coefficient betveen field

and search coils of air goniometer is limited to value 3.4-0.5.

"-• . • nm~e~m~m ~ mm (rap nunuu~ l n~ mu u l mmm mmm p~um mmlm m n mrmmmn,'mnxm m mm mmm mmm m lI
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13

Fig. 3.29. EquivaLent diagram of gomiometric system.

Page 117.

With the target/purpose of an increase in 'he coupling :z3fficient.

under the contiti~n of the uniformity of magnetic flai, ace applied

also the gosioneters with ferromagaetic cores (Fig. 3.301. As

material ire applied the magnetic dielectrics (carbonyl, Alsifer ani

others) and ferrites.

Ln such gouabmeters usually the rotor (search coil) is placed

within stator (field) coils. On mediui-frequency waves there are

constructions whare the stator coils are mounted within rotor coil
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Of ferrite c•re goniometers, the coupling coefficient between

searching and field coils reaches 0.7-0.95. Good accuracy with large

coupling coefficient provide coils with uniform vindimg/:oil on

ferrite tori. Beginning and the end/lead of each winding are

connected. le.ovaL/outlets of staetor coil for the conna:tion of the

framework are takesn through q10. Of rotor the removal/outlets are

taken fro* the diametrically opposite points of winding. Por

obtaining sore uniform field, it is necessary to carry 3ut a

nonuniform vindiml/coil of rotor, approximately accorling to

sinusoidal law, and to take removal/outlets froa the oLdiLes of the

most diverse turms. Sometimes of rotor are made the supplementary

removal/outlets, shifted to 900 relative to fundamental, for use

* during the determination of the side of radio station (10.5, 4.6].

For a decrease in the capacitive coupling, is applied the

electrostatic shiild (see Fiq. 4.17). However, an increase in the

capacitance of windings by housing impedes the use of su-h

goniometers at mare high frequencies (large 25-40 MHz).

Insteaa of t%9 inductive goniometer it is possible to apply the

capacitive gonLometer, which is adjustable capacitor 3f two systems

of stator plates and one rotor.
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tat

I I

Fig. Y.30. Goniomater with the ferromagaetic core: 1 - field Coil; 2

- field coil; 3 - search coil.

Page 1.18.

If is made the reguirement for the cosinusoidal law of a -hangeoin in
* .

the coaQunicatioulconsection betveen the rotor and ea:h stator, which

is realized with the special form of the plates of rotor, then for a I

capacitive goniometer they remain valid of the relationship/ratios,

derived for an Lanuctive gonioseter.

I

To Fig. 3.31, Is shown the schematic diagrem of the input part

of the goniometric radio direction finder with capacitive qoniometer

during the application/use of spiral loops. In the used at present

goniometric systems, predominantly with inductive gonLimater, are

utilized the unalJusted framework. The application/use of spiral
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loops is inconvenient, since during their use is required the

preliminary fine tuning of both framework for the frequeazy of the

oriented radio station on the local oscillator, which :Osplicates

work [L1.8, 8.29].

3.10. Gonlometric system from n of the spaced autemnas.

4

In §3.9 is ezamined antenna system of four spaced antennas. In

the radio direction finder of gonionetri= system with the spaced

vertical wire antennas, it is possible to use another number of

antennas. Let us examine the general case by the autesat 3f system

with ik by the spa:ed vertical wire antennas (Fig. 3.32). Lntennas are

arrange/locatel in circumference at equal angular distance 2v/n one

froa another (1, 2, 3, ... , n) , the radius, carried out t3 the n

antenna, coincidiig with initial reference line. Each antenna is

connected to the appropriate field coil of goniometer (I, II III

... , I). ?he number of field coils is egqal to the number of

antennas: N = a. the mutual location of field coils on

common/general/total framework corresponis to three-liuo2sional/space

antenna location. Field coils are connected by star, common point can

be groundeJ, Inside of field coils rotates search coil (bb on Fig.

3.32a).
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a 6

rig. 3.31. The s9hevatic diagram of goniometric radio direction

finder with the capacitive goniometer: 1 - the first fraaswork; aI

plate the 1st stator; b) the plate of the 2nd stator; :) the plate of

rotor; 2. the se:2nd framework.

Page 119.

lach field coil creates its magnetic field. If we sciusulate the

magnetic fields of all field coils, then in the corre-tly designed

radio direction finder, as in the simplest gonioletric system with

two mutually perpendicular framework, the direction af ths resulting

field in ;oniometar faras with standard to the n field coil the same

angle, which the direction of the oriented radio station Is formed

with initial reference line.

S •'l I '• im i-I I• m ]•t I • l' I 1 I• l TieI |HI • H ] 16 I| 1Hi H • S~ ff ala / | | •
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According to the scale of goniometet with auditory

direction-fiuding nethod, is counted off the angle between the plane

of search coil aal the perpendicular to the n field coil. When

current stcength in search coil is equal to zero, This saale

corresponts to beiring to radio station.

Let us deter-sine current in search coil of goniometer.

Let us designate:

Be - the strangth of field at the center of system;

a is an angla of the direction of the arrival of viva in

horizontal plane sith the radius, passing through n-s antenna:

S- the angle of the slope of a front of wave;

2b - the diameter of a circle of the arrangeaent/pearutation of

antennas.

j

-4
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Fig. 3.32. Antenna system from n of the spaced antennas: a1 the

circuit of the c*anection of the field coils of goniometer (1, 2, 3,

... n - antenna; I II, Ill, ... , N - the field coils of gonioseter,

b-b - seacch c.it of gonioseter); b) location n of antennas in

plan/layout.

Page 120.

On a-d antenna operates the electric field with strength L-,,=-L:c

At the point of the location of the Mnantenna, listiat to angle

2va/n from the n-th, the strength of field will be

,• o- *
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where a 2vb/) c~3 s* 6 = 2w/ng 9 - 6m =

It is known that I-° it i1 possible to expanj ii Fourier

series- Bessel

e" ".(a/-2 + fl,,(a)cosp7, (3.49)
p-l

and is analogous

/ ~ co, coA 6---
eX CO •S ~CO,

S2 , I J • l ' k C o s C o s p I) ' L ,4 '

p=i

where Jo, J., Ji, --- , with first-orxler Bessel filiction the

zero, first, second, ... , the p-th of orders.

If vs desigatte by h-, the effective height of %ntenna. then enf

of the a antenna will be
E.4 m['l , 0 - cos O +

- , cos & co p (0J-•-l•1

~~~~A A1,os 7 rCos p cus "-1' Ptt;

p=O p=O

- Ap, sin p rsi n 2n pm, (3.50)

+EI
pI
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where

(3.51)

Page 121.

Equivalent diagria for calculation.

Por loteraiming current in search coil of goniometer, one shoull

solve system from (n + 1) the equations:

IqZI, Z , IlZ,, + . -- i,,z,,÷.-31z,,, += La,'
/, , . F , , ./ z .- .. ... - . . . .-,z , . -. ,, .: .- , .

l........................................ ... , .

I~z,11i--I~z,-t-I.112 111 0.Z

Here I&, rIn I., 6,90 - currents in the field coils of

goniometer 1 :

Zito ZE,2 Z33, -oo, -nr- the intarnal resistanzes of the

circui;ts of fiell coils vith the appropriate antennas:

IEn and- - current and the resistor/resistin:, 3f the duct

4b
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of search coil of goniometer;

tz.P z 1 3O -.0 0- mutual impedances of circuits the 1st and

2nd, 1st and 3rd, a-th and J-th field coils;

Z1,, Zn, ... Z.. muatual impedances of field coils with search

coil of goniometer.

FOOTNOTO 1. Ws c22sider that the currents in antenna mounting and in

the field coil of goniometer coincide in value and in phase.

Calculations are given in chapter 7. ENDPOOTNOTE.

We consider that network elements of all antenna! aIe completely

identical.

Then

Z. .Z . Z",," Z+ / . .1.,,,

where Zito the resistor/resistance of antenna itself;

L,i the inductance of field coil.

, ,I



j
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On the stren;th of the symmetry of the arrangement/perautation

of antennas (see Fig. 3.32b)

= Z C ,; . . ., Z rn . ,n + -- "Z . . .m - -- Z ~ h . (3 .5 4 )

Page 122.

These resistor/resistances are accumulated from mutual impedance of

antennas themselves and from mutual inductance betveen the field

coils, connected in these antennas.

The solutLon of system of equations (3.52) for all currents very

cumbersomely and is not given.

Without solving system of equations (3.52), it Is poisible to

conduct the calculation of current in search coil in the folloving

order:

a) to determine currents in each field coil, on the oasis of oaf

of antenna and impedance of antenna circuit, taking into account the

resistor/resistanzes, introduced from the circuits of 3tiar antennas,

at the broken cir:uit of search coil of the gonioneter when it not

coupled impedance into antenna circuit;

b) to find the open-circuit voltages, induced by tx3 currents of
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field coils in search coil of gonioseter;

"c) t3 calculate impedance of the duct of search coil taking into

account the resistor/resistances, introdaced from the circuits of all
antennas;

d) to determine current in the duct of search coiL 3f

goniometer.

It is feasible calculations in the indicated order.

a) for the calculation of the current of the a antenna we will

use equation from system (3.52) for the circuit of the stantenna:

Il~z,,, +ý. 1.z,,- . .+ ,,z ... ..+ lz, +

+ l 1 Z, ,, .. (3.55)'

We assume ttat because of the symmetry of the system of the

antennas of the amplitude of currents in all antenna circuits are

identical, the phiases of currents are determined by the phases of eaf

in the appropriate antennas, i.e.,

x•" " '"'-",' : • -I
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. . (3.56)

I MHC i~~... .. ...... . .

. . . . . . . . . . .

Page 123.

After substitutinj in (3.55) expressions (3. 48), (3.53), (3.54) and

(3.56), we viLl obtaiLn

I.4 .H ((Zito +- j,,,L,) e1/a Cot(- i) I 1I 1o 4ed C,, I,d-- • Pe

-+ e1 ' ... I,-4 ( -,,-,):j _+ -Z {z j , °, , -•4..

.+ -'. ( - (3.. Z7)

for even number of antennas. If the number of antennas L3 oad, then

last/latter term in the curly braces is absent. Let us use the

formula of expanslon (3.491) for the components of expression (3.57),

moreover we will be restricted by two members of series 1:
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I/.mno {((4°-+ ji.Ln) [J (a) + j21, (a) cos 0 - 61,01 -+
+ 2Z.. 11. (a) -- j2, (a) cos ((j - 8,i) cos 81 ++ 2Z. [., (a) + I1V, (a) cos 1  - 8m) cos 28].

+ Z . (I. (a) - j21, (a) cos (fj - 6m,)1}

SEh~ [11 (a) + - -21, (a) cos () -b 8m)]. (3.5S)

FOOTNOTE I. This limitation sufficiently for the estabLishment of the

conditions of the error-free operation of system (see §.)).

ENDFOOTNOTZ.

The voltage 3f antenna has two components: depending on the

direction of the arrival of wave 2Eh=,hj (a) )< cos ,Q-- 6 m) I nd

independent of it I.h,.,,Jo(a). ve respectiwely have tvo different

equations for determiaing antenna resistance.

For the component voltage of the antenna, which dapeads on the

direction of the arrival of wave, complete antenna resistance is

expressed n-I

Z...-- _ZZ.+ij-•jL.-'+ V Z•,,cos 6in, (3.59)

- - - '--.
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~i independent of direction e and the numbec of antenna. roc the

component voltage of the antenna, independent of the dire-tion of the

arrival of wave, the expression for complete antenna rs3istance takes

8 the form
Z., - / oL. - V 4,,.. (3.V.9')

Page 124.

Let us calculate antenna resistance (3.59).

mutual ispollaces of antenna circuits Z .... consist of mutual

impedances of antennas themselves Zc,.,a. and the mutual Inductance

of the field coils, connected in antennas. Ve assume that if the

angle between the planes of two field coils in equal to So, then the

mutual inluctance of such coils is equal to XL,, cos So, where K

is a coupling zoefficient between the field coilm, planar.

: ThereforeIn
, | - #Z,,cos 6,l, V-\ •, cos 6tvt j-{- L,,K V•' cos' Stni.

--|

V 4,,, cos bin \ t' 4, o - {- jLI o'bn
Since

cOS2 bin1 -t j--1

rnL

t .• • .o . *1
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Z ... Cos Zb,,, Z C o 'n Cos 6 +-wL (,,K I.

and complete antjsaa resistance (Z.1) vill be

(3.60)

The amplituta 3f current in antenna is designed from the formula

l~a~c• •"(3.61)

R C Z AL

b) let us ditermine the opea-circeit voltage E,, with the

induced currents 3f antennas I-, in search coil of goniomater.

considering that search coil forms angle a with standarl to the plane

of the n field coil and that the magnetic fields of fiell coils are

uniform.

Page 125.

Let us desigaate:

M. 1,, maxisum mutual inductance between field oni search coils

of goniometer;

,.,---,I 1..... •n(~�-�~ mutual inductance between avfiaLl and search
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coils d • onioneter.

Then

E. u-----i M.NO , sin (6mu -a ) --
m=;I

= " ~E,,, sin (6m - ,). (3.62)

After substLtuting in (3.62) expression (3.50, for e w. Will

obtain

t ,,f =m C , A ",c o s p 0 c o s L" P ,1

or A, sin p~J sin P-/p1) sin III m- a)]

A( AcCosPo) Cosi Pin .

X Cos 2 -,-, 7 At, sin pf)sin 7pincos- In sin, a -+-

p=O+ A, cos pf) Cos 57pin s in tit

+- AsinpOsin-i pmsin-Z m Cosa (3.63)
j'=1
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After using the transformations, given in appendix II. we will

obtainW

_sin (kn±O1) 5
2

h=I=

+ Aj%. cos (kit-1)IJsinl3a (3.63')

Page 126.

Let us write expressions for ',' in the following form:

,- , . ... .. - E .(3.64)

where , the equivalent effective height for the directional

reception of gonionetric system from n oC the vertical wire antennas.
A

On the basis (3.63'), (3.51) and (3.64) we have

H"-2,, (h ,-bcos) sin [(ft 1) ) 4- -

"i-"" j]n+ b o s• in [(,+- t ) (I -- 1) • . C5.
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?OOTBIOa t. Before the expression Hf.+ is lowered minus sLln. Terms

with j designate stress component, out of phase in wt2 from

fandasental. For Irester detail, see §4.9. BMDFOOTIOrv .

If the diameter of the arrangement/permutation of amtennas

(separation of antemaas) 2b Is selected so that it is possible to be

restricted one first term of a series (3.6S), then

and

. . .., sin (i _ a). (3.64')

where

Vith p a 0 we hays

hn , 21t b) k3.GG,')

The squivlesat effective height H'.#9 is maximma, when Jl(2u/)

b) = max. First r~ot of this equation - 1.84 or 2b/% * 3.586. Vith

Js(2w/k b? = 0 esaivalent actual height/altitude is equal to zero.
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The smallest value, vhich satisfies this conditi3a, fill be 2./K

b = 3.83 or 2b/k 8 1.22.

PFially. in the case huen 2b/k << 1 and J2 (2w/k b) I ubA, the

effective height
It" (3.67

c) 'mpedance Z,, of search coil consists of inductive reactance

of search coil jwL,,, load impedance Z11 and the

resistor/rseistanaes. introduced from the circuits of the field coils

of all antennas.

Mutual inductance between a- field ii by search coils

A sin (&Ini a)

rapeiance of search coil has the erpreeiion

r
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Z. Z.im . +- ZL, + Z

+ Sil, (si6 - a).

Taking into ac=ouit that 4- 2wfa.

sin Cos,

and

sin -- tint os ,-

mIn | m:J

we obtain for Z,

ZA= jwL, + Z. - "•8-NK " (3G8)

Page 128.

S) Expressi3a for a current in search coil on the basis (3.64')

and (3.68) witb not the very large separation of anteusas [see

(3.64-) w ill be

/= - Hz n.,rSn (O-a)--

.,•'... h~/,(2;- c' '

---- E ., si ( - a). 3.69)

(tiL,, + Z..) Z., + (a',3,,1-W,.
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Ve examine the case when the number of antennas n - even and opposite

antennas are connacted to one and the same field coil, then the

number of field coils N = n/2.

Let us leave for the inductance of fiell and searzk -oils of

gonioniter, and al&o for the mutual inductance of coils the adopted

previously desigaatioas:

, ." L,, cos,-21-n

only a here varies from I to N. From formula (3.601 the expcession

for impedance of the pair of antennas will be

Zaz_ 2Z,. -j.L,+2 V Zm (-,, OS In +
nI=1

X-I n-I

- fr'.LK \" cos' &III - 2Zo0 -r2 'V Zr,,, a cos 8 -i -

jw~n K (3.70)

Vith K 1
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2N (3.70'), = 2 4 . d 2 z cr,, a Cos fit -+r (37, -Y-

rnI

The cesistorfresistance of search coil we will obtain from

(3.68) is the form

Za jwL.+M N

Page 129.

Let as relate the equivalent effective height. of system 11,4,

to the effective height of the pair of antennas, which let us

designate

H-f 2h, CO 42.b 2.'J,, II

Then from (3.66) we obtain that H,,1 , .

Current in search coil is designed from the formula

11...I, -n- Ef
I"=- N sn(O -=). (3.71)

When 0 = a 1,,-:--=0, at 0 a g o 900

On Fig. 3.33, is given equivalent diagram for the calculatioat of
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the current of search coil of the gonioueter of system from 9 of the

pairs of the vertical vice antennas. Applied e*a corcespodad by

maximum oaf af oao pair of antennas, multiplied by -" In

accordance mItl (3.70) the inductance of the first duct (f ie3 coail

L, JL+ ] Coefficient K can be taken as e2Va1 to Unity,

then = 'L. Compling coefficient of both N-12 .

with K - 1 K,=Kr to the coupling caeffiLient field

and search coils.
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A"AW

Fig. 3.33..Ejuivalent diagram for tbe calculation of g~ni~metric

system with a by th. spaced antennas,

Page 1.30.

Equivalent mutual inductance of ducts 2-'i~a~

Antenna resistance is *zpressed

Lc."CO 2."'.

Z,,,,ft -JIG

Current in search coil of goniometer taking int3 account

equivalent diagram and 3.71) is desaignet from the formulai

(3.72)
(7n, + jbLt)KI- L. + Z.+ 2 -I
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In two-channel visual radio direction Cinder (see §9.31 during

application/use by n- antenna of system is utilized the matching

cell/element, vkizh is gonioseter with N - n/2 field and with two

mutually perpendicular search coils from which are remove/taken the

voltages on chanaels. Structurally cell/element can be male so that

search coils Jo not rotate and have constant orientation uith respect

to field coils. This matching cell/element he is boUetiM33 called

coordinate transformer.

Let us dosi;iate the angle, formed by the plane of search coil

of the first channel with standard to the nhfield coil, r/2 - a.

Second search coiL forms with the same standard angle z. then the

currents in the :Lrcuits of search coils of coordinate transformer

are determined from the formulas
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II

W*Mft. Vr2E,.0-0
Tuw-L.s Z) x 0(Zo + JoLo.) + u"'IMosi-

(JL, + z"I (Z* + IW-S + "'M~:

"and during satisfaction of conditions (3.#6) tke relation

"JI
J_.1 tz (f) a)

-Ii
Palo 131.

System with parallel connection of adjacent antennas.

Ln radio licection finder with n antennas, it is possible to in

parallel connect the adjacent pairs of antennas. The filsh coils of
3, 31

qonioneter are iazluded in this case, as is shown Fig. -3*. Angle 2 y

between the conns:tei in parallel antennas can be not equal to 2v/n.

This connection 3E antennas makes it possible to decrease two times

the number of field coils of goniometer and, for example, in

eight-antenna system to use gonionseter with two field coils. During

this connection also is facilitated the connection to eight-antenna

4
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systems, which obtained wide application, tvo-channel ct:ivlvng

iadikator.

For this case is retained entire anlysis, givs earlier, only

in the ouroe of caltUlatioa one should sake tie folloial changes:

instead of a to take A/2; instead of each toes of ezpansioa (3.639)

to take U be sum n two terms# in one of whic " (t A • /

where 2r is an a&;L* between the connected in parallel asntenas (Fig.

3.3%).

I
V 

J .
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Fig. 3.34. CiCCuit diagram O fie ld otila htiag parallel connection

of adjacent aatesaas.

Page T32.

With this addition we will obtain

E*1 zM 21 #"+1

12 Cos 2 C01 )')x
X C o s k. k - -- ( k)

Xcos (k -2 + + Cs

(3.73)

as before, vhen 2b/> << 1,

E j=i ECos --- O

P..
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3.11. Antenna systems vith acute/sharp directional characteristic.

Application/use a of antennas, straight.

For by the altenna of the system of the directianil reception it

is possible to utilize u of the identical antennas, straight (Fig.

3.35) and parallel-connected. Let us designate d the Sistnsce between

adjacent astennas, 2b - d(n - 1) - the complete separation between

extreme antennas.

It is known that daring parallel (cophasal) connection of

antenwas standardized/normalized directional characteristic is

expressed

Sr: " - ° - ' " . . . . . . , . .. . . . .. . . .. ...
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sin (-!- MsinG cowp

vhere 7t(e, •) - airectional chawacteristic of sinagle autsnna; * it

is aoumted off trom porpeadicmlar to the ine of antonams.

26

rig. 3.35. Antenna system from a of the interneese straight.

Page 133.

When • = 0, is •btained c•adiation pattern lin horizontal plane.

Then

sin - m ,nIdsi n0

nj sli ,-2 ,d sh0

wzamples of the radiation patternt of the grap of the veitical

Vwie antennas La hobtiontal rlade pte given on Fig. 3.36.

T-e-
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2 A2

6). 0( -C- -(3) 6eCCxORHUe

Paccn'OM-ug

Paccmoa'qje

I j_

Fig. 3.36. Effect of the number of the vartiCal wire atilnas and

distance between them on directional characteristic: d /2 - the

effect of length 2 v on radiation pattern with the distance between

the vertical wire antennas )/2: 2b - 3) - the effect of the distance

between tho verti:al wire antennas on radiation pattern st the

overall length of system, equal to 3h.

Key: (1). Length. (21. Infinitely close location. (31. Distance. (4).

Line of the location of system.
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"Page 1.34.

1. In this case, it is accepted that I.e. that the separate

antennas do not possess the directional reception. on PL;. 3.37, are

given for this system the directive gains D depending on 2b/h. On the

basis of curves (Fig. 3.36) it is possible to make foll~uing

conclusions. The fundamental maximum of diagram is always directed

along perpendizulir to the line of antenna location. Diagrams are

symmetrical with respect to the line of antenna locatiam and with

respect to perpendicular to it.

SimultaneousLy with the main lobe of radiation are minor lobes.

Their number with change from 0 to 9010 equal to number whole

waves in complete separation 2b. The level of the maximums of minor

lobes is designed from tbe formula

&~(J (3.76)
ni gin - -n 2

Vith large a formula (3.76) is simplified:

and for the maximeas of minor lobes we obtain consecutively values of

- 3"-
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0.212, 0.128, of 0.091 so fortb fcon t he level-of major lobe.

Vitn am imccemsm in the separatiom betweem extreme antennas, the

width of the main lobe of radlation decreases. The wiIth 2f major

lobe with the 4rop of amplitude to zero for large n is egoal to

2yo... (n-I) 2 " 114,6-- deg. (3.77)

n 2b nd

The width of major lobe with the drop of power two times with the

same condition will be 2 * nd' deq.

,A

With that which was assigned 2b width of major ilbe weakly

-4

depends on the nutber of antennas, decreasing with increase in d.

However, considerably cannot be increasel d, since wLth &2 increase

of 1, i.e., with Secrease in a with that which was assigned 2b,

increases relative value of minor lobes. With d >) X simor lobes are

equal to the main thing, i.e.. appear supplementary prin:ipal

maximums.

Page 135.

Sometimes is placed the problem of suppression to tha detervinel

side-lobe level of radiation pattern. By characteristic the optimum
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£ antenna of system. which possesses the m~inimu width of major lobe 2*?o

with the required side-lobe level and equidistance between anteanakS,

is Chebyshex polyasoitl degree n - 1. The voltage%, removed from

antennas, in this case decrease to the edges of antemna.

This they azaieve, for example, by introduction into th.

antennas of the voltage dividers; then the effective hsi;2t/altitude

of system decreases.

The supprassLon of minor lobes it is possible to also sichieve

(with the identical voltages, removed from antennas) by the

establishment of the different distances between antennas, vhich

increase to the edges of system.

The degr-49 3f the suppression of minor lobes in priaziple can be

any.

The zalculatitons of the voltages, removed from antennas, in the

first case also of the required distances between antenaei in the

second case are gLven in the courses of antennas (3.2, 3.3].

During a deceense in the minor lobes, is expanded the main lobe

of radiation and decreases directive gain.
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•JA
15

so

pig. 3.37. DirectLve gains of system from n of antenmas with respect

to sin~gle emitter.

0,2 ,

. iI ~I\ I

270 VbV210 3 #SO IS 0 I S0 5 0 77 90

Fig. 3.38. DirectLonal characteristic: I - uniform grating: 2 -

grating with Chebyshev distribut'on.

Page 136.

On Fig. 3.38 for a comparison, are given the radiation pitterns of

uniform grating and grating with the sdppressioua of ni:ir lobes to
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0.' with n a 5 and d a O.SX.

Xt is possiblhe a of antennas in question to breat Isto two

cophanAl groups by n/2 antennas and to connect both groups so thdt

the volta;es of groups were subtracted. Thcn we obtain radiation

pattern with zero along perpendicular to the line of amtamnas. 11

directional charazteristic will be

where P, (0, $1 is directional characteristic of single antenna;

F( (9. p| - the staudardized/nornalized characteristic n/2 of

the broadside antenna arrays:

F) (9, • - the standardized/nornalized characteristic of two

groups of the antennas, connected on differential priaziple.

sin in d ti 0 co 3.9

s in fi isin s 6flL Si

Ind,

s in c si ). (3.80)

Here D& = d n/2 is a distance between the middles of bath groups of

antennas.

r.
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After substituting formula (3.79), (3.00) in (3.73). we will-

ohtain

I cns 0i d sin 0 Cos

F,, ( -F, (0. •) -- 3.81)
n sin (- d sil'l Cos

DifferantiaL directional characteristic (3.81) is symmetrical

relative to the line of antennas and standard to the line of

antennas; it has minor lobes number and maximums of which depend on

separation I aml the number of antennas )f system.

Page 137.

The main lobe af radiation seemingly bifarcated itself - instead of

the maximum, dire:ted along perpendicular to the line of %ntennas, it

has zero value in the direction of this perpendicular.

The important characteristic of differential raliation pattern,

which determines the accuracy of direction finding, is mutual

conductance in z7co/",r'k.aI by usual antenna to system vita

equidistancos between anteamas with the identical voltages, removed

from separate antennas, for the number of antennas

>~ ~ , <0.."F, p (0) 0,7 2 b
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For an increase in mutual cooductance F',.i(i it is naesasary to

remove/take with the antenna of system the diffe':ert voltaqes, which

decrease to the e~ges of Its halves. Directiona'. zharattaristic of

the optimum slstes, which has the maximum value of

slope/transcooductancn in zero on the assigned side-lbe level and

with the minieum width of major lobe of diagram, is the polynomial of

Akhiyezer of degree n - 1.

Vork [3.10) •ives calculation by this antenna of system and are

investigated its parameters. It is shown, that the maximally

attainable slope/transocnductance, when 1/k • 1/2, will be

Vith that wkich was assigned 2b slope/transconductance F',.(O)

increases with increase in n.

With d/k > 1/2 slope/transconductanze A7, - i.e. has A

the same value, as of system of two anttesas.
L

A leficiancyfLack in the optimum systems is their narrow band

coverage..

A system of the vertical vice antennas can be utiLized as rotary

for determining tie direction of radio stations in the minimum or in

•-I
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ol:• the maximum of raliation pattern.

Page 138.

In order to Pltain the directional reception only on one hand,

one skould to use reflector* i.e., establish/install a series of

vires@ parallel to antennas, in that side from by the int3nna of

system, whence is undesirable reception. Distance of ceflictor

usually takes equal to 1/4 average wavelengths by the antenna of

system. The vices of reflector must on height/altitude project/emerge

beyond the limits of antennas at least to value d, - the distance

between antennas and the reflector. To the same value the width of

reflector to each side must exceed the separation betweem extreme

antennas,

The affect of reflector, which is located at a distance . from

a series of the vertical wire antennas, is considerel by the facts

that in calculation instead of each antenna of syates takes two

antennas at a distance 2dn one froe another and with phias

displacement 1ý03 at e. d. the s. of antennas. In order to obtain

directional ckara:teristic of this system in front of reflector, it

follows directional characteristic of tha system of este*Va without

reflector (3.74) or (3.81) to multiply by sin (tnd,,o% 0).
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If we between the separate vertical wire antennas of a series

(Fig. 3.35) intrtluce phase displacement '' then radiation pattern

instead of (3°741 and (3.81) they will be expressed

sin (. d sin 0 cos A - 4]
F(O, ,3, "',)=-F,(O ()" (0382)

"~n F ,n s~n~o 1, (3.82)

eesin -(m d sin ED cosfmte-ot

I -- Cos ( dsn os - )

Vj, '1 (3.83)
n sin I C (md sn6 co (,3 )

Squatiziag zero argument of the numerator of expressions (3.82)

and (3.83) , we obtain, that the maximum or the minimum *f the gainý

lobe of radiatiom with phase displacement is turnel t) aaglee",

determine5 frog the condition

',•,, = m d sin 0,, cos [.(3.84)

The angle between the opposite maximums or the mininams of

diagram in this case is equal to 180°±20.., i.e. it appeacs the fracture

of the centerline of radiation pattern relative to the Live of

antennas.

Page 139.

Furthermore, dia;rans become asymmetric relative to -saterline.

Changing phase displacement i*,,,, it is possible, utilizing a
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motiomless series of the vertical wire antennas, to rotate diagram of

the directivity of system and according to naximum or sinimlm of

diagram to deteraine direction in radio station. Deficiency/lacks in

the system are fracture of the centerline of radiation pattern during

its rotation and asymmetry of diagram. 7he first deficieaay/lack

drops off during the application/use of a reflector, since is

eltsimated one of the maximums of reception. Asymmetry 3E diagram

limits ',.

F~or obtaisiaj the rotation of radiation pattern# phase

displacement ill should design from (3.84) for certain main angle of

the slope of a front of wave , and calibrate phase dispLacement in

the degrees of the rotation of the maximum (or the minimai) of

zadiation pattern.

with a chanja in the angle of the slope of a front of wave f, is

obtained the high-altitude error In the determination of the maximum

(or the minimum) 3f radiation pattern.

Actually, at the angle f, different from ýc. for uhi-h are

designed phase displacements, the measured angle (f. will not be

equal real C,, siace

sin Tj, cos = sin v cos . (;3.85)

Vill be obtaLned the error in the determination of direction"A-,¢,,--,.
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which it is -lsigned with the aid of formula (3.55).

On Fig. 3.39, are given to the dependence q. onTA with

different A from 0 to 600 and •,-O°.

If phase displacements of system ari designed for any other

angle of the siops of a front of saveFc*-,then high-altitude error

for an an;ls of incidence p is equal to a difference in the ordinates
of curves, that correspond to the values of angles of ia:Ldence p and5,

at the assigned values ', or a difference in the abscissas of the

same curves at the assigned values ,

During calculation by the described antenna of syst92, it is

necessary to consider mutual antenna resistance, which is determined

from the method of those induced by omf 1 3.1, 3.4]. If a&tenna system

is designed from a of antennas, then they are usually

establishbinstalled by n * 2 antennas.

Page IO.

Extreme antennas ore not included in diagram and serve only for the

creation of the identity of the resistor/resistances 3f all antennas.

System with %cute/sharp radiation pittern as any athar antenna
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system, is characterized by the radiation r.eistance, efficiency and

KUD f[liirctivity factor]. These parameters determine the

sensitivity of rilio direction finder.

The sethols 3f the calculation of the indicated parameters by

the aatenma of system are set forth with the courses of antennas.

E."
F- I.. .
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.4,

• lot

V, Pe,

Ai

rig. 3.39. the &*pemdence T"* onk v ith different A (Lt is accept83

that

1I
Page M~.

Circular antenna 3ysteas with acute/sharp directional -hirav.teristic.

For the realization of smooth rotation to 3600 azattfskarp

directional ckata.teristic in motionless antennas, is applied antenna

system from arranged on circumference a of the vertizzI wire

antennas. A circeLar antenna system can be utilized with reflector
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and without rifle-.tor.

-Che princLpl. of formatioe/educatiom androtation of radiation I
pattern in by the circular antenna to system includes thp following

(Pig. 3.40). Pros a of the antennas of system, are selected a of the

antennas which form directionofiading group. in the antenmas of group

vith the aid of antenna comnutator, is introduced to the :ircuit of a

time delay in this value (110/ce 229/c. 330/c .. , ier*e : is

velocity 3f propasation of radio raves)is order to maka aren the

phases of euf of the antennas of group for direction 33' and

seemingly to lead antennas to those who were arrange/Lo-ated in I
straight line All- By the central line oo0 of the antenna of group -

they are tivided into two subgroups. Eaf of the antennas of right and

the left of subgroups store/add up into two voltages 91 and 1a which

for direction fialing they are suamarized, or from El it is deducted

Be.

During the rotation of antenna commutator, change the delays in

antennas and antennas themselves so are changed over, that the center

of lin•e AA, seemingly rotated synchronously with the rotation of

commutator in internal broken circumference (Fig. 3.401) the line of

antennas occupyinj positions BD&, CC, so forth.

A1
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P -

\1en th lin ofatna"C s epniua o iet no

ai stto ,I bane aiu otg acrigt oa

charcterstic

ToiS F.g. 3.141, are sf how the tota an diffelr enytial cadatnona

paternstein of diretion-fndsCting perop. ndor lobes o-t~ in f cfor

simplificition act not display. Antenna commutator consists of

motionless stator and the rotatL"able rotor (Fig. 3.42).
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diaram- -difffretad

of system.

,t antenf( Cicmt --

Filga. (.1. Total and differential radiation patterns: total

diagram. - - - differential diagram.

Fi:g. 3.42. Diagram of antenna commutator for by the cir:ular antenna

of system.

Key: (1). Suitch Lu sum Of differ~ence. (2). Receptor. (31.

Transformers of the subgroups of antennas. (4). Circuits ,f tise

delays. (5). To the auteanas of circular system.

Eage 1439 Stator-rotor unit have plates, serving for tie creation

of capacitive coupling between them.
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To the plates of stator, are connected the antennas, to the

plates of the rot~r, which has two symmetrical halves, serving for

the creation of two halves of the group of antennas, are wired

circuits of time Selays.

The latter :an be fulfilled in the form of the cut cables or

artificial line. Delay units can be utilized separate for each plate

of rotor or can b3 applied common/general/total for each kalf of

rotor. The electrical length of chain of time delays is designed on

the basis of geometry by the antenna of system for certaim initial

angle of the sLop, of a front of wave 3. During the application/use

of coamon/generalltotal delay circuits, the loaS froe antennas must

be 4-5 times the tore than wave impedance of circuit. rr_! the

disturbance/breaklown of the mode of the traveling wave small is

retained the electrical length of line.

The number of plates of stator is equal to the number of

antennas (n). The number of plates of rotor, which are necessary to

one plate of stator, or the multiplicity of the plates of rotor

relative to ths plates of stator is selected based on the instrument

errors of antenna commutator (see §8.9). Total number if plates of

rotor depends on the aumber of antennas to direction-finling group.

Separately store,'mdd up the voltages of right and by the left of

subgroups E, and 92. By a special switch is realized ailition or the
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subtraction of voltages 9% and g.-

Direction finding consists in the searching of maximum or

minimum of reception. Ingle on the scale of antenna of a==umulator

corresponis to azimuth.

D.&reztion finding can also be realized without the r2tation of

antenna commutator according to the sua-and-differen=e method whose

principle is iescribed into §2.3. For this, antenna commutator is

establishfinstallad so as to lead the direction-finding group of

antennas, for euisple, to straight line AA, (see Fig. 3.40). The

A
central line 31, in this case is the zero reference lies 3t bearing.

The suns of the voLtages of two sabgroups of antennas AD &ad DA1 (U;)

is fed to one pair of the plates of cathode-ray tube, for example to

longitudinal plates.

Page 144.

Voltage dLffereazp of these subgroups of antennas (UI are phase

shifted by 90*. is fed to the second pair of the plates 3f tube,

respectively to hkrixostal plates. Direction finding is realized in

certain sector 2 ,

Let us replacs each subgroup of antennas with oat aluivalent
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antenna vith Eff.-tive height h/,.

Let us desigaate:

2b - tL e•uivalent separation of two antennas, which replace

the subroups of antennas;

Of - the aximuth of radio station with line O00.

Then in accordance with that which was presented is earlier the

amplitude of the sum of the voltages of the antennas

U,. =-2Eh,, C Os (inh Cos P sin W'),

the amplitude of voltage differe•c• of the antennas

U, A-ý 2E/t, sin (mib cos P sin F').

On cithode-riy tube is counted off the angle a, determined by

expressioon tg -= t- (10.bcos Sin()'), or a . ntbhcos ý sin O' 0,5 (21nb• cos sin O').

Angle on :attode-ray tube is e*ual to the half of a difference

is phaseý Bef. ia the antennas sin, nce .- 2-1nbbcos3sinO'.

The scaling factor x,, from angle on cathode-ray tube a to

azimuth 99 will ba (at low values e., when sin e- Of I

When f * 0 Ha 1 -ý- and 0'--" .Hn

• *" • I
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The sector 3f direction finding (2.18) is deteraiasi by the

oexpression

/28

~'4H~ 2 or 2 f)',,.~-- do..

I To performas~e calculation of the directivity of cictular

antenna systems is dedicated a series (3. 12, 3.14, 3.15).

Let us determine for an example of the expression of directional

characteristic for by the antenna of system without refal.:tor in the

case when for ths formation of directional characteristi:

simultane3usly are utilized all antennas (3.12].

Page 145.

ye count off azimuth a to radio station from diameter by the

antenna of system, of the corresponding to the position of the line

of symmetry antenna commutator (CC, on Fig. 3.43). Let us designate

by so the angle between direction of CC, and by the radiss, carried

out to the nearest to it clockwise antenna which Let as :3nsiler the

nLth, moreover a it aries from 0 to 2_/a.
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If z. Ls streanti of field at the center of the system: b - the

radius of a circli of the arrangesent/permutation of anteanas, then

emf induced is the a antennaw will be

In the case In question line AK1, to which are led all antennae

by means of the iatroduction of the phase delays in elf of antennas,

is tangential to the circumference of tha arrangement/pecsutation of

antennae (see Pi;. 3.43). In euf of the a antenna, in orlar to lead

the phase of oaf 2f this antenna to the phase, which corresponds to

line AA&, is introduced phase displacement ,

r /211
bK(Ile1-¾V
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C'

AA-

Fig. 3.43. Bringiag by the antenna of circular system t0 Linear.

Page 116.

The voltage, removed from the a antenna, taking imtt account ,?,,

is equal

Urn = L ' Aoh, bx I ' j i,- C fit as I-

- ,CU S f in. -r + as b c" (A.$6)

The last/latter term of exponent does not depend on so and 0. We

convert the depealing on so ande pact of the exponent:

1i
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COs cos ( . m- . --. cus. ocs rn-+ aC),

=acos (~C sin (s cos'i -yos •) +1.

2 i-~~~~Si ti (2-L M+ a.)co~L Ao I.

vbeCe A ;/cos' + +cos' o 2 cos cos 4, cus 0 (3.87)

and Cos P sin i
-os Cos - "(3.88)

After substitutisa (3.071 and (3.88) in (3.86), we vill obtain
E.h=.21t x, bAc us[•, ( ! /it- a,)_-

2n bc os . (3.89)

It is decomposed (by 3.89) in Fourier series - BesseL analogous

with expansion (3.49), moreover factor e _1Xb cuop is not considered,

since it does not depend on 0 and sq:

tJ'm:= (2R oJ (bA)+

+2 bA12r, [ý CS- I,- .) .n (3.89')
pa l

Let us determine with n even the total voltage, reuoved from all

antennas: C/= a.2 A
ft=
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or

-,111 1 .1 M

+ 2 ( )-,.. _2 b.) cF 2[un (T--.)]. (3.90))

Page 147.

With addition it is accepted into conJsderation, vhi:h

COS [P- (T- i a nCo[I r-a

vith p vn is equal to zero at other values of p.

*I

Expressiom (3.90) aetermines total directional charas-teristic by

the antenna of systen. Usually it is possible to be restricted tvo

first terms of the series

(3.91)
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So that it d3uld be possible to disregard the seo•al teom of

expression (3.91|, it is necessary to select the number of antennas,

so that the distance between then will be

d < (0,45 -#- 0,5) 1. (3.92)

this coaditioa determines the secomssy member Oa antennas with that

bwhich was assignm.3-- and, am the contrary, causes the permissible

sense wi,- with the assigned number of antennas. Then t~t&L

directional chars:tecistic is determined by the expression

In Table 3.1 are deiigaed durimg fulfilliag of requirement
b

(3.921 for value b for the different number of antennas n when

. In then are made angles 0o, which limit the main lobs of

radiation.

Page 1.48.

B

When . that A .--2co.,sin-,- and y = u/2 + 0/2.

In tiis case the expression for total directional characteristic

takes the form ev 2b cosP si 11 (3.94)FT (0. J. •c / (.4
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The amplitutla of the minor lobes of characteristi: (3.91) have

relative values 3. 403; 0.3; 0.25; 0.21 so forth. On Fig. 3.44. are

constructed for a -example total directional characteristL seen

for different ratios 2b/X and the different number of iatannas I

(3.12].

Table 3.2 gives the values angles liniting the minor lobes of

directional characteristic in planme ýý==-=-0°.

Uith e = 0 ve obtain expression for total directi•aL-

characteristic in the vertical plant

F- 0 , 2 b(cos . - cos c). (j5

on Fig. 3 . 4 5, is constructed for an example directional

characteristic in vertical plane for b/X 0.75 and •c=200.
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Table 3.1. Parameters by the circular antenna of system dapending on

the number of antennas n whon f-ý°'

~coI 6 1 8 22 i 24 2A :32 13r 40

" .1 2,5413.18 3,8 1445 ,1.- -r ;-X o,951 2.7 I. 915j3

xCoS+ --c - - - - - -'

50,4 iu.i 38 25 16 1 i2.3 105911 8.1 7,3
Hibill yto.' I
r.raesworo
n eIlecTKe I
cyA.• ApFo• I I 1

xapaSTe-

* ~PHCTUKi4,
zpadpc.. 'I'i !

Key: (1). lumber 2f antennas n. (2). Limiting angle of mijor lobe of

total characteristic, dog.

IP

I,
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ZI//A 0j:; N=5

2 I1A10 14O

2 81 -2 ; NI
Fig.v3:s. 3./44..N. toa Ietoa hrc~itco h icai ytmo

antennas
Page 150
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In Table 3-3 are designed the &ost nterestinag values of
13-20*,

directional chara:teristic in the vatticsl plasn o ibes namely of

characteristic value vith O rO angles Wmanc, cornepoaaia to the

veakesing of major lobe to 00.7 asnd",c oS the bian.ary of major lobe

(vith zero values of characteristic).

l4

Ii

I

S•'• "T . . . . . . .
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2,0

Table 3.2.

J I

CTOK XAK)PIKTCi)IIl 0 QQ00- 45 122 15610' 1 1 8'40'

.'ICIIIIO)C TLI

A1 O 0403 7' 20' 3540 21-40.I 140 140

Do IefleCTOK 0 -:1 20' 5220' r34' 10'1 25'5 20'20'

(•.T770KO, 03 141-20'. IVA '6'
Boll Acn( cTOK , 873' .3902 320

p e'TII-ii 6.oo- 0.2r ,080 ,G o 2 I o 4A I
Boll .1CIICCTOK 0:40,40' 7 7' 1V r'.s 144'

On- '00 0.22 90'(0,16, I .0 ' 140 50020'

KOO f~CTOK 0• 1,IT W )3 5-

CTI llIIl - 2|- /

JoI .-teneTOK 0 '.200 22, 3144 90530'. 70-30'

Key: (1). Desi;nation of lobe. (2). Amplitude of lag/lobe. (3).

Relation b/). cosPr,. (Ii). Mlajor lobe of directional characteristic.

(5). first minor lobe. (6). Second minor lobe. (7). TItari minor lobe.

(8). Fourth minor lobe. (9). Fifth minor lobe.

r
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-0 it 0 W 4

Fig. 3.45. Directional characteristic in vertical plans.

Page 151.

Let as detersine the seP&CatiOn Of two aatORaaa 21),• bt•iValnt

by the circular sateana to system in thepa• , to the width off

major lobe of total directional characteristic.

ge set/assuse O--A,--O°. Conditions for obtaining the b3ýandary off

major lobe of totil directional characteristic of circclar system &ant

system of two antennas will be respectively

Ve tlko., that sn. Osn -•o

1,,,

T h e m b , 1 • . 5 7 _b 0 , 6 4 b
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or 21.--==,29b, iheCO 2b is a separation (diameter) of anteauss.

Lot as find expression for differential directlostl

charaoteristi. V21tage difference, removed from diametri•ally

opposite antennas the m-th and (a * n/2)-1 of (3.8911, viti be

Ur.=--- ,, - U ,, =-

-" I Y-

------ it-•°2 -2k• - ; -" - ° J
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Table 3.3.

Characteristi: vTlues of total directional ckarecteristic by the

circular antenna of system in vertical planeF, (04)When o=s20°.

0,5- '.5 2 2,5 13.0
I I -

(o. p o0, 99 .97 0,92 0,8 o 0.70 0. 71

O'-a a 56 . 41' 3(V 320 30* 29'

"80 570 470 .410 380 360

Page 152.

Terms (3.96) liffer from zero only at the odd values of q, since

at the even values of q 2p sin (2p - = 0. Theref~r? axpression

(3.96) can be revwitten, set/assuming q f 2p - 1, in the form

U-' ("i IUm - 4E.4,.. b1I -

XCos (2p- - )•' f It • / tI sin -(2p 1)

. _ .o• I E v - I ) i' - I (2 If"
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x~2 o, ,x

Nge 153.

Voltage 4itffremce from all antesnas UA will be (sea Fig. 3.43)

elbi X-

x Cos '. j'j

IJ

vhere
•cos 12p 1)(.( 27 r ---

II

L 2-c,,•,,t-P ~ ~ co ]t-oi l ¢"(2p ;)5,/

Sin 2 1) 2.1 sil 2
Lt
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r

After designatia;

x(2 I)-,

after trassfor.�tLons we viii obtain (see (1.342) '1.13])

�
U, U

�'=cusj�2p- I)(� -- �.)j �j-sin j(2p -
1B( *�.a*)j <

Xcos[(2P-U-�]co'�ec[(2P-Uj�j=

=��in [(2p -1 - 2* + ccst'c [(2p - i) �.J ,

I

I
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Page 154.

It siaz94 up voltae Una fom all 4 stennas, we will obtain

U. •-- 4E.h., Z •- )1" JX

The standacrtzed/normalize4 differential characteristic has the

expression

LI I
Xsifl[(2p- 1)(7(+ -1 .)cosec (2p-- 1) j.(3.98)IiI

,I

An example of differential radiatios pattern is given in Fig.

3.46.

The presence of ceflector is led to the peaking of directional

characteristic. Reflector is establish/installed from aintanna at a

distance, equal approximately of 1/4 average wavelengths of operating

A
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range.

The method 2f performance calculation of the directivity of the

group of the antennas of circular system vith reflector Ls presented

in (3'015].

Figures 3.47 gives for a comparison major lobes of total and

differential directional characteristic for by the cirz-lir antenna

of system with reflector on wave 18.8 a and cosinusoidal

characterist ic.

"'i" I Ni' I IV1 1 1-

Fig. 3.46. Difference directional characteristic of circular system

of antennas.

Page 155.

Parameters by thq circular antenna by the antenna of system ($erman
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radio direction Uinder "Vullenveberw of development 1940-1915): n=

140, a = 8, 2b = 120 mr reflector it is establish/installed at a

distance 12.5 a of antennas; antenna vertical with a lismatec of 3.4

at by the height/altitude of 7.5 or with capacitive load above;

frequency band 6-15 MHz (3.14].

3.12. Antennas with logarithmic structure.

so that the antenna vii be wide-range, i.e., it has the sot

changing with change frequencies entry impedance and radiation

pattern, it must have the smoothly and equally changlal iLong the

length section aril the equivalent length, inversely proportional to

frequency. This requirement satisfy the infinitely extentad antennas

whose form is determined only by smoothly changing angular

dimensions. The problem of developing the wide-range iitenna of

finite lemgth is finding such structure whose form is determined by

angular dimensions and the behavior of final pact of vhi:h at

frequencias hi;her than certain boundary approaches behavior of

infinite structure.

From the flat antennas of such property possesses the

logarithmic spiral (Fig. 3. 48)vhose equationP-" ke"•g'÷i where k &nd
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a, constant coefficients,, 09 it determimes the beginning of spiral

(3.17].

Of two-pass spiral the second arm is obtained from the first by

its shiftfshear t2 180. Bixperimentally detected that with antenna

feed in center thn intensity of current in arms falls on 20 d9 and

more after the passage of the turn whose perimeter is ipproximately

equal to wavelength. Therefore a change in the wavelength is

equivalent as if rotation of spiral.

C(I)

F1 a cm17
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Fig. 3.47.,Cosparison of directional characteristic ýf ci-cular

system with reflector and cosinusoidal characteristic.

Key: (1). Total. (2). Differential.

Page 156.

The boundary waves of the helical antenna are determined by the

length overalls and smallest turns, frequency band reaches 20-fold.

To minimum wave besides the diameter of spiral affects the method of

antenna feed. Plaie spiral can work as electrical and as sagnetic

(slot) antenna. With the feed of slot antenna to the sljis of slot,

is soldered the viin/strand and the outer covering of cable. The

diameter of cable, thus, limits minimum wavelength. 21 antenna

possesses elliptical polarization with an elliptic c3effi:ient of to

2:1. The width of the lug/lobe of radiation pattern at half power

varies from 40 to 500. Traveling-wave ratio with the feeler, which

has p,,-=Oolnm, is m3re than 0.5.

The aelical antenna can have a resonator for providing the

unidirectional reception. The diameter of resonator must somevhat

exceed the diameter of spiral, which is taken equal approximately 0.5

The helical antennas are applied mainly at superhigh
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frequenciss. Wheo it is required to obtain in the wide section of

ultrashort or short waves the not changing veakly diamct5l radiation

pattern and good agreement with feeder, can be used antenna with

logarithmic periodic structure (LPA) C3.4, 3.18-3.21].

Diagram of LPA is shown in Fig. 3.49. Antenna consists of two

identical parts of I and II. Part II is formed by means 2f the

rotation of part [ through 1800 around the axis, perpendicular to the

plane of antenna and passing through the point of the connection of

feeder. The bent on circular arc the teeth of alternatinlfvariableA

length are ths vibrators of antenna. The circular sectors from which

are branch/shunted the vibrators, are current distributor. With the

location of parts I and II in one plane (Fig. 3.49a) the radiation

pattern is obtaiaod bilateral and has major lobes along the axis,

perpendicular to the plane of antenna.

AIV)

1

Fig. 3.48. Logarithmic helical antenna.

-L -- • •tlmI~ aJru~nm'mm " m ~ i~ u m ~ • ntm m• n m m m lnnu sn mmsr 1u
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Page 157.

If parts I ani [I are establish/installed at an angle ', one to

another (Fig. 3.49b). then radiation pattern becomes *n&-sided,

moreover its asixaus (principal direction) it is directed along the

bisector of angle - to the side, opposite to the aperture of parts

I and II.

The v•brators of LPA can have also trapezoidal form. They are

fulfilled from continuous metallic sheet, from the wire, which edges

the ducts of anteana, or from single wires. Figures 3.5)a depicts LPA

vith vibrators from single wires at the angle between the parts of

antenala *.-0 Single-wire antenna can have also zigzag structure

(Pig. 3.50b).

The parameters of LPA are r, *. 0j, •1 :

RIRN

where R, R,.... RN - distances from in-feod to the periphery edges of

vibrators:

r.rrp are listances from in-feed to the internal alges of
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vibrators;

R.rN. - thickness of the n vibrator.

/ -

Fig. 3,49. Lo;arLthzic periodic antenna: 4,:eop'.

Page 158.

Calculation begins from the vibrator of aaximua length.
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fr The zonstancy of values r and e of all vibrators is :aused by

the structure of antenna.

According t3 the operating principle of LPA, it is the complex

director antenna, vhich consists of the -separate groups 3f the

vibrators each of vhich includes active vibrator, reflector and

director. Por the correct work of the group of vibrators, the

resistor/resistance of reflector must be inductive, and director -

capacitive. This is achieved by the shortening of the length of

director and by the elongation of the length of refleotor relative to

the length active vibrator to, inclined to the adopted vave X(444

X). Then :urrsnt Ln reflector anticipate/leads current in autive

vibrator, and current in director lags behind this current and are

satisfied the conlitions of maximum reception from diretOr and

minimum from reflector.
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=•-.I

F.

Fig. 3.50. Singlp-vire logaritheic antenna: a) with singlp vibrators;

b) zigzag.

F ai
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Let for the Idopted wave (Pig. 3.50) vibrator 4 be inclined into

resonance. Vibrator 5 is director, vibrator 3 - by reflector.

Because of tie passage of the currents of vibrators 3, 4, 5

along feeder, the voltage drop in common/general/total 13d 'rom the

current of reflector 3 had to lag behind voltage behiam the current

of active vibrator, and voltage from director's eurreat 5 - to

anticipate/lead his. However, because of diagram, obtaining vibrators

of the phase of the currents of vibrators 3 and 5 are allitionally

turned to 1800 relative to the current active vibrator. &s a result

I?
of voltage from tie currents of all three vibrators, approximately

they coincide in phase and for principal direction are created

favorable conditi~ns for the formation of radiation pattern. The

currents of the remaining vibrators, strongly detuned in frequency by

relatively taken, are low and do not affect the formatiom of

radiation pattern.

Duriag the aLongation of wave, comes into action the group of

vibrators 2, 3, 4 and of so forth.

Vith an increase in the angle " the three-dimnsbiaal/space

co..unication/con~ection between vibrators decreases, grow/rises the
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role of current listributor in the establishment of the phases of

stresses from vibrators. Simultaneously Increases reaeptijn by

current distributir. To vibrators is realized the reception of

horizontal electric fiald, to current distributor - ver-tical electric

field. Antenna with logarithmic periodic structure possesses

therefore circular or elliptical polarization.

If parts I aad of II antenna to connect is antiphase, then it is

possible to obtaia two-lobe radiat"on pattern with zero in the

direction of the bisector of angle q, between parts.

At each freluency current distributor is loaded by the

re~istor/resistances of those viirators vtich are tunal t3

frequencies, c'osest to that which is taken. The reactance of

vibrators has different sign and approximately they are compensated

for. There remains ostly effective resistance, and, thus, :an be

reached g3od agreement with feeder over a wide range of frequencies.

Frequency bast LPA is determined by following considerations.

Page 160.

(n maximum vive 4.,, works the longest antenna vibcat3r by le1 -Ut-k--A

moreove , '•• ,j,,. lespectively for ý,,, we have A,.,, 1 IV.
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Investigations shaved that the vibrator on which is pli:. 1 more than

2-2.5 waves# significantly makes diagram worse directivity. must be

fulfiLlled conlLtL3n 1Mamo<(2..-2,5)$,,, Consequently, relation -

the group of vibrators lie/rests vithin the limits of 8-10 times.

The methods 3f performance calculation of the dirm:tlvity of LPA

are presented in C3.4, 3.18].

In LPA one siould have following relationship/ratios between p

and a,.
:T=-= 0,•3,, 0A,; 0, 73; 0,65;

"= 10; 14; 19, 24, 30; 37, 45.

I' ' - ; • . .. ...i . . .- ' .. ... .' " ... .. .... . . ... . ...... .. .. ... ....
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:ITable 3. 4..Soma haracateriatic of LPA.

1 Pa t 'w,, .......... .....

K 75 ••'[• I|U *4•lll+ll~ flI|I,[ ; l~ I l•l I| " , • t : -- - .. ...... " + J'"""
*1 I ]•i i 53TH 3 ~ lr~I~h A.10Rr , IfeCK

bOI 04 1,0 i 7 Ka•~O 7Olt Ib*Ol nflaoa / I Al•:i

po fi't 1$t 491177

75 O , .9 30 7,3,1 r.

7.1 6,),4 71 i' I

_ I m I , I i i -- 14.9
7e)n,5 , (2) id 9f m6ail ob -- 2, 75 er

UO 0 ,4 6S( 1 N7 8• 7 r.." 7 ,0
60 0,5 . w 7 o I1[A 4 .9 -- 17,7:•

GO0 0.5 6, 71 77 6,.7 -- 0.5
GO I) 4A7' 5 (. 79 1 7' -- 1 , I
C IO , ). 7 0) , 4 5 G6 5 , r 7 , 7 -- 1 2 . 3+

KSY: 111. ra~ranatitr. (2). Vidth of main lobe d•uringa a de:rease in

the paver 2 tl.kies, 2 rad. (3). Ratio of the factors o amplification

of LPA anl half-wave dipole, dB. (U). maximum side-lobe level, dB.

iI

i

I ° ,
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Table 3.5. Entry impedances of LPA.

SK flPOMo•l" Re' " AI l

GO ; 20 0,7
45 10O 0,69
30 105 i o,67

0,55

Key: (1). Wave Impedance, ohm. (2). Minimum value of KBV.

Page 161.

Being assigaIR aj and by the frequency band of the antenna,

it is possible to determine its size/dimensions.

Table 3.4 ani 3.5 give some characteristics ani aeatry impedance

of LPA [3.18].

Uje of LPA is possible in radio direction finders with the

amplitude and phaae-difference methods of the reading of bearing.

3. 13. Antennae of the system of radio direction finders it superhigh
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frequencies.

In the ramgg of superhigh frequencies from 30 to 300-400 MHz in

essence, are a:capted the same antenna sistems that and at high

frequencies (to 30 mHz). Selection by the antenna of systom to a

considerable degree is determined by the permissible overall sizes of

system and by the method of the reading of bearing. In amplitude

radio direction finders as by the rotatory antenna of system are

utilized the rotatable loop, the diverse framework, the pair of

separated antiphase dipoles, connected by H-figurative diagram, or n

of the spa=el broadside antenna arrays, arrange/located in one plane

or of circumferen-e and which create acute/sharp radiation pattern.

Rotatable loop is assembled vertically for direction finling on the

vertically polariged component of electric field or horizontally for

direction fialinj on horizontal electric field. In the latter case is

utilized the doubled framework (see Fig. 3.22). In the =:ostruction

of the pair of the diverse dipoles at frequencies, large 50 MHz,

frequently is provided for the possibility of the simple

reorientation ot lirection of antennas from vertical (Pil. 3.51a) to

horizontal (Fig. 3.51b) and vice versa.

Tthe .oumuni:ation/connection of dipole in a pair with input

circuit sometimes makes variable within small limits. Sy the
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selection of cammunication/connection at the torque/moment of the

reading of bearing they attain obtaining the acute/shirp ýf zero

audibility. For the nondirectional (attendant) reception ini

determining thi single-valued bearing, is applied supplementary

central antenna.

Sometimes fr determining single-valued bearing, do not provide

for supplementary antenna, but is introduced imbalance into circuit

of one of the dipoles; the nondirectional reception abtii2s by means

of disconnection/futoff from diagram of one of the two dipoles.

Page 162.

For the limination of the manifestation of resonances in the

supporting support into it throw in insulator and bath ps:ts of the

support connect tarough resistor/resistance.

If this is required for the selected direction-fin.4ing method,

is realized the hLgh-spin notion of the pair of antennas by motor,

moreover instead af the brushes is applied the special transformer

between the antenna and input circuit of receiver.
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Fig. 3.51. UVK of H-figurative antenna with changing polarization.

Page 163. 711

One Winding of transformer, connected to antenna, during rotation by

the antenna of system rotates within another, motionless, connected

with the input of receiver so that the c3smunication/connection

between the antenna and the receiver does not change during rotation.

Pair or n cophasai-connected antennas can be utilizei with reflpctor,

then immediatsly is counted off single-valued bearing.

For providial the possibility of direction finding on vertical

or on horizontal component of electric field are structurally united

those who are co~mected by switch the pair of antiphase vertical wire

antennas and the horizontal dipole whose direction is parpendicular

to the plane of the pair of antennas. Horizontal dipole can be

applied even one, if direction finding is realized on the horizontal

compopent of electric field.

Is known appLication/use in the range of frequencies 200-400 MHz

of vertical dipole with rotatable around dipole semicyliadrical

reflector and the reading of bearing according to the principle of

the comparison of the phase of the voltage of the frequency of

rotation (modulation) from the oriented radio station witk the phase

S• - .

-I
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of reference voltage. Is utilized also the rotatable V-Satenno with

reflector vhiza Jaring rotation through 900 is suitable for the

direction finding of the vertical and horizontally polarized electric

field. Sometimes two separate angle irons, tuLned n 93A. ire

establishfinstallad from two sides of reflector and are changed over

by switch of receiver, of simultanecusly during switchin; the

indicator of bearing is displaced by 1800.

Are applied gonionetric systems wit.h motionless intannas (from 4

to 8) for the Siractional reception and with central antenna for the

nondirectional reception, moreover goniometers are manufaitured

inductive or capa-itive (see §4.7).

&r obtainia; acute/sharp directional characteristic besides the

revolving series a cophasal-connected vibrators, are utilized

circular antenna 3ysteDs with reflector and antenna commutator. The

liaseter of the arrangement/permutation of antennas reizaas (8-10))x,

the number of dip2les in system - to 100 [8.25]. The dipoles of

system :an be estiblish/installed at an angle of 450 to vertical

line, then is provided direction finding during any polarization of

field.

Page 164.
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Dlirection finding is realized on of the traced on the screen

cathode-ray tube to the radiation pattern, which is obtaimed by

rotation by the motor of antenna commutator.. In by the circular

antenna to systes the bearing can be counted off also ac:3rling to

the methol of thin Cyclic measurement of phase in high frequency (see

§8.8). The inoperative antennas ace closed to the tarth. such systems

ac'e app2liedl in ground-based and ship radio direction finlars. Since

£ on ultra short waves the fundamental source of errors consists in the

effects of the field ; of reesitters, increase in the sapiration is

the effective seims of an improvement in the accuracy 3f Airection

finding.

in order to Lncrease range and to improve the conlitions of

direction finlin; (to decrease the errors due to the effect of the

near environment), antenna system they rsise above the eirth~s

surface and usualLy they assemble above the metallic counterweight.

For the facilitation of coupling by the antenna of system with

their receiver place together on high mast or near antenaft they are

establishfinstallad high-frequency ducts and frequency converter,

also, on feeders to the receiver, placed below, transmit the voltages

of underfrequency. one should consider the possibility of the

disturbanze in this case of the relationship/ratio of vertical and

horizontal fields at close distances from transmitter (see §6.3).
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As symmetri:il vibrators in by an antenna to systma for

providing the wide frequency band are utilized cylinlri=il. conical,

basket type or other wide-range dipoles. Are applied also

"loop-antesnas. Frequency band, overlapped by one assembly of dipoles,

from 2-3 to 4-5 amd more.

If it is rejaired to overlap wider frequency band, sometiaes are

applied several interchangeable assemblies of dipoles.

In the range of frequencies, greater than 300-400 MHz, in radio

direction finders are utilized the horn, parabolic, dieI3=triz,

slotted, spiral aad other directional antennas of this frequency

band. The des:riptions of antennas, their characteristics and

calculation methols are given in the courses of antenats "*8.1, 3.6,

3. 5:i

Page 165.

3.14. The multiple operation of the receivers of radio direction

finder from olaol by the antenna of system.
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In certain crses it is necessary thit tw3 or severaL receivers

of radio lirection finder work in parallel from by the

comuon/goneral/tatal antenna of system. A parallel c2aaeztion of

receivers can be realized through decoupling resistors which decrease

the mutual shuntinq of receivers and remove the possibility Df the

penetrati3n of tha voltage of the heterodvne of any re.-aiver on the

inputs of other raceivers.

Figures 3.52 gives the equivalent diagram of parallel connection

u of t-he receivers through the untying ohmic resistances R,.

In figare it is marked:

E,- the vYltage of antenna on the frequency of tuning of one

of the re:aivers;

R, -, antemaa resistance;

R.~. ?... _'-"- entry impedances of receivers;

Tp - the transformer of the agreement of loads.
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Vo assume thit the first receiver is tuned to a fre*qency of

stress E, and it3 resistor/resistance R,w-- 1,, where Rw,, is entry

impedance of recaiver during tuning. Remaining receivers are inclined

for other frequenciis and their entry impedances for a vLtage

frequency Ei we take equal to zero:
R,, =,, -- =Rrn =0.

Then most p3werful manifests itself by-passing af remaining

receivers.

f. rp

Fig. 3.52. Parallsl connection u of receivers into antenna.

Page 166.

Inpedance 1?, on secondary winding 3f transformer under these

conditions
Rp ýR,, + R,.0

Knowing -R, a&d R., it is possible to calculate the rejuiced

transformation ratio of the matching transformer

SVRý. . '), - (3.1l)
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The coefficivat of transaissioa of direction E. to the input of

the receiver, tuned to a frequency E,, in the presence of matching

transformer is equal to

' / ~R'R2"•-
A 2 R ,.+ .,)LrRT+(m--I)R., (3.101)

On the basi3 of equivalent diagram (Fig. 3.52) the ittenuation

factor of stress f the heterodyne U,, which penetrates on the input

of receiver, tunel to a frequency of heterodyne, is expressed

"Tr = U -- R. . (3.102)

k, Re
In Table 3.6 are designed the values 1.k-.,' R.. and •r for

WR.
different relatioat -ý- and the different number of re:.Lvers. Being

assigaeS '(r. it is possible from table to find R ,,, k, and n.

4pon the parillel connection of the receivers through decoupling

resistors is obtained the loss of stress (3. 01). The sisLest method

of the realizatioi of the decoupling of receivers withoat the loss of

stress is the switching on of the receivars through the separate

cathode follower3, which are simultaneously the cellfelaunts of the

decoupling vetwesa receivers. To the grids of cathode followers, is

connected the antenna, into the cathode of each throu;h the feeder,

is included the receiver.
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Resistorfreststance in cathode is selected such so that the

feeder would be LUaded for wave impedance. By a deficiency/lack in

the diagram with cathode followers it is characteristiz: it nonlinear

distortions with powerful signals, and also deterioration in the

receiver sensitivity due to noise lamp cesistance.

For the compensation for the losses of stress between the

antenna and the receiver, are applied broadband antenna aaplifiers.

Duriun the aiplication/uise of an amplifier, just as during the

application/use of cathode followers, appear aonlinear listortions at

their input. Two Voltages with frequencies f4 and f& create the

voltage of combination freguency pfj±qf,. It is necessiry so to

calculate diagram so that the nonlinear listortions Lie/rast within

the permissible limits.

For the parallel connection of the receivers of radio direction

finder, can be rejuired application/use two- or of three-:hannel

amplifiers. In this case it is necessary to take measares for the

achievement of the identity of channels.
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T•ble 3.6. Cal:ulitia of the diagram of the decoupling of receivers. -'

R I

2 0,204 0.666; 0,184 1,2 t10 0, 164 1.72 14 0,145 2, 22 IS

3 0.158 0.4 0_ 0,145 0,75 16 0,131 1,09 2 0,12 2•2
.. . . -' - . . . .-- . __ , . . -. .... . . -_ - I -" .

4j 0,134 0. 2-" 14 0,12114. 2? 0,112 0,8 .0 0,108h 1,05 36

* I- -w' l ; "'

-II (Key: 11). Number of receivers a. I

i

i-

. .. . , . " ....• ri
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Chapter 4.

INSTRUSENT EBRRORS.

4.1. Instrument errors of radio direction finder.

As it was skewn in chapter 2, instriment errors are caused by

deficiency/lacks in the radio direction finder as meisuring aster.

The tool houses include the errors, characteristic to the operating

principle of tte selected system, and also production and

assembling-adjeusti ng.

Production errors are determined by deficiency/ls:ks in the

structural/desiga and electrical calculations (by incorrect selection

of size/dimensions by the antenna of system, by incorra=t calculation

of the inductance of the coilE of goniometer and so forth), and also

by inaccuracies in the production of the separate cell/elesents of

radio direction finder and radio direction finder as a wvhle.

assembling-adjusting errors are caused by the misadjustment of radio

direction finder.
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rnac:uracie3 in production and mounting of radio liraction

finder scmetimes are led to the appearance of the so-.aiLed antenna

effectw which also are related to instrument/tool deficiency/lacks in

the radio direction finder.

Are examinel below the instrument errors, charactaristic to

antenna feeder systems. The instrument errors, caused by receiving

indicators, are described in chapter 8.

Paqe 168.

4.2. Antenna effect within rotatable loop.

The incoming electromagnetic wave creates on the framework

certaL- potentiaL with respect to the earth/ground, because of which

appear the bias :acrrents to the earth. If, furthermore, the framework

through the connected to it receiver is connected with the A

earth/ground by .2nductors, then also in these latter appear emf and

currents. The strength of these currents does not depeal 2n the

direction of the incoming electromagnetic waves.

I:

+1. q... + ..: I I n + + i i i + i t n '
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Thus, one should distinguish two kinds of the currents, vhich

take pla:. througs the turns of the framework: the push-pull current,

depending on the lirection of the incident wave, and the single-cycl.e

curreqt, which appears betveen the framework and the earth/ground ani

not depending on direction of the incident wave. In the Litter case

the framework operates, as the usual antenna, and this phenomenon

obtained the designation of the antenna effect of the Ecisework.

Let the framework be tuned by condenser/capacitor C ani to it is

connected tube (FLg. 4.1), the end/leads of framework a and b having

with respect to the earth/ground capacitance Ct and C&. Because of

operating in sides CD and ef eaf El and Er appear the :urrents:

a) curreat 10, which appears around the framewort vh•se value

depends on difference BE and E2 and, therefore, on the angle between

the plane of propagation and the plane of the framework; this be a

fundamental frame current; it creates on condenser/capacitor C the

potential differeice, which affects the grid of the first tube of

amplifier;

b) currents L, and 12, which flow from the framework to the

earth through the distributed capacitances of framework C', Co. CO''

and of so forth, then through capacitance C& and C,. whb:k are closed

again to the frasework. Each of these currents is determined only by

'-~~ I -u| Ir • ! 1 ii "ll l 1
•
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one of the electrcnotive forces 3, and BI respectively.

/ r

,1,

F I ., " / " '] qc • / T ' I .,

Fig. 4.1. Onset 3f antenna effects.

Page 170.

Because cf this :zrrents Is and I& do not depend on the ILrection of

the incialnt iwvo. Their radiation pattern is circumference of a

similar to the diagram open antenna. These create at points a and b

potentials earth referenced:

Ua.=-k and O-!--

The receiver affects a potential difference of points a and b.

This potential difference:
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it Is turned int3 zero, if C, = C& and 1, = Il. Satisfi:tion of the

second coaditian Is possible only in such a case, when the framework

is completely symmetrical, i.e., if capacitance relative to the

earth/ground of any point c, arrange/located to the left of the axis

of symmetry, is elual to the capacitance of symmetrical by it point

f. Hence it follows that the antenna effect does not app3air in radio
direction finder, even if the framework, and the diagram, connected

to its end/leads, are completely symmetrical.

The heterogeneity of the capacitance of the framowvrk can be

caused by its asysmetric location of the relatively surrounding

object/subjects. So, for provid-ng a gooe work of the :3itesporary

ship radio direction finder, which includes skip band, its frame

device is assembled on the top of mast. the currents, induced in mast

and within the framework, with the reception of radio stition

strongly are distinguished. The calculation, given in f10. 3), shows

that with the mast with a height/altitude of 16 a and the single-turn

framework by the ire& of 0.5 as the current in the foundition of mast

to 2-3 orders exceeds the current of the directional reception within

the framework. During the insignificant displacement of the axis of

the framework with respect to the axis of east due t3 tat
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maniftttation of the dissimilarity of the capacitance 2f the sides of-

the framework relative to mast and the surrounding metalLic

object/subjects i3to the framevork is induced large supplementary

nondirectional oaf (antenna effect).

Antenna effect in the framework aper- rs also, if. f)r example.

the framework is arrange/located too closely to the wall of building

4- or metallic part 3f the ship (aircraft) (Fig. 4.2).

Page 171.

Let us examize the reasons for asymmetry, connfetal with the

circuit diagram 3f the framemork. From the simplest circuit diagram

of the t:amevork (Fig. 4.3) it is evident that one en3/laid of the

framework is connected to the grid of the tube, which has negligible

capacitance with respect to the earth/ground, another 3ad/lead is

connected to the cathode of tube, which has very consilarable

capacitance earth referenced. Very frequently the cathode of tube

directly is grounled, and then asymmetry will be expcssal still more

powerful.

If symmetry :-nd-tions are not observed and is observed antenna

effect, then the resulting radiation pattern is distortal, he differs

from the studiel in us ideal diagram. To the grid of tube, will be
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supplied two voltages: depending on the direction of in:ilent wave

and not depending on this direction.

Taking into account the aforesaid, we can use con.clasions §3.8,

since the voltagas, which ace received because of the entenna effect

of the framework, are completely analogous to the volta;3 of the open

antennja with the :ombined reception on the antenna and the framework.

[ €Under normal conditions the grid voltage of tube, whi-• 13 received

due to antenna effect, is lower than the voltage from the framework.

It is analogous with that, as we enter §3.8, examinin; the action of

the open antenna, it is possible the voltage of antenna 3ffect to

decompose on two those who compose: one in phase, anatkac - oat of

phase in r/2 relative to the voltage, which is the resalt of the

action of the pare/clean framework.

""" 7,77,74 1~ A.

I *1.

22

(2.....~
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Fig. 4.1,. Asymmetry of framevork of relatively surroaingia

object/subjects.

Key: (1). Vall. (2). Barth.

Fig. 4.3. Asymmetric diagram of framework.

Page 172.

There shown, that:

- phase component/term causes the displacement of the minimums;

the minimums of reception, distant one from another into the ideal

diagram of reception accurately to 1800, into this case tmey Are

mutually located 3n smaller angle;

- nomphase c~mpoaent it causes diffuseness, the vigasness of the

minimums of intensity of reception. If vith the ideal diagram of

reception in the position of the framevork, perpendi:uLar to the

direction of propagation of wave, completely there is no reception,

then under nonphase antenna effect is obtained only the minimum of

reception, by those more diffuse, than is more antenna effect.

Fi•ures 4o.4 lepicts the diagram of reception with the existence
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of antenna effect in phase with frame. The directions, by which the

intensity of reception is equal to zero, differ by anglseA from the

directions of zer* reception for a purely frame diagram. Counting off

bearing with the aid of the direction finder, which possesses this

diagram of reception, we complete the eror, equal to 'A or A

depending on that, on which of two minimums is countel off the

bearing. This error cannot be taken into account by calibration,

since it depends on the wavelength and direction of in:3oing

electromagneti: field. Its effect can be excluded, if we orient first

on one minimum, %nd then, after turning the framework to angle of 180

+ 2A, on another. Calling the first bearing q,, and the second q., we

will obtain the true bearing from the formula

q, + (q, -;80)q=-

Into normally working direction finder the displi:ement of the

minimums, or as Lt is accepted to call this phenomenon, the fracture

of the axis of the minimums, must no or be very small (for example,

the fracture of the axis of the minimums 2A < 10-1.5o).

... ...... . ...o
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Fig. 4.4. Radiation pattern under antenna effect in phase with frame.

Page 173.

Figures 4.5 lepicts radiation pattern in the presence of

nonphase antemna effect, and also vector diagram of allition esf.

Here the minimums retain their direction, but instead 3f the complete

zero receptions, are obtained the diffuse, little deterafnod

minimums. This diffuseness is led to the appearance of ssbjective

errors of reading.

Actually, the total voltage will be in this case Equilly

U ;I2sin' 0 iu

:!

-] ... , r r r lr, i i i• i•i i...i i ] I -"*• ~ : " • " ' ' ': I...
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where U1 ,- Li voltage across capacitor from frame emf;

U.• - voltage from antenna effect;

0 is an angle of rotation of the framework from tha lirection of

zero reception.

I]

in the position of the minimum, the voltage is turnal in

UM1411S1 .

Let ub assuam that this stress higher than equivalent listurbing

voltage and noises determines the angle of the equal t3 audibility.

An increment in the au4ibility during the rotation of thi framework

from 9 - 0 through small angle 6G will be

=lo' M ~~ + V.-su'AL =20 lg .=1019--u sn'

With small A3, applying the formula of approximation calculus,

we obtain
12

A 43 ý' '),

and

0,4 V
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311

7 t

#76

43,

Pig. 4.5. Radiation pattern under nonphase antenna effazt; vector

diagram of addition euf.

'••, .,, 1; " "• "' " I,• '• .a
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Page 174;.
V~.,

For example, limiting angle by equal to audibility 210 value 336 i

S0.05 rad and considering Al = 1 dB, ye obtain the Ef13,ving

condition, which limits the valpne of the antemna effect:

.. 0 ._,,05.
Up 2-00.4M/1

Hence it is apparent that even the relatively low value of

antenna effect pr•duces an essential increase in the subjective

error. Thus, for obtaining precision work of direction fiader must no

the extra-phase zomponent of antenna effect. it must be noted

that usually the phase of eaf of the antenna effect when the

size/dimensions of the framework are much less than the wavelength,

differs from the frame by the angle, close to v/2, since the system

of the framework, considered as open antenna, is not adjusted.

41.3. glinination of antenna effect within rotatable loop.

I•-
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Since the reasons for antenna effect is the asyametrr of the
-1

framevork or connected to it receiver, and also receptioa by an

entire system of the framework as by open antenna, the measures of

the elimination of antenna effect are reduced to obtaiaim; of the

completely balanced network of the switching on of the framework and

to the exception/elisination of reception by the frannsort as open

antenna.

Let us exauLie the diagrams, which ensure the symmetry of the

svitching on of the framevork. Protozoan of these diagrass - the .

grounding of aidpoint is depicted on Fig. 4.6o Grounding of midpoint

will entail the need for the connection of raceiver to tie half of

the framevork: one end/lead of framework a is connected to grid. ,

another b remains free. The cathode of tube is connected with

midpoint of framework 0. Because of very small grid capacitance earth

referenced the difference in the capacitance of end/leads a and b is

so small that the antenna effect appears to very weak ie;ree.

S4A
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a --

Fig. 4.6. Balaace| network of connection of receiver to framework.,

Page 175.

Furthermore, iada:96 in ground wire eaf are directed opposite to euf,

induced in lead wires, which also leads to a decrease in the antenna

effect.

Second sethyl - switching on at the input of two tubes according

to push-pull cir:uit (Fig. 4.7). Here both end/leads of the framework

are connected to the grids of two tubes, which suet ensure the

symmetry of diagram.

?inally, symmetry can be restore/reluced by the c•aaecti~n of

the special balaa:ing condenser/capacitor to the end/leads of the

framework, which have different capacitance earth referma.-ed. But if,

as so often im the case, the cathode of the tube directly is

4
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grounded, then this method cannot be applied, since the secontI

-end/lead o h cmwr egon ant hrfr h ehdi

question they always combine with diagram, it is depi-tel on Fig.

46.6.

in practical fulfillment the diagram taken the f~x shown in

Fig, 46.8. For lar;er convenience is here used the differ32tial

A: ~capacttor, which makes it possible to increase capacitance earth1

referenced any end/lead of the framework.. A deficiency/lte-k In this

method is the effect of the compensating capacitance on the tuning ofj

the framework.

Decrease is the asymmetry of diagram and value of antenna effect

glives to known de;ree of application of the diagram of the inductive

coupling of the framework (Fig. 4.9). Results are obtaimaa still

better, iU midpoint of coupling coil L1 is grounded.
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.~.i.

Fig. 4.7. Push-pull circuit of switching on of framework.

Fig. 4.8. Diagram of compensation for antenna effect.

Fig. 4.9. Inductive circuit diagram of framework.

Page 176.

It is possible to obtain a further decrease in the intenna

effect., if we include/connect the tuned circuit syumatri:illy, for

example, after coanecting tube to the half of coil L2 (as in Fig.

4.6).

Vith the powerful communication/connection between z•ils L, anS

L. because of an increase also the capacitance of one :,LI relatife

to another appear the bias currents from L, au4 Lz. If ths switching
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on of coil Lt not is completely symmetrical, then the tijtribution of

these ticks along coil will be nonuniform. Thus. for instin-e, in

Fig. 4.9 bias cucrent of the end/lead of coil a will be more than in

the end/lead of coil b. since the first path represents smaller

resistor/resistance to the earth/ground. the inequality of these

curreats produces equalizing currents of antenna effect in L1.

The effect of bias currents can be considerably

attenuate/weakenel by the application/use of the electrostatic shield

between coils L, and Lt. The electrostatic shield is the metallic

separator, connected with the earth/ground. It is better, if it is

comprised from separate conductors. Electrical lines of force cannot

intersect the conductor of screen and therefore they 13 mot pass from

one coil to another. Magnetic induction remains almost without

change. since screen must be extended and be arrange/13zatei so that

in it Ad not arise the circular demagnitizing currents.

Vere proposal the special diagrams of the inductive connection,

reducing the effect of the asymmetry of input circuit of radio

direction finier on the framework.

Figures 4.10 shows diagram with the transformer, proposed by V.

0. Kuznetsov. Secondary winding of transformer, conne:tsl in the

symmetrical framework, consists of two halves La' and Lj", wound
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tightly one to another and to primary winding LI. The :39aon point of

halves 0 is grousled.

Because of tais winding/coil the mutual inductan:a of the ,alf

of secondary minling uRN is approximately equal to their inductance.

i... .. J.
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Fig. 4.1O. Circuit of V. D. Kuznetsovws transformer.

Key: (1). To receiver. (2). To antenna.

L1

Page 177.

Let the capazitance earth referenced any point of primary

vinding (with unsymmetrical loading) cause in one of the halves of

secondary vindin; current I. the voltage drop earth referenced B',t

JwL2,'!. Because if the mutual inductance of the halves of secondary

winding in the second half, viii appear the voltage earth referenced

E" 2 - julI,, in value equal to 2', and on phase differisg by 1800.

Both voltages Re'and B- x average out ani vwil not cause asymmetry in

diagram. ?herefore antenna effect does not appear. By tka selection

of ce U/elements and by the selection of diagram it in possible to

f.
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attain the work of transformer in broadband (3.1].

SFigures ,. 11 shows diagram with the transfouer, proposed by A.

L- Pistol'kors. Winding of the transformer. connectel in the

directional antesa&, is wound in the fore of two halves L13 and LO

between which is located the winding of input circuit. rhe latter

consists of two identical coils L& and Lt, wound towards and

• r connected in parallel. The common points of windings La &ad Lk are

connected: point 0 - with the grid of the first tube of receiver,

point o* - with tie earth/ground.

as a result )f this winding/coil of transforser calling

asymmetry single-:ycle coil current, connected to receiver, does not

manifest itself tie coil current, connected to the directional

antenna.

We will examine the circuits of the elimination 3f single-cycle

current in loop antenna. Asymmetry of receiver circuit produces the

appearance of a single-cycle current and antenna effect in any

symmetrical dire-.ted antenna. is removed single-cycle current by the

selection of the circuit diagram of the symmetrical antenna,

analogous examined for a rotatable loop.

The excepti3a/eliminatioa of reception by the framework as open

antenna due to the asymmsetry of diagram of input can be obtained by

the appropriate screening of the framework.
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K CeuRe 'ipw,4

Fig. 4.11. Circuit of A. A. Pistollkorsfs transformer.

Key: 01). Directional antenna. (21. To the grid of the first tube of

receiver.

Page 178.

The diagrim of this screening is shown in Fig. 4.12: the screen

between points A nid B is torn and in it does not appear ring

currents on the duct of the framework.

Since the rseeption is realized because of the vItajes, induced

with field in screen, asymmetry of diagram cannot be the reason for

antenna effects.

I •z •' ml ~ nn~ nnl•llr~el ~ l ~ um NFI . . . • ..... ,... . • • '•-• . . . .. . .I.L. • • . ... . . . • - •':J••l ~ ••''llalal I
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It is necessiry, however, to keep in mind that the asymmetry of

the screen of the relatively surrounding object/subjects produces the

dissymmetry of currents in it, which leads to the appearance of an

antenna effect within the framework. of the symmetrical 1ubled

*1 framevork, examiued into § 3.7, eaf, vhich appear in it Inn to

capacitivs coupll3g earth referenced of the right or left side of the

framework, are compensated for and therefore the dissizilairity of the

capacitance of the sides of the relatively surrounding metallic

object/subjects does not manifest itself (see Fig. 3.221.

The methods 3f symmetrization during the use of coaxial cable

for the connection of symmetrical antenna are described in § 4.12.

4,4o. Instrument errors of system with rotatable loop.

Most idle tiie ia the relation to diagram and construction is

the system of the revolving framework. It is natural that in this

system the number of sources of the instrument errors is smallest.

Lateral effect of the framework. In the case of the

three-dimens onal/space framework, the wire of the framevwrk during

the series circuit of its turns forms one supplementary turn,
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perpendicular to the fundamental turns of the framework. The presence

of this torn produces the error in the dstermization :f bearing whose

value was deterained (to 3.21) :

-=arc tg.

L_
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Pig. 4.12. Screening of the framework.

Key: (1). Vinding/coil framework. (2). S:reen of the friasmork. (3).

Screen of receiver.

Page 179.

This error has the constant value, which does not 13pend on

wavelength. Th3refore it easily can be taken into account during the

calibration of direction finder. For a decrease in the lateral effect

of the framework, it is possible to fulfill the winding of the

framework so that its each turn lie/rests strictly at 3ona plane, and

the cannectioas between turns represent sections of wires.

perpendicular to the plane of turn.

k --- .
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Effect of bias currents. In the case of the

three-dimansionalfspace framework, is observed also the appearance of

the diffuse minimams, even if there is no antenna effect. is

explained this phenomenon to the facts that when the

three-dimansionalfspace framework is located in the position, which

corresponts to thi minimum of reception, its separate turns are found

under different potentials. Because of this between separate turns,

appear the bias .-srrents through the capacitance of one torn with

respect to another. Value of these currents is changel a--'-ording to

cosinusoidal law luring the rotation of the framework. 3ince for

these currents circuit is detuned, they are out of phase in v/2

relative to the fundamental current of the framework ad, therefore,

is produced the dLffuseness of the minimum, without displacing it. In

this respect they are similar to the nonphase component of antenna

effect. Bias currents differ from nonphase antenna effect in the

facts that the phase of bias currents is changed by raveCre/inverse

during the rotation of the framework through 1800. while value and

the phase oZ antenna effect do not depend on the rotation of the

framevwrk.

Figure 4.13 lepicts radiation pattern and vector diagram of its

construction upon consideration of bias currents. Two Large contacted

circumferences A represent the diagram of the reception of the ideal

frame work.
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Fig. 4.13. 2adiatLon pattern when bias carrents are present,. Vector

diagram of addition eaf.

Page 180.

The effect of bias currents is characterized by two contacted

circumferences B less in valae and shifted to 900 relative to the

diagram iieal framework. Diagram D gives resulting heart-shaped

diagram. The effazt 3f bias currents just as latecal effect, is

absent at the flat/plane framevork.

Direct reception. Reception for the input/introluztions 3f the

framevork, coil and wire receiver creates supplementary enf whose

interaction with the fundamental of oaf of the frameovrk produces

either error or tie diffuse minimums depending on the phase of these

-.
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supplementary Wa. If supplementary eaf are induced in the stationary

parts of 4irection finder, then their effect completely is analogous

with the antenna offrect: phase components will produce the
displacement of the minimums (i.e. the errorwhose silo is changed

during the rotation of the framework through 1600), and n~nphase-

diffuseness of the minimums, the degree *f diffuseness not depending

on the angle of rotation of the framework. But if supplementary oaf

T are induced im the partv, vhich. rotate together with the framework

(for example, in its input/introductionsl , then phasa -3ýz~onentz gill

produce the error whose sign is not changed during the rotation ofA

framework through 1800 a nonphase - the liffuseness 2f the minimum, '

analogous to the affect of bias currents.

For the elimination of direct reception, it is necessary to

ensure the careful screening of an entire direction-finiing

instal lation (input/introductions of the framework and re--eiver) * The

effective screeniag of input/introductions considerably is

facilitated* if tke framework is also shielded.
-J

In supply leads, also they can be induced by oaf of liroe-t

reception. So that these eaf do not affect the circuit 3f receiver#

it is necessary t3 use decoupling filters in feed cir:%its.

Reraliation 3f receiver. circuital currents of rozolver can give
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reradiation. secodary field affects the framework and is the source

of the errors or Ulfuse minimums depending on the relationship/ratio

of its phase with the phase of ground field.

Special danger represent the last/litter cascadefstajes of

amplification in fundamental frequency, since in their ducts

circulate the considerably amplified currents, capable of creating

the suffi-isntly intense fields of reradiation. For the

except-ionfelimination of this source of errors here, as 1i the case

of direct receptiLn, in necessary the very careful screening of

receiver.

Page 181.

Slope/inclialtion of the axis of the framework. The

slope/inclination of the axis of the framework creates the error

whose maximum value can be determined by the formula

Key: (1). dog.

where ? is angle of the slope of the axis of the framework, dog.

In ground-based installations this error can be made
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sufficiently smalL. It is a different matter aboard the ship or

aircraft with beat; for example, with bank into 300 error will be j
approximately 40.--

.4

Eccentricity of the scale. Rocentricity of the s:als relative to

the rotational axis of the framework produces the error

A=(!1Cos 0+ -LinO) 57,3 r~d a

Key: (1). deg.

where s, is ec-cntricity in direction 0-1800; ., ez:entricity in

direction 90-2700: P is a radius of the scale.

incorrect *e;raving of the scale, nonuniform aivisi~es, etci..

inaccurate zero-setting scales.

Effect of the nonparalleliss of the framework in the system of

the diverse framework. Besides errors which are inherent rotatable

loop, in the system diverse framework can manifest itself their

nonparallelism.

The :ases of the nonparallelism of the framework in the system

of the diverse framework are depicted on Fig. 4.14.

S=I
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fig. 4J.14. Nlot in palral~lel di.ver•se fframework. •
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Here AG, ant of Ae3 - the angles of deflection of the planes of

the framework fr.m their regular arrangement.

In the expressions for oaf, induced within the separate

framework, instead of the angles 0 will enter the angles 0 + A9, and

* + AS,. Since cos (8 + AS) % con 0 - AD sin 0 and sin (9 + 68) x sin

0 + At Con S, to each of the diverse framework seemingly had had

added the supplementary, perpendicular to it framework with the

relative effective height of AS, radian and AGO radian. r? the

radiation pattern of basic system, will be applied the raliation

pattern of the diverse framework* perpendicular to funlamental, eof

of the supplemmntiry framework can store/add up not differentially,

- I
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but accorlingly. rhen the action of the supplementýN , frimework stops

of equivalently t0 the action simple rotatable loop. furthermore, if

at ages then will appear the antenna effect, proportional to

the a•gle of the sonparallelism of the framework (AG,-A6jS.

Por the limitation of the indicated ill effects (maximum error

300) the liverse framework must be parallel with accuracy 10.-150.

Antenna effect in a gonionetric system.

As vithin the simple revolving framework. in goniLmetric system

can be observul phase, so also nonphase antenna effect.

Let us examime simplest system of two mutually perpendicular

framework (or two pairs of the spaced antennas).

Let us designate: a,, az are ratio of the amplitules of eof of

the phase antenna effects of the framevock of goniometric system to

the amplitude of maximum oaf of the directional recepti£s; bs, bf -

the ratio of the amplitudes of oif of the nonphase antenna effects of

the framework to the amplitude of maximum oaf of the Aire:tional

reception 0 cos 8 and E sin 9 - eef, induced within the framework.
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Total eof within the framework taking into account antenna

effects ace expressed:

E 1= I(cos + a,) + ib, ,
E•,E [(sin )j -+ a,) + jb,j.

In the general case the resulting magnetic field is goniometer

will be elliptical. For determining the angle of bearing 2,A,,,

(direction of the transverse of field) and the relation of small anA

seminajor axes of magnetic field (A/B) vs will use formulas (111.3)

and (I1I.7) of appendix I1I. after substituting in then uilues of 2 -

cos 9 + ag. a b#. -n a sin 9 + a1, -p z b,. Then we obtain:

2 1 'ii, + b,1) .) + a,,in 0 + a, c,,s 0] + sis .128

+ -- b*) -- (a- + b6)-2 isacose-asslne)+cos 29'

A2

""(.,'sb -ahbs) + b, sine - b, coi 91
l- I i-I - 0 V

VA_

iI1.2)

From (4.1) it follows that the bearing error A in the general

case is designed from the formula

tg 2A : 2A - tg (2a,,, 2•)-

D cos 20 -- 1 sin 20 I- 2acos 9 -2a, sin 0
1:E cos 2 -1- D sli1 29 + 2a, cus 0 + 2a• sin 9 -- + (4 )

IiI

, _" __• _ -_ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _
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where ano•

D 2(aa, bb.) E E=_(a,-b, )-(at esb)

are error cotffizients.

Let us examiie special cases of the presence of antenna effect

in one of the framevork.

1. bs = a& v b2 a 0; a, 0 0, i.e., only at the first framework

has phase antenna effect.

Page 184.

from (4.3) it follows that then

2a,sln 0 + a~zin 20a AV -- 0 ,5 1- 7I + 2a, cos 0 + a~cos 26

with approximately with a, << 1

Formula (4.41 shows that in this case the error changes sign

a , sin B
A + ., 0- -(4.4)

•-.~~ ~ +•. 2--, • -o.
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during a :hanje il the angle # to 180o. i.e.,?custe rcu.o

the axis of the m~iniums9 equal to 24. after equating zeco derivative

of (14.4) in terms of 0, let us find the value a t which, is

obtained the maxioum error:

Cos r~ug - 2a*

r)MMc ~arc cos(-2ad.

rMaximus error will beI

A~flH~~ ' ~(4.4')1
VI - 4a2

Ratio 1/B in this ct~e is equal to 0, i.e.. magnetic fiell in

goniometer linear sinusoidal.

If we restri:t the fracture of the axis of the minimuims by value

20A- 101, then phase antenna effect must be not more thin by 1.80/3

2. a8 = aa bt 0; b, 0, i.e., at first framevork has *
nonpkase antenna effect.

from (4.3) it follows

A -0,5 bsin 26 45
Itbco2 B C4O5

Let us find the value Omauc. by Which is obtained maximum arror, after

equating derivative of (6.5) in terms of 9 zero:

Cos 2
14maim b2j
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After substitutia; value 1j,am in (4.5), we vill obtain for the

maximum error

mama - 0,5 . (.5')

Page 185. A

Expression for the relation of the semi-axes of the ellipse of field

on the basis (4.21 takes the form

2B"_ 2b, sin 0 2b, sin 0
_ ,2 +/ V + I +b"cos 2013 2b2 cos 20 4 I+b,

For the lov values b1 , ve obtain approximately

.2bi sin .A (,

If ve restri-t error by value 30', then the peraL3sLble nonphase

antenna effect 8U3t comprise not more than 10-12o/o of frame

reception. in this case, the ellipticity of magnetic field (relation

of small and sesimajor axes) will be also A/B z 10-123/o.

From-th. axa .-. o- sp.ec-ia '- enh

rrzom the examined special cases escape/ensue those high
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requirements vhi=• are presented to goniosettic systems in the

relatiJon to the limitation of antenna effects. These rejairements are

led to the neel frc the fulfillment of the symmetry of tue iiagram of

framework and pairs of the spaced antennas, and also the complete

0 identity of the parameters of the spaced antennas.

The asymmetrr, caused by input circuit, in gonioaatclc systems

is attenuate/weakaned by the application/use of inductive coupling

(in goniometer).

For further Jecrease in the antenna effect is applied the

electrostatic shield in gonioaeter or supplementary imtervening

transformer with the screen between windings. The grounding of

midpoint of system is also the effective measure of a le:cease in the

antenna effect.

The linitatI~ns of antenna effect, determined for a ,3YSteM of

two pairs of the spaced antennas, approximately are retai3ed for a

system from n of the spaced antennas.

Reasons for appearance of antenna effects of systems with the

spaced antennas are examined in § 4.8.

Page 186.
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Errors of gonionstric system.

Fundamental reasons for the disturbance of the goniosetric
system: the dissimilarity of maximum currents in the f elo coils ofV1
goniometer, commumication/connection between the field coils of

goniometer or between the framework.

1. Dissimilarity of maximum currents in field coils af

goniometer is caused by facts that are different resistorfresistances

of ducts of framework (pairs of spaced antennas), maximum Mutual

inductance of search coil vith field coils of goni~mater, either

mIlaimum of withim the framework. i.e., Za =2 Z22 or Ml,,,c*XM2MA,,.

or "- I1Ha*E 2 himc,. the remaining conditions, which ensure the

normal operation of system (3.46), are satisfied.

Let us examime the effect of inequality on 2o0ula3/3Iulus and

argument af the resistor/resistance of the ducts of the framework.

Let us accept:

72. " a -.- aC,,s 1 -"j sif . (4.6)7.23



f
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where zg/:zz= - the relation of moduli of resistsnne: o is a

difference iu their arguments.

After substituting (4.6) and (3.46) with the exception Zi : Zaz

in (3.44), we will obtain

sin a cnat - cos " sin 8

Z1 ,Z, --  -1 €DtAIosla - CIAfSir!J'

Sin a coms 9- .cas ? cns a sin 8 -jasin ?easd sin "

I -n - OS ea S s cIsn 'a-- -i s• n ?l cfs3 '7 17 3 SI3 35

Approximately it is possible to count which at tk? 3sall 0 and

values a, close t3 unity, denominator barely depends on r and for

current 13 it is possible to write the expression

S(aosn Os i Insinv sin 8) ros a+cos5 sin s
Z., " 'i .Eh3 , cs y si

'4.7)

Page 187.

After reject/throving the terms, independent of z, 9 and 0, we

will obt in

c, CO- cs sin e - (asin 0 cos y jasin ', sin T) cos 2 L (l.,)
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U,
or

- � sin'O cos'a+cus�O siii'm-2asin 0 cos 0 sin � co� �.

(I.W)

where - proportionality sign.
U

I,,

Expression (�4.8) corresponds to the equation of ellipse. Since

currevt in search coil. 1� is proportional to its penetrating magnetic

flux, of (�.8) it follows that the magnetic field in goni�meter has

th. elliptical law of change dependiug on angle �. Dr :ia� the

rotation of ssar�h coil never will completely disapF�ur the

audibility. When the plane of search coil is perpendi�aLir t the

minor axis of the ellipsa of magnetic field, is obtained the wir'iuum

of audibility; vhen the plane of search roil is perpe L:�ar to the

tranavorsa, is obtained the maximum of audibility.

Let mu use f�rmulas (111.3) and (111.7) of appendix CII to the

solution to equatiom (4.8). For this. ye assume that

then

tg � = coi Scos �
�) +�co�'Sn�In2Bcc's'� 2atg8cas y __

cos'6 - aI sin' B - - - tg2', cos y. (.1.9)
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where

tgO, =a tg 0;
A

2 -1- f_ Casin ¢o. 6 sin
A _ 

L sin 22,,,,,= tg ' 1sin 2a,,,,.

(4,10O)

If we deteraije bearing by the minimum of audibLILtf, then viii

be obtained the bearing error A vhich can be found from

the expression

tg 2A = tg 2 ( 6),,. - (j)

2(n'-I)sin26-(I--2acosf+a') in4)
(l-+2acosy+as)-2(atlI)cos2B+(I-2acos,±.1')cQs, (4.11)

Page 188.

Let us designate

I - 2a coo + ' ( 112)

From (4.11) ve vii obtain

2D sIi, 2J - l(in 40
tg 2A I"-',2DCoi--q--ý ki"6"(.3)



I
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the maximum value of error let us find further.

A
From expression (4.10), it follows that , Ait reaches.

the maximum valul when T,•.,--45Q. This, as ca be seen from

(4.9),p it corresp~nds to the condition

Cig 0(A H~

independeat of the value of a phase difference 0.

Let us substitute ,45 in (54.10) and Ve will obtain

( A\

independent of value of a.

Ait the low values of a phase difference w and with value a.

close to unity, from (4.10) it follows that

and at a '450 we obtain( A ,. -

we will axaiLne the effect of the dissimilarity of the

resistor/resLst&aces of the circuits of the fcamevoor. Akaloqous

action will produce inequality on amplitude and phase 3f the maximum

-1
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of *of within the framevork. In this case of a and 0 the

preceding/proevios conclusions must be related to 5I•,, and
- 2  Mfl€ " ! - . .

The obtained exprensions (i4.9)-(i.13) characterize tie error and

S÷ the diffuseness ot beariLngs in the general case of the presence of

* dissimilarity in the ducts of' the franewock.

Page 19.

whaen 0 0 aid a # 1. i.e.. the arguments of the

resistor/reuistan:es of the framework are identical, ini moduli of

resistance are different, from (I4.9), (4e.11) and (4.121 it follows

that:

t1Ig~ a ig 0. (4.~14)
a- t k2,1 n +0I,-• + 2,d + 1 "1 -- ' i, 1• ' D

and

114
,,2A-i -a - (\1.

2 n s in 40 I

I - 2-- co 20 + Cos 4

For this :as* the error can be found directly from Stpression

for rurrent I (3.44):

1j:= (6,11C: h..t (Zossin a cos 9 -- Z 'Cos al sin~ 0)
Z ,0 ~ ~ IM CO I -s( j • J-'J, I~o$ I i IMJ iz, 1  - ...(... 2 1'

i1
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The condLti3n of the reading of bearing will be equality r, 0o

or the equality 3E zero numerator of *xpcoession for Ir. from this

conlition we obtiLa formula (4.14) in the form: s

t9 1 tg 0 ~atgO0.IZoe

bearing error As Le determined by the expression -

stn A, =-- sn +

Prom formuli (4.16) it is easy to obtain the derived previously

formula (4.15). Let us determine the maximum value of ecrrr A,, after

equating zero derivative (4.16) in terms of 0. Ve find O..., vith

which is observel maximup error •,...°:

+ arc •os (4.17)

Page 190.

After substitutLal (4. 17) in (4. 16), we will obtain egpcrssion for

the maximum error:

At the value of coefficient of a, near to unity, formula (4.16)

is simplified;

11---+ si .t 1)si

" - I M ! II Nl I l MJl m || J llm • 18
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i.e. error has quadratic law with Saxinus values at 9 4 15, 135, 225,

3150. Vith the large dissimilarities of the amplitudes of currents

within the fcraevwrk (large c) the law of a change of the error is

obtained more complex: besides quadratic component appears the

octant-al component of error.

If ve restri:t error by value 0.50, then the peraLsstble

dissimilarity 3f the amplitudes of the currents of field :oils vwil

be .2o/o. It is necessary to note that in the case of & # I of the

examin.ation of ecpression for Is follows: resistances, imtroduced by

frame cir:uits Leto the duct of search coil, change with the rotation

of search coil oL goniameter, i.e., for each position of search coil,

is required its alignment of tuned circuit. This is one :f the

sign/criteria of the dissimilarity of the ducts of the framework vith

field coils.

To the same results (errors with direction finding and the

staggering of search coil) gives the dissimilarity of the maximum

mutual in~uctance of searching and the field coils of gonioseter and

the inequality of the effective height of the framewort.

In the examimed case of a # 1, * - 0, as this follios from

(4.10), AfB - 0, i.e., the diffuseness of bearing (ellipticity of the

resulting magenti: field in goniometer) are absent.

- -b~
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if z S z1 a or a - I and 0 0. which correspoals t3 tba case

wheo the resistocfrosistances of the ducts of the frimevock are

differing by mno aLe, but they differ in argument, then of (4.9) and

(4.12) follows that

tg 2€a,.,. i tg 20 cos Ip

and

Page 191.

Bearitg error L& from (4.13) will be determined by the ejaality

-- KSjln 40 2 ig' -,j sin I)

t---g' ,cot 49

(4.2..0)

The ellipticity of field is characterized by expressi-m (1t1.5):

The maxziam value of error , which occurs when

-4 arc cos F- 14),

L"
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it is 4*signel from the formula I
t 24. ln' c H -cog f-

2

At low val203 0. counting 1/2(1- cos o)

s 2ll, -4 , G" lp-z: 1, 2/ - sIn- 26 sin' : I - i.'26,

from (4.20) and (4.211 we will obtain

6, 1/8,'sin 40 (.1.22) 1
and

A ,4 = lp2sin20 a ,(.3

Key: (1). it is ;Lad. (

Page 192. 1

At low values o, the error has octamtal character, with large 0

error function is obtained more complex (4.20). If ws restrict

maximum error due to a phase difference by value 0.50. then is

permissLble a phase difference * on the order of 150. In this case,

maximum ellipttcity is obtained equal to 13o/o.

Let as retura to the general case when a 0 1 and 0 0. Complete

bearing error can be presented in the form

A- milli, , - )f- - , --IO ) +--- -, + ,,

_ _ _ _ _
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where As a - 9 - the error dou to the inequality of the amplitudes

of currents in fiald coils; A.=a,,--0 - error lus to the

presence only Of phase difference 0.

At the low values of errors A. and Ag. they can be Assigned

indepenteatly by Eocmulas (4.19) and (4.22) respectively.

Thus@ ve :oee to the conclusion that the bearing error in the

case when currents in the ducts of the framework differ ii amplitude

and phase and the value of error is small* equal to the sun of

errors, vhich appear only as a result of the dissimilirity of

currents in anplitude and only dissimilarity of the phases of

currents. This facilitates the calculation of the error Im the

general case.

.o_
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If .4,04F

v.0! !

v#D fig fig to *5so

Fig. 4.15. Maximusi errors of go~iii.metric syst~em.

' : ~Page 193. -

Paie;res by 4. 15 solid lines gives ta dependence of i on 0 for

F I ,

the lifferent maximum errors of goniometric system (designated above

the curves). As dotted line is depicted the dependence (->)
'i a licOS $. 'l

2. CDamunication/connections between field coils 2E jonicoater

or bebveen framewvrk. We assume that in expression (3.441 Z,= P5o.

Then

J~iI~i..[in ~Zcs + ZIn ij - sin ýJ7,sin 2 + zc.,.q3)
Z. (Z' - Z') - 2ZM u',tlcos a On a - w2',A'Z

j4.24)

I

' I
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with _, real in radio direction finder, appears Dnly the
Z

bearing error. The condition of the reading of bearing .111 be the

equality of zero 2umerator (4.24), i.e.,

7,
Zsin -- s $ - cos6

tga -- = os s -Z in 0 - Z. (4.26)ýco-i - -Tsn =Cos 9-- -L- sill I ZI
Let us find :omplete expression for the error fanatiLn in the

case vhen ILz real. From (4.25) it follows that

tg • - tg (• -- --

Z Cos 6 - Zýcn 6i I

Zsiii B -- Zccos
I + cs O-- s g 0

or

tg A --- sin 6 cos 9 -- Z , c tO- Z sU n 9 cos 0 Z , sil':

ZcostO - Z sin. Oc ,s O -+Zsinto -- Z sin 0 cos ( (

(1.26)

tg A-

1+ , %in 20

Let us designate arror coefficients:

A M.

7,I

EI
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Page 194.

For a bearing error, we will obtain
.tg A • A • E cos 20 -- sii4i---.., (4,28)

Th? values 3C maximua error . and ,,with which is observed

maximum error, they are designed from th? formulas

tg Ah~nlic kI3i(c , I
T'i (4.29)

, , = rcs.i"

When the :ouaunication/connection between the dai:ts 3f the

zefram-•work is smaLL, i.e., -- is small, error has the qi13ratic

character:
a E cos 21 ), (4.3o)

with maximums at 0,,a,,c 0, )0, 180, 2700.

Limiting avcLc 30:, it is possible to allow Z- u'L not more

than 0.01.
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It should be noted that in multiantnna goaioaetrir :adib

direction finders with the number of field coils, larg3 )f tw3, the

presence ýf tha :3mmunication/connection between field zoils

escape/ensues from the construction of goniometer. But tkare this

communication/:oe.ection is not led to bearing errors witj

symm.tricil anteiia Lscation and the correct winding/-oi1l of

goniometric coils.

Tn c3mposite sense - is obtained elliptical fiL1 in

goniometer.

Page 195.

I edes ig23Lt e Zt--=R+ IX, V=R'+ X1, Z,=R. +jX~. 11R!VI+ X2

that we will obtain formulas for the oriantation of t,_ t:ansvprse of

magneti: field • d.nf for the relation of the semi-axes of the

ellipse of the field:

2 (RR, + YY,) - sin 20 (z + :c)
otg 22,11 cs - z2

..|
2 LI ,'o 20 (R... -- .'R

(2

13cs22(c :)+2 R c+ ,c-m9V
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In canzlusio, let us note that the value of instciment errors

depends on the circuit diag~arr of goniometric system. During the use

of a goniom-2tric system, it is possible or to tune both framework (or

both pairs of antennas) into the adopted wave (Fig. 4.16ui, or to

apply untuned antnnas (Fig. 'j.lou). Iv the zase of tia inclined

system, tic list noriiientity of the circuits of two field coils or

their small detuninq (what it is virtually difficult t: avoid) cause

change in value i~d 9hase of currents in them and tharauy

considerable errocs at direction finding. From this vi_:wo)int, is

more favorable th? liagram with the unadjusted framework. sinze in it

small changes of thŽ pirrameters of circuits ire riot :ius_1 such the

sharp fluztuatiois af value and ohdse of currents.

• -
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C,

2-

* K pUIN5.JJK

Pig. 4.1b. Circuit iiaqrams of goniometric system: a) wit-i spiral

loops; b) with ui:]justed framework..

Key: (1). Ta receiver.

Page 196.

Therefore at preiant almost exceptional ipplicatioa/usa fEund diagvaa

with the unadjust.d framnework.

We ?xaimina the effect of bredkdown of conditions (1.45),

charactpriling th? normal operation of -joniometria systan, with the

exception of the effect of the field nonuniformity in voniometer it

is Eiven below in the examination of the errors of gonionteter.

r"
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SAnalysis of the ffect of nonuniformity of the field in the
goniometer is given below during ekmlnatibn-of errors of the

goniometer.

4.7. he errors, :aused by yoniometer.

The fundamental r-easons for the errors of goniomater they are:

1) the lissimilirity of the magnetic fields of fi.li coils;

I
2) tme co.2mui cation/connection between field coils;

3) trto nonprpon'iicularity of field coils;

4) cipacitiv_ coupling between field ani search :3ils;

5) tie noQuniformity of the field of field coils. II

Ir. § 4.6 it was establish/installed that with the Ii3siMiladrity

of t.ho malneti: Fields of field coils on amplitudp and an the phase

in goniometer with two field coils appear the error ia] t2-

elliptizity of ta? resulting magnetic field which are designed from

formulas (4. 10) and (4.11).

M
.I

- • o • ...
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In goniometac with the lavge number of field coil3, the

dissimilarity of magnetic field of one of the coils ciuses the same

errors ani elliptLcit.y independent of the number of fi'.ld coils in

goniometer. In ganiometer with four field coils, tbe a1;aatic fields

of separatp coils can he distinguished between themselve3 to

different values. Depending on the distribution of tkese

dissimilarities, Eour zero direction-s of the pairs of zoils, shifte3

normally one relativp to ariothpr to 900, can take any viljes. the

permissible dissinilarities of nagnetic fields in thbas. 3fstems
approximately the same and in the simplest system with tw) field

coils.-

The Pffect 3f the coummunication/connection between the field

coils or the framework in system, with two framework L3 a-iminel into

§ 4.6.

Page 197.

The error, ,aused by the rionperpendicularity of ti? field coils

of thp 4oniometer or two framework (two pairs of the sparad

antennas), is approximdtly oxpLessed |,y the formula

A - (I cos 24,(

S,,



where 6 is an anjle of deflection from perpendicularity.

This formula is not considered mutual inductance between

framework or coils of goniometet (with their

nonperPen1izu1arity) ho,;e effect is examined into § i. .

_-. The errors, caused by capacitive coupling between fi•ld andI

search-coils, Jep.nd on frequency. Therefore in direction finder it

is necessary to avoid the appearance of such

communication/=o. 2ections. For a decrease in the capa-itance/capacity

between field and search coils in goniomrter, is applied t. he

electrostatic shi-ld. The applizxation/us3 of a screem vacy

substantially dzce~ases alsu the value of antenna effect. The

construction of gniometer with thp Plnoctrostatic shiatl is shown in

rig. 4.17.

It was pravi)usly assume~l that the field, in which rotates

search coil of goniumeter, is evenly.

tI

• ---I
• -- . , _ .. ..i-V|' : -'': • i " [. .. . .....'' "' ... r ''•... " ... .. ... ... •.... ...i
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Fig. 4.17. Constri.-tian of goniometer with edleCtrostlti;; 3hield: a)

assembled selector; b) screen and framework of search coil: c)

framewoLk of fiell coi0.

Key: (1). Collect)r/ipceptacle.

?4

Page 198.

With the nonunifarmity of the field of field coils, tea Ora of

directionil charazte'ci-tic is not changed, but the orLantitiori of

search toll by whizh i.s obtained zero rssception/procodure, it no

longer corresponds accurately to the angie, composel by iicaming

-- -"- -• ... ..••, • . -w _, m m •mmm |m ms mm m mmmm m mmm-j=__-
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electromagnetic field with plane of one of the framewrCk.
4-

From the con3iderations of symmetry, it is clear thit in

goniometpr with two field coils this difference will 2ot sanifest

itself, wmen riy/oeas falls in plane of one of the framework or at in

angle of 450 to them. The error function of goniometar is depictel on

1 0 Fig. L4.18. This arror he is called the octant error of

commu nticat ion/conn ect ion.

To decrease it is possible by means of the appropriite selection

of geometric Jineosiins and form of field and search coils.

The actant acror will be equal to zero with any form of field,

if search coil is carried out in the form of the winlnij, evenly

distributad in tma body surface of rotation [1.6]. One Form of this

winding is described into § 3.9 [4.6].

Thd 0ctant acror can be Pliminated also, if search :Dil is

fulfilled of two sections, wound at an angla of 4500 t i.:h other.

Since dutinj rotition through ,50 octant erLor reverses the sign ani

has approximataly tha same absolute value, the errors of two parts of

this selector average out. The virtually curve of the octisnt error

not always is is :omplotply symnotrical, and the angle of shift of

the sections of 5ilector i:i necessary to select expjeciaitally.
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Figures 4.19. gives the dependence of the error of joniometer on

the angle of bearing in the range of frequencies 30-100 Mdz. Each

field coil of ;onlometer consists of two turns, wouni it the

different angles of relatively each other. Errors are ;ivan far the

angles between turns 27-qOO, designated in figure.

!4

* L

6 .. o • °
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h VI

Fig. 4.18. octant erro-r in goniometer.

Key: (1). Error lag.

Page 199.

The arrors ýf goaiometer it can be decreased by the subdivision

of field or search coils on sectioia, moreover turn nuitr in each

section mikes difoerent. The distribution of turns on se:tions is

selected experimentally [4.41. Figures 4.20 lepicts tbe fErm of the

su'hdividcd stator.

Of goniometer with four field coils, the octant acr.:, caused by

the nonuniforsity af the fields of coils, is close to z-ro, since is

obtain ed not ZOmD3nsation. Remanent/residual error has asually

duodecimal charazter.

-.-.... ..
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0 e I0 sicJ Vl Fp it IOnx

Key. L1). Errors leg. (2). True reading, deg.

7 0

I Fig. 4i.20. Arr3njp2ent/permutation of turns in groovO/31OLS Of stator
of
of goniomater.

F
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Key: (,1). Number 3f groove/slot. (2). Turn number.

Page 200.

The errors, connazted with the field nonuniformity in ;unLometero are

caused by the Eazts that in the virtuall? fulfilled jaonikmeters the
law of a change of the mutual inductance between field ani search

coils of joniometar depending or the angle between coils :an differ

from the sinusoidil and be periodic function. Usually aeza Powerfully

are devel:ped tha odd hdrmonics of communication/conne:ti)n.

During the JI=velpment of goaiometec (or the matching coordinate

transformer) for multimast radio -iraction finders wita tae auditory

or automatiz r.aiing 3f bearing it is necessary to consider that the

harmonics of the :ommunication/connection of the coils )[ goniometer

are lea t: the Jifferent errors depending on the method af the

reading of bearin;, number of antennas, sepdration of iat3nnas and

law of zo~municatLon/zonnection. rhese questions are investigated in

[4. ]...

"Wifh use of joniometer in by anteuna to system by a small

separ .A ion with an ircredse in the number of pairs ot intnnas a

incroasirn quantity Df oda ha rmonics of commtmnication/=onnection
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ceases to affect the creation of bearing errors. For Intamnas with

large s~piration, besides the errors of separation,

examine/considerel into § 4.9@ and the errors of gonmaetar, appear -•

the supplementary errors and diffuseness in the reading ýf the

mirimum f:r audition (or the ellipticity of the imaga 3E bearing in

the two-•hannel ridio direction finder), that depend on the combined

effect of the harm.nics of communication/connection, sapiration ofKJ
antennas and their number. .

i

4.8. Instrument errors of system with the spaced antenns•.

i
To system with the spaced antennas are characteristi: the

instrument errors, examined earlier. Dir-ct reception/pr:•edure,

reradiation of ra:eiver, and also the mechanical failuras

(slope/inzlination of the axis of rotary system, eacaotri:ity of the

scale of rotary system and goniumetere incorrect engrawini ani

inaccurita instalLation of the scale of the reading of beiring, etc.)

they are developel in this system, just as in sy3tem witm the

revolving framework (see § 4.4).

DRpeading oa that, as is utilized this system (ii t2? form of

the rotry pail Df the spaced antennas or with 9oniometer) , antenna

I
j

-- I,-"-..
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effect Kas Jifferant character (see §§ 4.2 and 4.5). Diirinq the use

of this systea wLth joniometer, can appear the errors, chiracteristi:

to any goniometric system (See §§ 4.6 ani 4.7).

Besiles these the system with the spaced antennas p.9sesses

still oth.r specific sources of errors.

Page 201.

Important valua his the error, which appears as a reault 3f the large

distance between the vertical wit: antennas in motionlas3 external

system. However, Eor the purpose of an increase in the sensitivity,

they frequiently increase the separation of antennas 121 t1ereby they

allow/assume this error (see § 4.9).

Let us examiie the rotating couple of the spaces intnnas A and

B, which ire 1ocate'l at a distance II and 1,2 from the receptor,

arrange/located it point 0. (Fig. 421).

Assume that a pair of antennas is influenced by a vertically
polarized field. As the beginning for the counting off of phases
we select the phase of tle field at point 0. Let us designate the
phase of field at point A by

2n
**.' --: -- " 1r: CosO ,

the phase of field at point B by

-I' C.-o

- - -, • - ÷ - : e • 1 |1 ' • I I I let I '• • •i ''• " '' -T - '"i 1 •° •
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where e is an angle between the direction of the oriented radio

station and the plane of the pair of antennas.

VTe same phia 3 I. and (I' will have emf E., ant E,, in

antennas A and B.

Let the affa:tive height of antenna A be equal to li,., antenna B hli.

TThen
•I• E - Eli ,j4'1 ,

k A =

E. hel ~ (4. 3)

Currents I, and I. will be out of phase of relatively zorresponding

em f.

01
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Fig. 4.21. Asymmetric location of spaced antennas.

Page 202.

Phase displacejeat of currents, if we exdmine currents ol field coil,

i.e., of point 0, will consist of two terms:

- plhAse iisplacement because of the phase anyle oE

resistor/resistan.es ZA and Z4. the value of this phase iisplacement

by designation %A and %,. respectively:

-- Z. •, : , Z.IQ z~jý oe ; ,.,•

- phase displacement 1'1. an,• 'I,, bezause of prap3gitLon time of

current along the feeder, whicn connects antennas with the receiver:

=- A)ý 91 i~ ____ - V 8*14-., (4.34)

where 8,,,. /4,, are dielectric constants and th leengtL of

feeders..
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*1 Curron-s 3tre expcass~'d:

ZA _ _',~'i _ Y

whr. PiL r,--~.('' 1 ,~ -I Cos (i);

*~~%I - ~ ~ - ,Cos ).(4,36)

* spill c-urreit, which cau~es reception/procedure, is ixpresseli s

follows: I~I) 1 Cos (F,4 - I cos y,,) +IIsin (f,, - Iýlsi rfA). (4.37)

where tho~ amplitule of the current

Let us~ exan'ina saveral spocitil casps.

1- fripualit'j -t *iistances of anltennlas from LrceivEc. In this

* case

but tho -'l*ctrici~l sy:n'et ry 'tf two, atnt.pnna'; iL;. rataili I,L.

*A=z , -Z, v, h., Is~ /j . =:. h.

f I,(-. iifferemz.o current froir. (Li.37) will bi-

or £ i* cs~ 1
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Page 203.

The amplitude :f :urcent is expressed:

. Eh / S, -- f )

Let us suustitut3 values yj and 9, by formula (4.35) into formula

(4.3.'): .10-2 2L,,f *ir -f (j'e1 Ijv,-'•l,)+(/•, + Ir2 )cos (iJ.
2

(4.39)

Current is -qul to zeao, when argument with sine is equil to zero,

Se. , when _ Iex, ,
/r,%+ I,, s

Sin:? right sid. is not equal to zeco, are two solutions: 0 !nl

1800 - 9 which ara dist~inguished to thp ingle, not equ3L to 1800;

here occurs the fracture of the axis of bearing.

Thu.,., we see that the asymm.-tvic antenna location relative to

receiver h+ads t: the fracturv of the axis of bearini sl is
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developed ,,r analogous with tthe phase component antenna 3ýffect (§

4.2). Thi value aE fracture is determined by the relltiv_

displaceme'.t of aitennas form symmetrical location.

Let us dataruine the permissible amount of the displicement of

antennas from the center, accepting the stanlard deviati)i of bearing

from the true of ).25-0.50.

Let uL dsiuza u = •o + A. in the absence of error, tie current

is turnerd into zero, when eo = 900. Error A = e - 900 is letermined

from

sinA•--= =0,005 0'0,01.ire + J,j

Let

Page 20U.

In tais case must be fulfilled the condition

a;, ~ (), 0.3 -. 0,0 1,

i.e. the :zentral L:ccitior, ot receiver must oe maintain.] with

accuracy 3.5-lo/o.

2. Asymmetry of antennas on phase angle,. We spt/93saie:
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I
2/4 x~~'. -- \ 'n : '

, 1, E-li---1

_,-- A ( '/,, b cos 0),

After substituting values 'A a nd in (4.38,) w? will obtain=

/0-2 -I- S bCoS 0 (4.40)

As in the pc3ce,]inq case, here is obtained the fri:ttzre of the

axis of bearing. Error in the deteRmination of bcarinj is determined

by the formula silla-r

With 2b/X = ).2, limiting error by value A = 0.2y9, we will

obtain thit a Jiffevence in the phase angles impedances of both

antennas must not exceed value

O •4b 0

Key: (1). or.

Fron, this eximpli it is evident that the symmetry oE antennas

must he fulfilled with very high iccuracy.

%-I

.... .., • ,_l _l _l "_1 = I_ ! 1 . .. "• =I
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Page 205.

Pigures 4.21 anJ formula (4.37) for spill current shaws that in

the examined cases the different component of spill cucrrft I is

approximately gquil to zero and reception/procedure i3 deterninel

that mainly, by the nonphase component whose amplitude vilue is

expressed by formula (4.39) or (4.40), moreover occuc3 tbD fracture

of the axis of barings.

For the limitatizii of the fracture of axis, it is ne:essary that

with possible asymmetry of antennas in rasistor/resistin:3 a change

in the angle ' in the phase response of the resistor/resistince of
antenna feeder system would be little.

I

It is known that especially strongly changes the phase respons,;e

of any circuit at frequencies, close to resonance. It i3 necessary so

to selezt the parimeters of the antenna re3der system 3f the pair of

antennas so that the frequencies of resonance for the nanphase

couponc-nt of current would be located outside working rEc£uency band.

This requirement i.n placed during tne design of iat.ana systems

with the spaced aitennas.

L 1 1 1
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3. Inequality of amplituJes of currents in antviii3. We assume

that

1r7 Irz V -1 - " J (.+.4 1 )

Under these zonditions
% --T,, --•Cos Qj.

After substituti.ij values (4.41) into formula (4.37) f:r ;pill

current I0, we wiLl obtain:

.-- [2 [(sin !l +4Yin s +
2 2

+ i2 / Cos -,;I +2• i ... "

-1 sill -• ±~ - .

For the ampiitti:la of spill current, we. have

1.=2 P//sins f'"- ?A2 +- 6/), cost fi"'- f'"

Page 206.

Consi.lering that

Yn --YA "2i

2 C(JS fl
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- low value, it is possible to assume:

sin 11 f- YA YR 1A 2lbh . .)

Yfn -- 1"
Cos • - ,- .

/,-z2 / / os 0 2+ (A/)'. (4.42)

V¢

As ain be seen from last/latter expression, the inequality of

the amplitudes of currents in antennas on its action is inalogous

with the inten.a 3ffe-t, which has phase displacement )30, and it

leads to tha formmtion/education of the diffuse minimums dithout i

change in their direction.

For the limitation of value AI, it is expedient to silect the

parameters of th- antenna feeder syster of the pair of intennas so

that the frequencies of resonance tor the phase comp:)m32t of current

would not be lacate4 in operating range. If for the pirpose of

sensitization in the long-wave part of the range it is 2a:essary to

disrupt this :onlltiin and to allow/assume Lesonance in operating

range, then it is necessary to take measures for that, in order to at

the resonauice frejuoncy wheri reictance is equa] to zer), would remain

sufficiently high effective resistance. For this, for eximple,

connect of antennis supplementary effective resistan:. rien t!i.,

possibla lissi~ilarities of antenna resistances do not :-i'se the high
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values &I and lacie antenna effects (or. errors) at direction finding.

Th_- lissiailirity zf radiation currents can occur aIlso due to

the dissimilarity of the effective height of antennas, lissimilarity

of the load impedances or parameters of feeders.

We e•camiael affact AI with the pair of rotary antennas; this

effect it, by g•ni~metric antenna to system is examined into § 4.5.

Page 207.

4.9. Error of the separdtion of goniometric system fr:)i i of the

spaced antennas.

In 3 was eximinpi the reception/procedure to the ;onaometriz

system, consisting of any number n of the spaced antennas. Is

obtained formula (3.630) for the calculation of voltag_/strpss,

induced in search coil of goniomet.r E.,. Current in sat::i coil/.= 7.

where Z,, are rasist~r/resistance• of *he circuit of iaarch coil.

By f~rmula (3.63') for a current in search coil it is possible

to writp:
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/1•.1

-o(kn- ~f-) j- A Acsin(k.--1)0 sika -

where ---Cos .

L

Let Us present i in the form I

where

Al
I, ==A,sin0q- A,,. sin (,a -- 1) 0 -• A .. , sin (it + 1 )0 -

-- A,,_, sin (2/t- -- 1) 0 +--- ,. sin (2n -j- 1 ) 0 + ..

Al, --=- A, cos 0 ,--+- A ,-, cos (at -- ) 0 + A,, •, co~s (t -+- 1) 0 --

+ A=,,, cos ('2nt 1- ) 0 -'-A . ,c s(211 + 1) 0 -t ,•. (4. 1-1)

FOOTNUTE t.This same to dependence is sAbordinated th?• c~sulting

magnetic fieli in goniometer, and also image on the cathole-rdy tube

of two-chinnal rillo range finder (see Chapter 8). ENDF33?N3T9.
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Page 208.

When ratio 2wb/k << , then in each of the expansions M, and Ma

it is possible t3 be restricted by one member. In this ai3e

I,, I (- , Co- COs 'i (sil 0 Cos - Cos 0 Sil a) --
S-- ( 2-r-co, $ sin (0- - al. (.I.451

CUS i .

Curr~nt 0,=0, i.e. with auditory method is countel off

bearing, when e = a. Thus, is satisfied the condition )f the

error-free operation of the goniometric system of radio Jirection

f ind er.

With an incr-ase in the separation, equality (4.451 is

disrupted. Appear the bearing error (the so-called "3rr3: of

separation") ind the diffuserness of reading (elliptical rasulting

magnetic field in gcniometer).

For the calcilation of the error of separation A iii of thp

ellipticity of field A/8, let us turn to formula (I.121 and lat us

replace in it m, ind M. with expressions (4.44):



-j
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, B) Af, cos -- ,1, sin 0

( ,, ,At s ,rij + A2,, ) sin 20e9 +...
-(... .4- -4. 4•- .)os n + (At. + A,.+ I)COS 20 +

Assuming

we obtain, that

S+ A.+,,,
IF Al~ sin ?LO -t ± A-,-.i , = s, -.-

S A~,._, + A,,.+, sj 2I -+ -+
A3 "I + +

2A F

_ .,. , .. sin 21t r - .. 14.46)

Page 209.

Let us examL~e two individual cases: the number of ratennas a

even and the numbar of antennas n odd.
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1. Number of antennas and even. In this case the rijlit side of

expression (4.46) is purely real; therefore A/B 0; i.e. the

ellipticity of fiald is absent.

Replicing A,, A.t, and A,,,,.. by their expressions with Bessel

functions (3.51). ve obtain

f

2.- b ) nb

SJ, k-- Cos )

2 rI.,i)

Approxxbimtid y

t!

7 2nb / c 2

It is krown that

12 , , ,

+ .. . S i.
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Utilizing this eliality, we ottain from (4.48):

2, /2 b
•,2.(-12n I) C-osl

nt1 a sin t 0.O (4.49)20 co, 2i1( cos

Page 210.

Thus, we sea that with ovcn number of antennas, if is not

K satisfie, for th_ separation of dntennas condition 2,b/k (< l, occurs

the bearing error, which i. expLessed by formula (4.49). rhe law

governing the error if the separation of the antennas of lual order
I relative to tha number of antennas, i.e., at by the four-intenna of
r

system, these ire the octant o0Loc, at bf tne six-antenna of system -

the error of 12-fold order, etc.

During parallel connection of the pairs of a(djazant inteannas,

which are located at an angle 2-, from formula (L.48) w3 dill obtain
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1 -4 1

+ -! j'(o'cos Cos - +

'2 b Co (2:_

'_ _'_ sil '- 0. (4 .50 )X.Cos "2

Exprissiai (4. 50) is obtained under the assumption that

impedances of all intennas aLe i1inntical. In reality, lita asymmetric

antenna locati3n theic impedances become different. rh-' procelure of

calculation of (ha et or of separation taking -nto account mutua]

impedances with aay antenna location is jiven in [L. ].

FoLn~ula (4.43) f)r the 1iw v,,iues ,)f the beparation :f the

F; antennas when 2wbfX cos 0 < 14 J,(')•-•. assumes tha facs
f 2fb R") I

tg (a-iP2('v-,i sinui0. (4.51)

?rom formuli (L..51) follows that tot by the four-antenna of

systoei, i.e., whan n = 4, and with 21b/l cos 0 c i

a (- 2b Cos ' sill 40. (4.d52)

Page 211.

The i,rror of t.ve 3apratior. at by the folr-antenna of ;ymtem has

I I I1 MI
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octant law from 9 and is desiqned from formula (4.52).

Figures 4.22 depicts the errors of separation depending on S

2wb/l for the different number n(A = 0), constructed az:o3:ding to

formula (4.49).

On te axis 3f abscissas besides scale S, is plott.J/applied

another scale 2b/h.

Curves in Fig. 4.22 show that the errors rapidly iazrease with

an increase in tha number of antennas and with respezt ripidly

increases the permissible separation for the assigned taKimum error

of separation.

For the sepirati~n, close to 2b = 1.22h, when J, (2WD/A) = 0 anJ

effectiveness 3f system equal to zero, errors strongly graw/risa, but

they rapidly fall with a decrease in tLe separation (2b < 1.22X) . For

separation 2b = 1.8,/w = 0.573X, the values for J, (2rb/k) and the

effectiveness of syste:a reach mdximum values.

I.
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T ,.._ , J .IV

" . 'I./ -

l I I il I

Fig. q.22. Err3Es of separation with different number of intennas.

Page 212.

Figjires 4.23 shaws close to the maximum of the error for 0 -

220301 for 8-antenna system with pdrallel connection of the adjacent

pairs of antenna3 (y = 220309; 270309: 300) in the ck33 wten, the

resistoc/cesistanzes of all antennas are cousidered ilentical, and

when T 270151 f)r ano special case of antenna location, when is

considcrod the dissimilarity of those resistor/resistan•;-s [4.9].
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Here for i comparison are giver, errors for by the four-intenna of

system. From Fig. 4.23 it follows that it we do not consiler the

dissimilarity of complete antenna resistances, then batwan the pairs

of the parallel-:ýnnected antenrai optimum angle will b? r = 270300.

When the resist r f resistance of all antennas it is not possible to

consider identical, the best angle between the paralL;_I-:--nnected

Santennas Jepenls .n size/dimensions by the antenna of system and
A

parameters of single antennas. optimum anqle y can diffac from 270300

- it must be establi3h/installed dS a result of calculitions [4.9].

To apply it is mare than 8 antennas virtually inexpzlizntly,

since, limiting aiximam error by value 20, with 8 antennas it is

possible to allow separation 2L 1.05X, close to maximum

permissible.

All the curvas ,f Fig. 4.22 and 4.23 are designed f)r thp groiind

wave whon - 0. )f system without parallel connection af antennas

with an increase in tho angle j3, the error of separation falls, since

in thiz zise se-niri yly decLeased equivalent separation.

,a -'• :•m...• ...i... • T -' -T I '' ... T •••~~ • r ' • •T-•.. ' T T ' - *T -
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L r I ,f 0.

-tOJ I I. '-

Fig. 4.23. Errors of separati.on Ot 8-mast system during pirallel

COnnection of !djicent antennas.

Key: (1). Taking into account resistor/resiýjtance.

Page 213.

a rg systems with the paral1lo-connected pairs of intannis, the

i4
[ " -
+ :+i+"+r "I -::3 -I -I " +"i i+ i' ...... r' 'i .... i.......... +F "I .... i......•''+'••' •••I
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error of separation not always does fall with an iocrelsa in the

angle of incidenca. It can have a maximum with 0 # 0, aii with

certain i change sign. This is explained to the facts thit in such

systems by sele.ction y is realized error compensation of separation

on. y for the angL) of the slope of a front of wave z :.

Table 4.1 gives the permissible separations of intamkai at the

different valuexs >f maximum errors for the different number of

anteiinas n. For 3-antenna system with tha parallel-conae:ted

antennas, it is tiken into account, that at some angles of incidence

the error can change its sign, and therefore the pernissiole

separation for trmse systems is designed on the basis of the maximum

spread/scope of error. Antenna r siztanc_•s are assumal t) hp

identical.

From all that has been previously stated, it followm that with

an increase in the number of antennas with just one seoirition of

antennas the eLror of separation falls. If we restrict ercor by the

determinel value, then the permissible s.paration inccisas with an

increase in the nuanber of antennas.

Talhl? 4.1 Lv•es the ratio of maximum separation of 3ystam with n

antennas to the maximum separation at by the four-antnisi of system.
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SepAration 2b - 1.22X, with which the error of sepArItion A

i•rdependp•,t of the number of antennas approaches very Lile value and

effectiveness is aqual to zero, is maximum. With 2b > 1.22X the error

N changes sign and it decreases.

A-

The ratio of the maximum separation of antennas for n-antenni

V system to the maximum separation: of antennas at by the foir-antenna

of system fdllS with an increase in the permissible error of

separat ioa.

During the use if padrllel connection of adjacent intennas for

8-antenrna system. the •;allest er..or of separation is obtained, when

the angla betweei the parallel-connected adjacent antennis y = 27.50,

if we 2o not consider the dissimilarity if antenna resistinces; it w-

consiler this Jissimilarity, then ,.,, depends on the pirameters of

concrete/specific/actual. tystem.

2. NFzmber of antennas n (odd. With the odd number of antennas,

the right side of expression (4.46) has real and imagintry parts. The

first ,.?termirias _?rc:, the second - diffuseness of beariag is equal

to the ratio of tie axes of the ellipse of the field 3f goniometer.
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Table q4.1. chaca:tsristics of g3nionetric type multimast intenna

s ystems.

4 1T4 I I .pP'ý) K.

a, , Y :K r . - -vP ) , _

4 2 0 4,2'2 0.15 0,2 0,28 0,57 1,0 1.0

6 3 0 4,22 0,6 0.66 0.75 1.0 4,0 3,3 '2,7 1,76)

8 4 0 4.22 0,97 1.0 I,0." 1. IS 6.4 5 3,75 ,
.II

10 5 0.4.22 1,16 1.2 1 21 1,22 7,8 6 4.3 2,14

822.5 4,23 0,43 1,54

8 2 27,5 4,23 I04 1, 14 3.73 2

8 2 2.5 4.21 0.9

8 30 4,23 0 , 7 5 J 2,6

Key: (1). Number 2f antennas n. (2). Number of field coils of

goniometer N. (3). One-half angle between the pair of ivinnas yO.

(4). Number of figure. (5). IA' -•"C of the maximum pachissible

separation to vavviength 2b/)4 with maximau error or the maximum
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spread/scope of eacrors, deg. (6). Relati~n of maximum separations of

n of system and at by the four-antenna of system when ~ deg.

Pago 215.

Error w1 Ith the odd number of antennas is small ind is
I. P

expressed (4.46)

A"I i .11+2 )~ii 2a 0 i4..hI

or

2 1 1 ,2.

(4.5 4)

rhe liffuseaqss of bearing. characterized by the citio of the

axes of the ellipse of field in g~nioneter, is desigqned eith 0 by

the formula

=D Sinllf ý. sin nOil 1. (4.55)

\ 'I
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The lominant role with the odd number of antennas plays the
diffuseness of beiring. It is determined from the same f2rmulas, as

the error in the zase even number of antennas (I.49) and (4.55).

I.,i



I

.... on S.- 21 (I,

PagC 217726.2' 1 PAGE B

___MT-•,/ Io
On I 9 4.4 is deice the deedec IL A o earto

r ' '________ 1 /•

wPig. t.2e. liftuI (ybtey with the or d number of antennas. Dependenae

r... v.a... On S * 2urb/k.

i.• •Page 216.

r. 0n ?Lg. •.24, is depicted the dependence /',,,, on separation

with the •iffereat (by odd number) number of antennas. AIong the axis

of abscissas, is deposit/postponed by S = 2rb/k, and iIs) the ratio

2b/x.

The odd number of antennas is not virtually appLia3 mainly due

to the appearance of antenna effects of system. The in principle

minimum namber of antennas of gonioeetric radio direction finder is

equal to three.

ii
;t=

I .
, .. • .
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4.10. ,Mounting errors of the goniometric system of the spiced

antennas.

Error in orientation of antennas.

On Pig. 4.25, is represented the arrangement/peramtition of

antennas by a four-antenna of system. Direction in one of the

antennas (the ficst) is displaced in the angle 6 of relatively

initial reference line 002.

Of eaf, imdu:ed in antennas with ths vertical elaztric field E

of the elsctromagmetic wave, which comes in from azimuth 9 with the

angle of the slops of a front of vave •, they will be

, Eli ce E. - -C
1Eh e d E. -Eli e

where h is the effective height of antenna taking int) a::ount the

angle of the slops of a front of wave p.

1
S '• • • • . . ~,m
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0I
Fig. 4.25. tncorrect orientation of antenna. I

-J

i

Page 217.

At the low value 6 of oaf in the first antenna, it will be

f On 4 I ME, l Et/i,_v 5 •.o, ,•.• -- .. , .

i.e. it has suppl3mentary phase displacement 0 = 2wb6/k sin 6 x cOS

•, moreover in view of smallness 6 cos * - 1 and sin 0 A = 2vb6/k

sin 8 cos A. Emaf in the pairs of antennas 2-4 and 1-3 in th2 case

when 2mb/h (< 1, will be

k.', , i2,=' "~ 3 in(j
E,--- -- iO[h -£- co ,3 sii6O

E1,, E, -- t:,= (1 ,, -I E-",,),

where

/F ',, ý 2E h -ý ens 0cos ý- , 2

2--h 2h-b(Cos ar sit" uCOS

j

V...-
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and

E". = -i-

In system appear the error and the liffuseness aE bairing. For

small angles 6. the error is caused by value R'23. diffusaness - by

value E" 93. The :alculated bearing * is determined by th3 equality

R2, sin e______

Cos 6 + -, sin

Bearing error is iesigned from the formula

-2 - ( I -- cos 29)
tg IA i---- t i~ -- 0 i= o(4. 57)

1+ sIn 20

After equating zero derivative of expression (4.571 in terms of

,. let us find azimuth oh,.,,C. vhen occurs maximum error £Mi•c:

,, -0- 0+ -a rcsin-4 Aw90°

and

411914 CI
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Page 218.

The diffuseness 31 the minimum is characterized by the formula

A .bL8 s(l8)-~-=- - sin Ocos 1 .. 8

I A N nb3

Maximumn value -},ý,,, =--os9 is obtained at G 900. pcra formulas

(4.57) ani (4,.58) follovs that if ve restrict error A..,C by

value 10, then are the permissible value of the angla 3f shift of

a-itenna 6 •< 10. also, in this case - 7b

Dissimilarity of the level of antenna mounting.

Let tha first antenna be elevated on Ah above th3 camaining.

other errors in Lastallation there are no antennas. ts oriented

electromagnetic fLeld, normally polarized.

Emf of thq fLrst antenna has supplementary phase displacement 0,

caused by the facts that it is elevated:

2 C s? = •--Cob 0 Sill 3.
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Since 2vAh/) <( 1,/Isin 0/2 z 0/2 = wAh/h cos 9 sin xn an :os 0/2 1.

Ruf in the pairs of antennas 1-3 ani 2-4 vill be

,, --j (E',, +- jE",,), Eg, j2EiEh 2m- sin f cos P,

more over

E',s - 2Eh Cos rjCos I ---- tg !

and

E"..= ! cos 0 sin P r',,.

Page 219.

The angle of bearing a is determined by the equality

tg=----gO. (.(.,9)E l Co,, 0 1 - -2 Wt 20

Bearing error on the basis (4. 19) can be designed by the formula

A L- tg psinN20 myl4 , -e---gtg (4.60)

Diffuseness of the bearing

-ff .,,€= -K-si •. 4,61)



"I-
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A

If the separation of antennas 2b 10 a. Ah 20 :- a. 450,

then

0,c • 0,60.
~20

When X u 30 m "0'.1,.

Dissimilarity 3f a radius of the arrangement/permutation of antennas.

For the pair of antennas, this case is examined into § 4.8. It

howled shown, that with a difference in the distances of antennas of

center fb appears the phase antenna effect a z..Ab/b.

the phase antenna effect, which appears of the pair 2f antennas,

is brought in gonionetric syztes to the bearing error whose maximum

value ls calculated by formula (4.47):

a

So that the error vii be not more than 0.50, distances of

center must be maintained with accuracy Ab/b < 0.00.
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Page 220.

Slope/inclination of one of the antennas.

The first antenna has slope angle toward vertical lime

Slope/inclination can have any orientation relativa to the plane

of the pair of antennas 1-3. Let us examine two limiting cases:

slope/inclinatiom in the plane of the pair of antennas 1-3 and

slope/inclination in the plane, perpendicular to the plane of the

pair of antennas 1-3.

Let us detecrine error for the first case. Is ori32ted field

vith strength E a~d the angle of polarization y. Slope of a front of

wave A. The effective height of the first antenna foc ths reception

of the vertical field

and for tke reception of the horizontal field, perpenfii-lar to the

plane of propagation,

rI =/sill I]
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The amplitude of &nf in a pair of antennas 1-3 will be:

from the vertical field-4

E', 8- -cos' cos y cosO,

from the horizontal field

Ehi si 1 - sin T sin

We assume that oaf E',g and E" Is coincide in phase. rhen the

amplitude of comptete eof in a pair 1-3 we obtain as sum Bs,, and K"

E'r, -- E". -4-- -COS csA T X

[cc)'s0 _4K---sin 0]. -
-Fcost -

The implituls of emf in a pair of antennas 2-i4 w eil be

.os' Co sin ,. Id

Page 221.I4

"The reading of bearing a on radio direction finder is determined

by the expression

E, Cs9 fln

t lg ;-•-E,•-': os0 ,;.•n0j

2I

.I
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V where
sin , ig y
4ae'-- tog' ;

Bearing error will be

I-'~ 4 -I -cos 20)

tg A A~tg ( - -- (4.62)
I + sin 20

The Naxiaum value of the error when 9 900 is eq4al to

SsIn r, tg (4.63)
-k"Cos, 1:/

Let 50,5, y O / = 450, b/f) 0.1, then

0,087. 8 0.
26- 0 - 0, 138 28 .

In the care *f the slope/inclination of the first antenna in the

plane, perpenaicutar to the plane of the pair of antemans 1-3, the

condition for thu reading of bearing will be

sinS

tg +aoS (4.64)

and bearing error ,
7
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4-1

In other cases the maximum error is located from A/2 to a.

We assumet that the phases of oaf from horizontal &il vertical

fields coincile. Ln reality between them, there can be a phase

difference. Then error decreases, appears the diffuGeOsum of the

minimum.

Page 222.

Examined wilL be requirements for installation the four-antenna

of goniometri: system. The conclusions about the permissible

inaccuracies in the mounting of antennas approximately are retained

for the case of aultimast i-adio direction fiider.

1.11. Symmetrizatlon of diagram vith the connection of antennas by

coaxial cable.

In radio tiraction finder with motionless antenna by system are

applied several antennas - the vertical vibrators or the framework.

The connection of the symmetrical directional antenia to the

asymmetric input 3f radio direction finder, and also the connection

'PC + I-. .. . i • + .. .if . . i. . -I I + +I
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of separate symmetrical vibrators to common asymmetric diigram is

convenient to realize by single-cable coaxial cable. S3 that in this

case is not disrupted the symmetry of the diagram of the lirectional

antenna of vibrators (did not appear the single-cycle :u7rent), are

applied conversioa transformers (on long, average and short waves)

and the balancing cell/elements (in the VHF range). Besides the

transformers of the described systems into f4.3 it is p5;3ible

application/usa and other constructions (4.5, 4.10].

Thera is spa:ial interest in the transformer whose dindings are

coiled around ferrite tori. The communication/connectifa between

windings is obtaiied because of currents (field) in the shielding

jacket. These transformers with coupling coefficient, C13se to 1,

provides the large symmetry of connected to winding syfietric loading

[ .5

The simplest systems of balancers are depicted on Fig. 4.26.

In Aiagram wIth U-bend (Fig. 4.26a) to the end/leads of balancedi

network are conne-ted the end/leads of the supplementary cable, which

forms U-bend. The vein/strand of 1 coaxial cable of feed Is connected

to one eni/lead 3f the load, the sheathing of 2 cables is connected

with the sheathial of 0-bend and it is grounded. Because of the fact

that the Length 3E a-bend is selected as being equal to x/2, the
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phases of stresses on the end/leals of balanced network ILffer on

1800 anJ single-zicle carrent is absent. If resistance of balanced

network are dossgiated z. then for the agreement of lnads the wave

impedance of coaxial cable must be equally to

Page 223.

In the construction, depicted on Fig. 4.26b, the vein/strand of

coaxial cable I 22d sheathing 2 are connected to the end/leads of

symaetric loading. To sheathing is place3 with small ;ap metallic I
beaker (3-3) by length X/4, opened from load and lderel to cable

sheathing from aaoýther side (a-a). Beaker forms vik5 ables sheathingj

the short-circuited line with entry impedance ZC?'jpCtg 2I

also, at length 1= Zr--cY. In this case, the currcnt from the

end/lead of 2 loads on cable sheathing is absent and tha 3ymmetries

of diagram Is not disrupted.
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Cwv' cy. M I ,, A ,-i

S 1s

C.C'dmpV•PW•N"NAaNa~f/?A

Fig. 4.265 BguivaLeat diagrams of goeiomtric system of two

framework.

Key: (1). Symsetrical. (2). Coaxial cable. (3). Cross :,aeection.

Page 224.

The liagrams of U-bend and beaker are narrow-bani. tn the

device, lepicted 2n Fig. 4.26c, vein/strand 1 and the sheathing of 2

cables are connected to symmetric loading Z,, Just as 3n fig. 4.26b.

To vein/strand 1, is connected the even metallic cylialer whose

S- -° ; F -L" " " •• ' I...I ! . .. • " .... i.. " ' .. r '
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diameter is equal to the diameter of cable sheathing. ro :ylinder ani

cable sheithing, Ls put on (with a small gap) the metal tQbe,

soldered to them in a-a and b-b and generating the line,

short-circuitel from two sides. since the halves of line B and B'

have identical length, wires 1 and 2 prove to be equally loaded and

the symmetry of diagram is not disrupted. Diagram Fig. 4.26c is

wide-range and it is used in the section of range, while

short-cir:uit impedance is greater than load impedance.

On Fig. 4.261, is given the schematic of the modifiel device,

shown to Fig. 4.26c; it differs in the facts that the halves of the

short-circuitel 1Lne B and BI for the purpose of a decrease in the

overall sizes ire bent. With the movement of the supplementary cross

connection of short circuit it is possible to change wavelength with

which back-out rasistor of line is equal to infinity.

4. 12. Effect of the dissimilarity of the parameters of the connecting

cables.

For the corract work of radio direction finder, the :ables must

not change the amplitude ratio and phases of eof, the induced within

the separate anteinas or framework. At the same time, the pieces of

I
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cable. serving for the connection of the separate antennis and
framework as the antenna of the system of radio dire:tLoa finder,

sometimes have ths different parameters. The lengths of the pieces of

cables, as thoroughly they had not selected, also can be

distinguished. roc this reason is disrupted the normal 3p*ration of

the radio direatLan finder: appear the instrument errors and the

diffuseness of the uininua with the reading of bearing t3 audition or

ellipticity of imge in two-channel visual receiving indicators.

The lissimilarities of wave impedance PI, and of the attenuation i,

of cables are usually small and can LOP disregarded. The

dissimilarities of the coefficient of elongation w.=J's, where a-

the equivalent dielectric constant of cable, and geometric lengths

they lead to the fact that are distinguished between thalselves the

electrical lengths of cables.

Page 225.

Let us desigiate the dissimilarity of the electrical lengths of

the pieces of the cable through And, where

Effect of the dissimilarity of the electrical lengths of cables in a

gonionetric system.

S. . .
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On Fig. 4.27, is depicted the equivalent diagrma of system of

two framework (or two pairs of the spacel antennas). s igssume that

all network eloatatse with the exception of the lengths 3f cables of

the framework, are identical.

L I,

ILet us designate:

E,=Eocosf and E,=E0 sinO

- oaf, indu-ed within the framework or pairs of opposite !

a ntennas;

Za- the load impedance of cable from antennas;

Z-=r,+jX-- the load impedance of cable from r:eziver;

MI anrd ,I-4-Arid- the electrical lengths of the :•tles, which

go from the pairs of amteanas,

Let us convert by voltage B, and resistor/resistanca Z, toward

the end of the cable where is included the load of the r?:eiver:

p* cos in[ + fZ. sin nl
7, .~, •cnsmjl+ /P+sjI~mLt')?I1:lp, cogs ,,4 "-4, sin 'ni"

-ai

4

• ,
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1
A

Fig. 41.27. equivalent diagram of the goniometric system of two

framework.

Page 226.-I

Current in the load of the cable of the first framea.ok Will be

i•', .(.1,67)

FOOTNOTE 1. In the case of the presence in diagram, Lot an examine

the torque/moment of the reading of bearing, when there is no

reaction of search coil to the ducts of the framework. EEDPOOTNOTE.

i4
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After the substitution in (4.67) of formulas (4.63) tla ('4.66)

we will obtain

p, (7.. + Z.) Cos ,Yn + i (Z.Z. + T,) sin ml"

Analogous expression cam be vwrtten for current on. 03 the basis

of oaf E& and lem;th of cable l,.=l±sl.

Let us examine two special cases:

Za --- ,

then

E , e-- R.t¢ l

and

Zn ,

then

/t••s--l(mlisrcau Xi4~

V (R, + P+X)'

In both cases. i.e., vhen from any side of cable, load impedance

is equal to the vaiv impedance of cable, the amplituas 3f current in

load does not ispand on length i. The length of cable determines the

phase of current. The dissimilarity of the lengths of tka cables of

the framework in these cases is brought only to the difftseness of
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the minimum (to the ellipticity of the resulting magaotlC field in

goniometer).

Page 227.

In the general case of rosistor/resistance Za amn Z, they have

composite character. By addition at the cable of certain length a can

make egsivalent resistance Z'81 (4.661 by purely a.tive an$ equal

to Z'T=Spo. Frcm the course of antennas, it is noted :for 3.11

that

2p÷,\,

tg 2,(4.9)

I (R ' + N-' + P',,

1+ 1 + 4\ R;

Here S - SBV of cable, determined by antenna resistan.:s. Let us

designate the now equivalent length of cable 1-u. from (14.68)

the expression for a current in the load of the cable 2f the first

framework assumes the form

"--'F(Z+ ,) cos .' cos'),

where

+ (4.71)

+9
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OE2
, 0 (4.7 V)

+z. + , sp,,- cost ml, + (#o -t- .-+ ' i $ hi - 1_

The phase of current T'1o in load Z,, is deteconasi from (4.711)

by the expression

1-1

(,-.arc tg + 7 Ig fl,(4.72)
+I

If the lengths of the cables of both of the framework are

identical, then currents Ilo = Irso is counted off the &.curate

bearing a, which Ls determined by the formula

/,'
tg = •-tg 0 ., (4-O .73)

Due to the fact that the length of the cable of the second

framework differs from the length of the cable of the first framework

/,-I + w, :arrent in the load of the cable of the second

framework reo will change and it will stop 1820 a -lip * Ar.

Will appear the bearing error, vhich at small valuas al/I 1 .t has
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quadratic character, and in accordance with formula (4.18) its

maximum value is determined by the formula

tg (6',Z= " (4.74)

Differentiate of expression (1.71o) in terms of "4. and

after subdividing it into 4(10to)9, let us find the maijsum value of

error (Aa)ic:

0 (PIP (-S - I ) ml. S(, i 2. rml "

(4.75)

Error is equal to zero independent of length 1, witk z==p+

or 5 - 1, which establish/installed earlier.

After equating zero derivative (4.75) in terms 3f i!, let us

find the most unfavorable length of cable 1,. at which is obtained

maximum possible error (A).a,,c ,,,.:

cos2m ---. -44(p, + SZO)I - (:. + SP4)'
cosnz, - - +--si + It, + sp)r - (4.76)

After substituting (4.761 in (4.75), we will obtain

' (p., , -M• (si .- 111 {A 01l4). (4.77)

Using expression (4.72), let us determine the change in the

phase, produced by a difference in the length of the psir of cables

}*- - +U
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'1 ~of one, of the framework of Intl.: _I

(i. + SPO) (P, + St.) mile

maximum value ( i)vh. is obtaimed whoa mt.-(2+ 1)j and

it is equal

. *+ S al (4.78)

Page 229.

*• The allipti:Lty 3f magnetic field in goniometer (3r the image of

bearing on the cathode-ray tube of the two-channel radio Sirection

finder), which is ;aused by a phase difference (A)RNEC, is

determined from formula (4.23):

0,5 (A)aI(C 0 ,5 + Ailo.. (4,79)

Ihen or z.P4, (i.e. 5 0 1p* then (da),,1,1ac =0 and

(th 1e)A,, l.- independent of value dinl,.

Most strongLy manifests itself the dissimilarity o the lengths

of cables when z,,= 0 or - For these cases, taking

into account that S-=Kd, from the connecticn of tha load of

: antenna, we will obtain
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0,5 L411110 . 1.0

_ I

- 4JfI-' " ",. ,

If we consiter that are obtained current reonance or voltages

in ant'enna circuit, i.e., Z- or -0 (S = - either S

= 0), then we have

-/-) 1.."• ~ oe

- where P=-'" or P -- a coefficient of tr&ve9Ling wave
PZn

from the load of receiver.

Laws in this case the sane, as (4.80), only K6, it is

replaced by P.

Page 230.

On Fig 4.28 are depicted designed by formulas (4.33) at values

arnl,=0,O0 1 A it-1.-= O,05 the bearing errors Ax and the maximum

ellipticity of matastic field in gonioneter A/B depending on KB? of

the loas of cable from receiver or antenna.
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,'•'I
AI

to too -TV•-•
:; 40%

0,7 00 bOO--- I m/ .-0.0 :1 -•-- --- -

oili

0.4 , 1 , "-""z

0,9 ' ~-0t.005

ox-

0,1 0,2 V, 0,4 0.3 0P6 0,7 AlD AP I

Pig. 4.28. Ercr3r due to the dissisilarity of the elatci:al length

of cables.

Page 231.
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From the curves Fig. 4.28 follows that, liaiting error by value

Io0 it is possible to allow KBV of load from 0.25 to 0.75 depending

on the lissimilarLty of the lengths of cable.

It is possible to show that the dissimilarity p÷ between the

pairs of feeders is led to squared error whose mazimam vaLe 0,5 *

where relative value of the dissimilarity of the wave

impedance of cables. Usually they limit so that tke maximumP*

error would lie/rast within the required limits. Sometimes for the

equalization Pp, of cables cable with high wave impedance they shunt

by small amouat of capacitance, selected experimentally.

On (6.78), it is possible to also calculate phase iisplacement

of currents, whizz occurred as a result of the dissimilarity of the

lengths of two cables in one pair, only Z. and ,q, thay are related

in this case to single cable. Knowing phase displacement of currents

in a p&ir, it is possible on (4.79) to determine the causad by this

phase displacemeat antenna effect. Being given the permissible

antenna effect asp to the effect of the dissimilarity of the lengths

of cable in a pair, is determined the permissible maxisua

dissimilarity of lengths.

we will exailne system of two framework or of two pairs of

antennas. If in antenna to system used more than four antennas, then
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instrument error does not exceed that which was desigmas by formula

(11.771.

-AA

a' PEffect of the disuimilarity of the electrical lengths 'f :ables in by

IT: the ciraular anta3na to system with acute/sharp directionil

characteristic.

We assume tha sum-and-difference method of the reading of

bearing.

2N - the nasber of antennas, which form direction-fi1ding group,

9 - voltage from any antenna on the output of the :1lf/element

of addition.

Output potential of the cell/element of the addition of emf 9 of

the antennas of subgroup with the ideatical lengths af tka cable

E,-EJ.N.

Page 232.

Output potential of the cell/element of the addition of eaf 0 of
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the antennas of tie subgroup where one antenna has a cable with a

differing fro& others length of:

E. I (N -- ]) + '•tN
or

Er= [(N - 1) -+ I 2 (N -- ) cos (am) 112 XIIII f dth_

a r • N - I - .C O S ( .4 1.1 1

Xe

With the reading 3f bearing, appear the bearing error a aid the

ellipticity of image A/B.

The zorrespoading to error angle on cathode-ray tabs will be

0,5 arc Sin (4ai)•'• 05 ar tg -- I + cos (,4,.t)"

Bearinig error with consideration scaling factor .- (2b- the

separation of the equivalent pair of antennas, whicL replaces

direction-findinq group) is determined by the formula

It is possible to show that the ellipticity of image is designed from

formula (see § 8.7)

A _ (N--I)'$+ I + 2(N -- )cos(4 :l)--N'
B V ; (,v -- I) + I + 2 (N - )cos (hml) + Nj
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Limiting error by value A .< 0,10, we obtain for the permissible value

Andir2.O I N Oir And< O,02 IV).\'57 A

Thus, when --=I, N 4 4 requirement and<0,0.8 , or 61<0.01A.

should be satisfied.

page 233.

Analogously are determined tolerances to manufacture of the

lines of time delays in ti antenna commutator.

Effect of the lissisilarity of the electrical lengths of cables in a

radio direction finder with the cyclic measurement of phise in high

frequency.

Ve assume usb by the circular antenna of system with switching

of antennas for •Itermining bearing.

The supplomeatary phase of eof in one of the antennas & o3 A/ I

will lead to a sinusoidal increment in the phase with &aplitude

[1.17)

r• -- sin f A 1

where N is a member of antenaaa.



Greatest offact an increment in the phase C exerts ihself when

the sinuaoid of an increment in the pha.. is shifted 3a %ale on r/2

relative to the fundamental sinusoid of a change in the phase with

the fr. ,*uncy of -ommutation. in this case, the beariag earor

is designed from the formula

t AA 1 -- or •o""

where B 2vb/h; b - a radius by the antenna of system.

Let /h,,1.,- and N - 12. Then foe limitation 6,,IAo.0,1

must be

5(

For determining th@ total instrument error of ridi3 lirection

finder, it is necessary to accumulate component instrument errors.

Since the component errors have different dependence an izimuth (but

somtimes and on frequency), most it is correct to rata/fstimate the

average qualrati: values of component errors and then, as3uming that

the errors are inlependent, to calculate total mean sjuere error as

square roat of the sum of the dispersions of component errors.

Page 234.

S -...... . i ,"
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It is natural that of radio direction finder with rotacy intenna b7

system the complete instrument error is less than in rati• direction

finder with motiosless antenna by system. The instrument arror of

stationary radio lirection finder is less than movable or ship

(aircrafto.

Instrument arror can be to a certain degree taken into account

by the caLibratiox of radio direction finder (see Chapter 10).
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Page 235.

Chapter 5.

EFFECT OF LOCALIrf AND ENVIRONMENT.

5.-1. Character of t ho effect of locality and environma.t.

As it was si wn eaLliir, with the aid of radio dice:Lion finder

is determiped the orientation ot the equiphase surfaces 3f

electroma-neati fieli, emitted by the oriented radio trinsmitter. At

a great distance from transmitter on the limited secti)i )f

t arrangem~nr/r,/pFrmutatign by the dntenna of the system of tne radio

Sdirection fiinder of the projectiona of oquiphase surfa:a9 )n ground,

that are the z-n:mntric circumferences of a large radius dith contrrr

I at the point of the location of transmitter, are convactal into

straight lines, p.rpendicular to directibn in radio station.

Dirpction ir the transrmitting t-raio station, i.e., lina :) hearing,
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is determinea from tu- p-arpendiculau from center by the sntenna of

system ta eguiphase surface.

Due to influ3sce of environment with the antenna of the system

of the ralio dir3:tion finder of the projection of equiphise

surfaces, they are distorted, and then appears error with direction

finding. The listortion of equiphase surfaces and error they can be

caused by the heterogeneity of soil and irea relief near by the

antenna of the sy;tem of radio ciuection finder (transition from

humid soil to dry, from sea to dry land and so forthl. Furthermore,

the different metallic and current-condu.•tinrj installiti,)2s and

object/suojec<ts (antennas, the locked duzts, hangars, trees, etc.)

affect the work of radio direction finder, since they cr.ite the

fiells of reradiation, which distort th- orientation of eguiphase

surfaces and the calling errors and the liffuseness of býiring. So

that the locality an3 thc local installations woull not affect the

antenna system of gruund-based radio diraction finder, it place, so

that to the systai would not exert effect the heterogeaeity of soil

and relief, and also the c,,rrent-conducting object/subj.:ts.

Page 236.

In soite of this, the locating at a great distan:ce from radio

dira.-tioi, finler (to several kilometers) current-conduct ing objects
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(structures, anteana installations, forest and so forth) ire createi

in the sum of err~r with direction finding. Since the parameters of

soil, and also the character of the emission/radiatizm )f the distant

environment can ciange depending on weather, the polarizitions of the

incident wave and other conditions, effezt of distant 3avir3nment

does not remain tLme-constant. Errors due to the distant environment

are of a randoa zzaracter and cannot be taken into ac.-ount by

calibrating the ridio direction finder. rhey reduce th. 3aerating

accuracy of radi3 direction finder. The gredter the sepicition of

antennas and is i:ute/sharper the antenna radiation pattern of the

system of radio direct ion finder, the lesser the rem3ta return

emitters it operate.s on it and the lesser the random errors due to

the effect of the distant environment.

In certain cases, for example during thq installati:l of radio

direction finlar )n ship or aircraft, it is not possible to avoid the

effect of metalli: object/subjects; then they occur :f ti? errors,

considerel with 11rection finding in the form of the corcections,

called radio beam deviation.

5.2. The shore effect

. .. . .o , ,
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If near radii direction finder passes the shore line, which

separate/liberites spa from dry land (or dry lands from sea) , then

with direction firi;ing are possible the errors, calleS ar:.rs due to

coastal effect.

The theory 3E radiowave propagation under these conditions is

developed by V. A. Pok, M. A. Leontovich, G. A. Greenbarg and Ye. L.K!
Feynbery . 5.2].

&m

UsuaLly traosition from sea to dry land or vice versi is

accompani,ý3 by the presence, iii the first place, of slip? of shore

and, secoaity, by a change in the electrical patuwaeters 3f medium

during the intersection of shore line. Both these reA3313 create

errors with direction finding.

Page 237.

Total errar lue to coastal refraction or the coastal effect
a "Op- aG,,

whsra ap is Jue -: the inequality of surface (slope), an-

dissimilarity of the electrical parameters of soil on both sides from

shore line.

In *h41 math:2naticil andlysi:. of the theory of coastil
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refraction, are utilized complex bulky conclusions. Let is give only

obtained results [ 1.3, 5.2, 5.5].

4 j Effect of the heteL-ogeneity of soil. I

Let at point 0 (Fig. 5.1) above sea is be locatel tha emitter,

Sand at point C ab)ve lice - radio direction finder. Let us connect

points 0 ind C aal direct axis OX of coordinate system along line OC.

Let us designate: g - distance from emitter to radio lirvation

finder; X, is a path length above the real; e is a diitince from C

to shore line 3n .er[,en.licular to shore line; 0 - the angle of

inciden:. in the wave on shore line; e and # are the parimeters of

dry lani ( - thi molule/modulus of coaposite dielectric constant, o

- conductivity).

9

p.-
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Cr~I

,II

"9ct

L A'
I -:

* 1,4

•I, '. *1" " 14

Pig.. PofractLoit 3f radio waves by shore line.

Key: (1). Sea. (2Pl. Dry land.

Page" 23R.

I

I
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L ~Eleotromagrlatic field along the surface of propagition (dry laul

or seas) is characterized by the function of weakening V, which is

the complex quantity, which depends on the parameters of the medium,

above which is propagated the wave. The module/modulus 3f this value

charactprLzes the decrease of the amplitude of the str-n;th of field

with distance, the argument of the function of veakeniag leteL'mines

the supplementary phase of wave relative to the phase in free space

(2w/X r)

If an increment in the phase after the intersecti~n with the

wave of the line 3f shore was constant, not depending on lirection of

propagation, then the lines of eqiual phases would be :-ic:umferetnce

with crnter at pi)nt 0 of the location of the emitter (dotted line

C'C" on Fig. 5.1).. The radio bearing, which is determinel from

perpendicular Cn' to the line of equal phases, would ciazide with

direction in radi3 transmitter.

It is known that the wave front, which i3 propagit-! above the

ideally zanduzti.i surface (by sea), is perpendicular to this

surface. kbove the semi-conducting earth/ground the wave front of

interface it is sloped forward the greater, the lesser th3 qround

conductivity. At a height of sever2l waveleiigths the ]it~rtion of
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wave front disappaar and it coincides with the sphere, wh" ch has

center at the point of the location of emitter. Durinn ta? transition

of the wave through the shore line, which divides mediums with

different conductivity (sea and dry land), the wave frnat of surface

must undergo chaale from the normal to inclined. Simultaneously with A

this occurs an increment in the supplementary phase of th? function

of weakening.

During ralilwave propagation perpendicular to shore Line slope

deviation in the wave front and an increment in the suppLamentary

phase oczurs simultaneously on all sectors of the front of wave; the

direction of tae Line of the equal phases C'C"' will not change. If

wave intersects shore line at certain anile of 0= 0, then the

individual sectio3s of wave front pass from sea to dry lind not

simultaneously and an increment in the phase in diff3rcat sectors of

the front of wava occurs also not simultaneously, but with the

intersection by it of shore line.

Page 239.

As a result of this the line of the identical phases is Istorted and

assume; tie form :f solid line COIC" a (Fig. 5.1) . Perpenlicular Cn

to the line of ilntical phases does not coincide with direction in

transmitter. Appears bearing error "", dapenling on tt_ iLrection of

i1

ri
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the motion of wava of relatively shore line B'B". Wave s-amingly

undergone refLaction - its path seemingly stops OBtC. During the

further alvanca 3f wave with the establishment of the necessary

slope/inclination of the electric field ibove the earth/grouni,

occurs phase c3mp.nsation in all sectors of the front ini gra1ually

is restored the direction of the line of equal phases, parpendiculac

to the straight line OC. Thus, on certain distance from shore line
disappers.

the error of coastal refraction

Study of coastal refraction shwed that the errors of coastal
refraction is detected while direction finder is located from shore
line at a distance, much smaller than 0.3IS82E',

Furthermore, as this follows from that which was pCre3ented, the

error ir juestian mu-:t not be observed with climb of sevqral

wavelengths.

In r5.2] abtrined common expression for an error frtm coastal

refraction under Lhe following assumptions: plane wave intersects the

rectilinear coastil teature of infinite length: on bft.a sides from

this liva of m.dium, have the different pardmeters, the transition

from one parameter to another occurring smoothly; the wilth of

transient zone is -small in comparison with wavelength.

Is lerivl i series of formulas for special cases.
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For the case when rdlio direction finder is located on Arr land far

k ;beyond the limits of transient zonc and transmission o:c.rs from sea,

is obtained formula

_tg 6 'I*ii -- +"' V) T 11
Y -.

where

i/' +

;, -- arc tg SO)

c - the speed of light.

Minus sign bafore the formula designates, that tha lirpction of

propagattion aftec the intersection of shore line approaches a

standard. If we interchange the position radio transmitta- an5

direction finler, then error will become positive.

Figuras 5.2 gives nomogram for calcalation a for distalnces

from shore line azcording to perpendiculir to it, equal t:) e =X/3, k:

-4---
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)k and F - 5x for two waves 300 and 600 m and for three varieties of

soils. Th- parau3teLs of soil in this figure are designated in unity

CGSE. Being given angle of incidence 0 and ratio r/t, ar the

left-handed curva3 finds the point, from which it is a-:-ssary to

conduct t~e horiz)nta-l line to intersection from one of the vertical

lines on which is counted off the error.

The comparison of those who were obtained up to the levelopment

of the theory of the experimental observed ddta of the erroLS of

coastal effect and theory as a result of the absence 3f tie

comprehensive iatt on measuring conditions is difficult. )ne should,

however, note that the sign and the order of aagnitude Df tCe

observei errors will agree well with theory.

OF

I
, I ,I , ... . .
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AS

V2 (AA

Y., 0

Key (1) Anla ,)- incidence o0.;

I Il- r- 5  I I 1

!• ' , 'I ro, *' i .- 2 ! I

l I J J J . J J • J J I a *ie.; J JJ•

Fig.I 5.2. Nomor3I for calculating error due to coastfl affect. :_

Key: (1). Ang1.? 3f incidence O°.

Page 2L41.

If 4iiring th-a propagation of wave the section of Iry 1an.1 is
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shorter than marine, then angular error is less with dire:tion

finding from the ship, than with direction finding fr:)i sm ore.

Depending on ang•3 of incidence, the error au has approxiLmately

semi-circalar nature with zero along perpendicular to sh)re line.

The errors, inalogous to coastal refraction, ca& be, also, when

on path oF motiori wave does not intersect shore line, but ther- are
L

heterogeneities of the electrical parameters or relief :f soil.

Investiqations stivw that the smdll heterogeneities of soil do not

manifest themselves by noticeable shape, if observatio). ire

conducted outside thR range of the distortion of the phase response

of field, and they cý_n lead to the considerable disturbarn:es of the

character of field dnd the bearing errors in the ranges, included by

these di.3tortions,

The electrical parameters of soil change with a zhaiae in the

atmospheric conditions. Therefore the errors, caused by the

heterogeneity of the parameters of soil, do not remaim tize-constant

and cannot be considered them during the operation of radio direction

finder by the pre-check of radio direction finder. The value of these

errors must be restricted by appropriate selection of pli:e for the

installation of radio direction finder. Before its imstalLation it is

necessary to investigate the parameters of soil of area 3y a radius,

by the approximately equal to 1/3-1 maximum wavelengths )f direction
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findinq, irouni site of installation by the antenna 3f th. system of

radio direction finder. Site of installation can be z3vksilered

satisfa:tory, if the spread of ground conductivity within the limits

of the mentioned area is small.

Is experimentally establish/installUd the linear 3lpandence

between the fluctuations of earth conductivity and the mean error of

spaced-antenna direction finder. During the fluctuations )f specific

conductivity 1-4 ill d radius 100-120 n, the maximum bearhIg 3eror on

short waves has value +10.

Separately mist be checked ground conductivity lireztly in the

sites of installatioii uf matts, since the dissimilarity of soil under

masts causes the Jissimilarity of the elactrical part3?ters of the

antennas and inst~ument errors at direction finding.

Page 242.

The matalLizatioa of soil in site of installation by the antenna of

system ot radio direction finder, Reamer by means of the Laying of

wire gauza (see § 6.?), it leads to the fact that the dissimilarity

of ground conluctivity undvv grid manifests itself to mu-h smaller

degree.
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Effect of the in-luality of soil.

It is assumal, that alony ý rectilinear shore oC infinite

length is a slope with constant -:ate of rise.

Let us designate: -0r - the rate of rise of slope in its central

part; a .xtent :[ slope; ýo - the maximum value of lift: k is &

distance :n parp3idicular to shore line from oaservatian point to

shore line, fctm observation point to the shore line whert the slope

begins; ý has minis sign, if observation paint is locatei in front of

slope (at sea), lid plus sign, if observation point is Io:atel behirl

slope (on the shore).

Or. Fig. 5.3, is represented the section by the vertical plane of

the medium above which are propagated the radio waves, intersecting

shore line.

Figures 5.4 lives the curve/graphs Df the maximum errors o)f

dir iction finding a, (into rad) , which are obtained, when wave

interspcts the sl)pe, which is pulled along the rectilineir coastal

feature of infinite length. Errors are given dependin4 31 0 far the

r
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different mE, for the case T,. (M,)

•i #I" ••sP~5 ,ulusrn (:,
.4;

Fig. 5.3. Airf.EiLfprifile )f medium during the intersection of shore

line.

Key: (1). Air. (2). Shore line. (3). Dry land. (4). Sea.

N
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From the curves Fig. 5.4 it is evident that at equidistance from

iope the error when direction finder is located in fr:rtt of slope at

sea (m.E nagativa), is approximately two times more than when

directioni filkier is located behiud slope on dry land (mE positive).

For example, with distance X = X/2w, = 450 ani y• 0.2 120

error of a = 2-33 in front of slope and a,, = 1-1.50 utner the same

conditions is bet.inci 3f slope. Error increases with ia in.cease of

the wavwlength aai depending on 8 has quadratic character for 0F >

-
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-1.5; for mk < -1..5 dep.ndence of error on 0 becomes s~ca cu~plex

(Fig. 5.4).

It is experimeatall, -tablish/installed that the errocs of

coastal effect mo3t powerfully are developed of the wives with a.

length of 500-103) m. On the waves, greater than 3000 m, they are

less than 1°. 3n wave 500 m in several meters of shore, is observed

the error at 9 = 700 into 3_40. During the elongation ýf wave from

500 to 26)0 m the error decreases from 3.20 to 1.40. 3n the short

waves of error from coastal effect, they decrease, but they are not

systematized, an VHF there are not.

CalzulitionS and practical data show that the radio bearing,

which undergoes coastal effect, is sufficiently flovel, if

electromagnetic wave intersects shore at an angle, greater than 200

(6 < 700), ani if listance x,, on the path of propagation from shore

line to dizection finder is more than one or several waves.
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"cot

Fig. 5.4. Errors of relief.

Page 244.

For coaztal radio beacons and radio direction finders on charts,

they usually note thq zone of reliable direction finliag, within

limits of whizh it is possible to rely on a small manifestation of

coastal effects.

5.3. Effect of tha adjacent object/subjects on radio dire--tion

finder.

-.. . .- - ..
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Effect on the dicrction finding of the metallic object/subjects

of those located near by the antenna of the system of calio direction

finder, manifests itself in the fact that can appear the bearing

errors and sometimes .iiffuseniess in its reading (blurriag the minimum

of audibility in auditory radio direction finder, appearance on the

cathode-ray tube of the two-channel automatic direction finder of

ellipse instead ýE the line and so forth).

Is explaiieJ tnis as follows. The incoming electromagnetic wave

induces emf in the metallic object/subjects, located near by the

antenna of the sy3tem of radio directioni finder. These 3afIs create

in metallic objezt/subjects, the currents which form thair

electromagnetic fields, called the fields ot reradiation. The latter

operate on the antenna system of radio direction finier t~gether with

ground field of transmitter.

The ?mf indu:ed with the field of return emitter, it is possible
p

to decompose on two components - that cophasal with eat, induced with

ground fiald, ani differing from it in phase in Y/2. rho first of

them creites arr3c with direction finding, the second causes in

essence the diffaseness of reading. Emf from the fieli 3f
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reradiation, whi:: is characterized by in phase in v/2 from emf cf

ground field, it is possible to compensate for the same amans which

are applied for the compensation for emf from antenna effect, which

differs in phase in v/2 from emf of the lirected system (§ 4.3). If

this compensation is realized, then remains the action only of one

field component of reradiation, cophasal with ground fiell and which

creates only error with direction finding.

Page 245.

If ia frame radio direction finder for determining one-sided

bearing (sile of radio station) is utilized the superposition methol

of thp diagram of the reception/procedur- of the omniiire3tionai

antenna on the ditgram of the reception/procedure of the framework,

then the field of reradiation can lead to the incorraet reading of

side. The reason for this consists in the fact that in the near zone

of reradiation is disrupted phase relationship of magneti: component

of electromagneti: field, which operates on the framework, and by the

electrical component, which operates on antenna.

Let us examine in more detail the a:tiun of the filat of

reradiation on ratio direction finder with cosinusoidal lirectionsl

characteristic. For simplicity we assume that as by the imtenna of

system is usel th? rotatable loop or the pair of the spized antennas
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(Fig. 5.5).

To the rotatible loop of radio direction finder with effective

height hp at an ingle p the initial refarence line a , ipproaches

the ele-troma~netic wave of transmitter (ground field) with intensity

E and with normal polarization (vector E in the vertic I plane of

propagation).

T T-ep phase of field let us count off relative to point R. At

point A at an an;Le 4 to initial reference line at a distance d

from the center of the framework, is located return amittar with

effective height /ost. by resistor/resistance Z0,=zoe- and by

directional chara-taristic F (0o, 0), whare go is an iasla of the

direction of the maximum of radiation pattern of return emitter with

initial reference line, that characterizes the orientati1i of return

emitter, 9 - the ingle of any direction in question with the

dire-tion of initial reference line. We assume that the angle of the

slope of a front of wave 0 =.

In return emitter it is induced by -mf

EoM-- E ho,.F (Q., e.) •1".
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Pig 5.5. kcti•a o4 return emittor.

Key: (1). diffacence in the path.

Page 246.

In expression for directional chardeteristic instead of the angle 8,
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is introduced the angle j,=p--• between directions in the orientel

radio station anl in return emitter from the location of the

framework of radio direction tinder; a phase differen:-= *& is caused

by the character 3f emitter (locked, extended), by the lozation of

return emitter raLatively by the antenna of the system of radio

direction finder and by direction of propagation.

When ground field has direction of propagation p + w/2. then

a phase difference 0. depends only on the chara=ter of retarn

emitter.

For any diraetion p + : v/2 (Fig. 5.5)

2d +ds ... 
15

where I = AP is i distance between the return emitter ind the antenni

the system of radio direction finder.

Current in return emitter 1,

lj~ -_ - E h., 1 .(. ej (.+,.p o e + ( T+.).

FOOTNOTE l. In tm4 ca3e of nonuniform distribution of current along

return emitter 1.- Zo.,., E•X and I/. they are related to mkximum

current in return emitter., ENDFOOTNOTE.
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Retucn emitter creates in the location of the frinewark of radia

direction finlar its field of reradiation, we assume that with the

normal polarization

o= aIoF (D., ) eIh --- 0 ao,,.F (0., ý) el" '1+"÷"v1 ;

the supplementary phase 03 depends on the alignment of th3 return

emitter and framework of radio direction finder and on the character

of return emitter. if d < < X, then 03 = 03 is deterni~al by the

character of return emitter.

For any direztion whether large d (Fig. 5.5)

Page 247.

We can write for an electrical component electromagnetic field

of the return emitter
Eol = Eox ,.eI' = E.,,. cos 1- + iE.., sin T = E'o. + iE'.,,.

(5.2)

where Eon m kE;
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h. F (Is. +e,)FI, Is. 4)(5,)

-F iell compoiant of roturn emitter, cophasal vith the field of

transmitter, will be

.E'o Ek cos. (5..5)

[

PFiel coapo',irt of return emitter, dhich differs in phase on r/2

- from the fieli of transmitter, is expressed

= k E sin 1. (5.6)

The first c•aponent is led to bearing error, the second

component causes mainly diffuseness in tne reading of beiring. With

= 0 or 0 = r occucs the maximum of error.

For research on the effect of return tter, it is iecessary to

determine its field Eo,,, i.e. to find values of k and 0 (see (5.3) anJ

(5.-4) 1.

coefEizient k depenids on form and the alignment of return

- - - -. . . .p ! "
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emitter, knA als3 on the ratio of its natural frequency to the

frequency of transmitter. PhasLe o depends on the charizt.r of emitter
and its r:,sist~r/cesistance, determined by the ratio of tie natural

frequency of emitter to the trequency of direction finding (component

phases 0,t o * )1 and also on the mutual locatioa 3f retur

emitter and by tha antenna of the system of radio dira=tion finder '

(0 2 + 3- o-0 *30). This phase difference is equal to 2,d/X (1 +

cos "jo).

Page 248.

If around by the intenna of the system of radio iirc:tion finder

are several returi emitters, then for determining their action it is

necessary for the location of the directional antenni 3f radio

direction finler to accumulate the fields of all return emitters

taking into account their mutual phases.

Since the phases of the fields of emitters in thi •-aeral case

depend on the Jir.cti~n of the arrival of ground field, t* store/add

up the fields of return emitters is necessary for each separate

direction. Accarding to the characteristics of the total field of all

return emitters for each direction, are designed the error and the

diffuseness of bearing.
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Let us fini 3xpression for a bearing error in the ganeral case.

Let the standard to the plane of the framework form ar,3L-I with

initial reference line. if in radio direztion finder i3 k)t provided

the compensation for antenna effects, then within the frimework of

radio direction finder it is inducpd by a.-f

Eh- [h sin (p - 0) + k cos y sin ({ -- ) +
- k sin T sin('+ - O)]. (5.7)

The amplitude of stress Ev is daterminel by the formula

El. -

- V[sin (p-O) +k cos y sin ('--)1' + Ik sin p sin (?.-O)j' Eh,..
(5.8)

Emf within the fcriework is egual to zero not at which vilues of

angle 8. Bearing is counted oft on the minimum of audibility. For

determining the value of hearing 0 = q with which occurs the minimum

of the audibility of radio station, one should equate zecr derivative
dEp

Insteai of E,, we examine the expression, proporti:ail E,,:

G= l/[sin (p-O) +k cos lpsin (l--)l'+ 1k sin y sin (+--6)j5

or

G- sin' (p -- 0) + k' sin' ( 0 -- ) +

+ 2k cos T sin (p - 0) sin( -- ). (5.10)

Page 249.

Let us equate zero derivative of 32 in terms of a and is

simultane'usly considered, what on the minimum 6 = q v.i i -3 p -
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q f is a correation to radio bearing 1,

d() s;n f cos f +2k' sin(_ p +I)cos -p + f)+
dF

+2k cos ysinI cos(,? - p + f) +
± 2k cos ? cos I sin p +1) 0,

whence correctiom to bearing f is determined by the erpr:.ssion

~ i

2k 2fos y'0 "sn 4. + k' sin 2,, (.|)
t I + 2k cos cos +, + k' cos 2+.

FOOTNOTE 1. With ixaiaination of the effect of return emitters, we

speak about carr.:tiun to bearing, as is customary in the theory of

deviat'ion. neariag error has a sign, reverse/inverse t3 the sign of

correction. Subseluently for the calculation of errors, va use the

formulas, obtainai tor corrections. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Anjla vat wich is counted 3ff the bearing, is det3cmiried oy

the fovmula

sin 2p + 2k cos ? sin (p + 4,) + k, sin 24'
tg2q cos2p+2kcosycos(p+)+ ki cos 2+

At the low value of k, the correction will be

Istgf = k sin f , cao;T. (5.12)

Wher. K > > 1, is oriented actually return emitter. 1'he
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calculatei bearint; independent of a change in the angle of radio

station p remains constant and equal to Bearing leviition

When k = 1 deviation from exprossion (5.11) is obtained equal

by f Y./2 or f w12+ /2

L; ForDuiuas (5.11) and (5.12) are used also for gomiometric and

two-channel systems.

1Aihm expression (5.12) it follows that if the phis? )f field of

return emitter 0 artificially is changed from 0 to 2r, then bearing

Serror varies from maxiaium positive to maximum negative value.

Page 250.

Therefore thp designed during this artificial change in the phase

difference 0 average/mean bearing has an eLLor the lassec, than more

* frequent they are taken readings and than less k.

Tha impositi)n af the imaoes of bearings on the cathode-ray tube

of two-c!iinnel automatic or sirgle-channel with the revolwing

goniomnt-!r radio lirection finder during special change from 0 to 2w

of the rPlativ. Dmases of fields of fundamental and reraiiations

makes it possible to r'9cognizv, at multiple-pronged flalJ Dearings for

I'
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separate emissionvradiations (5. 15, 10.4]. Is explainel this by

following. In tw:-channel radio direction finder with direction

finding two- and :f triradial. field, the ellipses of týa images of

K I separat_ bearings during an artificial change in phase relationship

of fields form parallelogram or the parallelepiped wh•se sides
correspon] to besrings to separate field component. In single-channel

radio direction finder with the revolving goniometer, the total

output patentials of receiver during a change in the relative phase

diffezenca if fieLds from 0 to 2w have the nonmoved minimums, which

determine bearing3 t: field componpnt.

Utilizing tais property, in VhF range it is possible to achieve

a decrease in the errors from return emitters, revolvim; intenna

system with zosinusoiddl directional characteristic in circumference

with the radius, aqual to wavelength or large it, ani z:unting off

averagiu bearing (5.13]. In the range of short waves, it is suggested

to obtain the images of bearings simultaneously in the fields of

fundamental and ratura emittoei by applization/use savarai spread in

the iistance, zoauensurable with wavelength, automatic tw3-channel

radio dirE:'tion finlers. These radio direction finders have the

common/geieral/totat indicator cathode-riy tube on whiz, is obtained

the paralLelogras, which characterizos the directions of both fields

(10. 4SJ

I-]
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When a phase difference 0 = 00 or 0 - v, from (5.11) follows

that
±2k s1n6, + k'un 24,.

tg 2.I +-'-kFo,2. t ý2kvo,,,

or
tgf- +k&sn4,-

I :t kco " (13)

Page 251.

Sign C+) ,:orresp:rlds to a phase differenze UO, sign (- :orresponds

to a phase diffec.ncp w.

If we into formula (5.12) substituta 40 : q + f -"+ then we

will obtain

sin = k sin (q - )cos 1, (5.14)

where q is a radi0-course angle (counted off bearing).

Formula (5.14) can be obtained directly from conlition for the

reading of the bearing:

[E sin (p - O) + Eo sin ( -0)] h - 0. (5.15)

For 0 = 0 al 0 r : maximum value of error occurs when cos (p -

- k, i.e., p --4, : ,, w/2,

If 0 v/2, from bearing cfor on the basis of formula (5.11)
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vill be

tg 2 == +k'7co-Fk (5.16)

Tn this case the maximum of the error is obtained with ::s 210 k2,

or wo /

, T I -k'

-Maximum 3eviiti:n for k < 1 has much smaller value when-# r 1/2,

than with 0= 0 Or = ,.

Page 252.

"The zxamiael cases of constant phase displacement 0, 0 w1/2

and 0 = r indepenlent of direction p are possible, if S'A*0 < < 1,

i.e., irainly on iverage/mean and long waves. Phase displi:emant o :

corresponis also to the presence in the radio direction finder of

elements af the compensation for antenna effects.

In the generml case the expression for the diffusaiass of the

minimum of A/B (crlation of the semi-axes of the ellipse of the fiell

of goni3miter or the ellipse of the image of bearing on the

cathode-ray tube 3f two-channel radio direction finder) L3 bulky.

Whenr1 0 = 90, i.e., direction in return emitter composes 900 with

direction in r3JL station, then of (5.7) we will obtain

E.

-r#
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141±-k- - I Y'-+2k'1co2+1 . (5.18)
2 2

In the case of k ( I

A kiln ? Mn

when = 1/2

•-i ksin

With transition from cosinusidal antenna radiation pattern of

the system of the radio direction finder to of acute/smscper error

due to the effect of the fields of reradiation they de-c.ise. This

decrease the greater, the acute/sharper the radiation pattern, i.e.,

is more the separation of antennas.

Page 253.

if the spparation between antenrids 2b such, that it cinnit be countel

2rb/X < < 1 ani direction finding is coniucted on the siiimum, then

bearing error at any value $ is determined from the equility

si (- sinf)+kcos~sin ['* siflQi+f)] =0

or approximately, at the low values of f,

[ ,.

•... • , . . . . . ..



si

I + k cos IFtog a cos s in+

lith = 0 or *-

It s k in 2" sIn 4)

sin 2M(.')

Sign (÷) in (5.191) corr.sponds to s phase diffaren=e between E

and Bou * 0, sian (-) corresponis 0 = w. For the Ov vtLues of k,

formula (5.19) is simplified:

cc sin [2"b..sin (P-+ (5.20)

Fornmula (5. 19) is obtained on tho assumption tbat t a action of

the nonphase fiell of ret':;--i emitter is compensated for. If the

compenlsation fc; ronphase field is absent and the reai3; of bearing

is realizad on th? minimum of audibility or along the trinsverse of

the image, of bearing on the sczreen of th3 cathode-ray tats of

tvo-chanii3l raiio direction finder, then error is determimed by the

expression

,-.4
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4in~ Ia + k'ilns si3n~. [cost,+

N2 b

+ i cos -sin+'Cos

+ 2k cotlcos (~~+.) Cos~

For 0 = 0 ai o = w is obtained the formula (5.19').

For w u12

Fi, -Ai (2 sin .)C5u,

* I

r1
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Page 254.

The value of error considerably decreases and its miniium is
I, A

observed when rcd-, r"t. With a small separation of

antennas, the expression for an error coincides with (5.16).

On Fig. 5.6, are depicted the errors due to the efta-et of return

emitter of system of two omnidirectional spaced antennas lepending on

the anale between directions in return emitter and qrounJ field
=.w- t P k 0
Awith k =0.5 and different 2b/X.
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" 1I -

2. 0 -• - - '- - 0

Fig. 5.6. Errors lue to the effect of return emitter (k 0.5):1 -

cosinusoilal cnarictevistic * = 00; 2 - cosinusoidal characteristic r

= 1800; 3 - 2b/X 1, = 0; 4 - 2b/)X 2. * 0 5 - 2b/A 3.

Page 25,.

It saouli be noted that the differential radiation pittern of

two spaced antennis with the large separation of antenai3 (2b/), > 1)

his spverll lug/l[bes of identical amplitude (number of lug/lobes it

is determined by relation 2b/X). Curves are given only within the

limits of one luQ/lobe of radiation pattern with 0 = 0 (ýjrved 3, 4,

* -. - -
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5). For a comparison are plotted/applied also the errors for by the

antenna of system with cosinusoidil direztional characteristic with 0

0 and 0 = r (curved 1 ana 2).

On Fig. 5.7, are represented the maximum errors (iuKax)lue to the

effect of return amitter depending on the separation of intennas 2b/k

• iwith k = 0.5.

Let us calcuLate the error of the effect of return emitter on

the antenna system of radio direction finder with cycLi: seasurement

of phase in high frequency.

Let us .upp)se that then on the antenna, rotated :n radius b

(separation of antenna 2b) with frequency 2, operates ]rcJnd field E

with the sirqla of the slope of a front of wave 0, and the field of

return emitter kEe"T under angle P--='-,. to ground field in

horizontdl plane And with the angle of the slope of a fcr.•t of wave

F2.
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° fig. 5.7. Depend.aice of maximum errors on the separation by the :

?• ..- antenna of system.

Key: (111. deg.

Page 2)6. -•

Lo.t us designate

We igsume th.t the readinq of the phase of frequpa azy 0 th

" ~conductel4 from th3 direction of the arrival of ground field E.

Indutn ed in natenna e will best

E|

Key: (). deg

S, .;.,. Pag 2S . : .". : .
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or, after lesigaating Qt = e, we will obtain

• ~~~E = Eh fe"•'• ',L ke'14 (-+,+!} (5.22)

Prom expression (5.22) follows that emt in antenDi is equal to

the sum of two vstors with phase angles a, = 61 cos 9 ani az = 62

cos(8-6•). $ ant with the amplitude ratio, equal to k (line 0A and AB

to Fig. 5.8). The total vector OB deviates on phase to iz:.ile I from --

vector OA, which zorresponds to emf of ground field, moreover

tgC• = k sin (a, -- a,)
I + k cos (a, -- ,)

=k sin (a, -- a,) 11 - k cos(a, -- a,) .. =

-( sin 2 (a, (5.23)

Since

=ua-- ,=•o(-)--,Cosa= 8,cosOcos+.-+-
+ •, sin 6 sin ?, - 8, cos -+ -- a sin (0 - x) + •,

where

/8 , + -2- 28,8 Cos H tg 8, ascos ,(5.24)a~la',%-2~a~•° ~ - B•..,.•. ,

of (5.23) follows that
ctksn[si(0-X)+ T-1-•s-- -- sin 2 [a sin(--.--]..

- k {cos ( sin [a sin (0 - Z)] + sin ? cos [a sin ( + - .)} +

+ -•-cos 2? sin [2a sin(0 - x)]+sin 21 cos [2a sin (h-X)I} +

2L
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Fig. 5.8. Vector Jiagcam of emf under the effect of tha field of

reradiat ion.

Page 2 57.

It i3 de--upmsed • in Fourier-Bessel's series in argument a and

is isolated the tarm • of fundamental frequency 6, since this

component affects the measurement of the resulting phase during the

determination of the bearing:

C, 2 k cos J, (a)- cos 2pJ, (2a)] sin (0- Y)

=s sin (6 -- ),

where

s==2 I[k cos ?I, (a) - .~cos 2T1, (2a)]

Thp resulting phase during measurement will be

t
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~~PG -4C=6 t4-si(...)

,•" a -- •, -+- €, -- 6, Cos I" +S sin (0 -- )=.

Cos 0 + s sin cos z - s cos sin

6, + s'8- ,s sin x cos (0-fl,
gemltgf (8.25)I

where f - correction to bearing, in absolute value is equil to

bearing error.

Formula 15.25) is simplified, if 61 6z 6, i.e., when =

Page 258.

In this case, a 28 sin 4 ' tg o z tit
2 22

-2 1. .. (24. 2 k cos

f- cos f, 4 451n -)cO2i] W 05 2  (5.26)

Vh-n1 k << 1, it is possible to be restricted to the first terms

in numerator anJ len:)inator (5..26). Then value f will be
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2k co *±Co/- , (2dslný-)
2__ __ _ _ __ _ _ (3.27);- •f,,,t9f• a

This exprossion is analogous (with 5.20). After sib3tituting in

Lk4 (5.27) values Y. and 6, we will obtain

t •2kcos ? cos 2 $in 2
ih , I __-. (5.27')

W ith a small ralius of gyration of antenna b (low vilue 2b) 6-)

0 and Iitnj---kCos?Sin(P-'4) esult is analogous to formula (5.12).

On Figj. 5.9, is d1epicted the dependence of the ibs:)Iute value at

the ,nixii,,im error f of system fron; separation (radius of i circle of

t the rut dt iOMl of dfnt t.olnnd). it i.-, i cept4I T.i&dt k = 5., 0 0, T 2-

In phase ra3io direction firnue:. of two motionless 3ntennas, the

bearinq l'rror, as ti is follows fron- (5.22), is designel from the

formula

I =~-arctg 2k cosT sinl (i, sin$ -8- 9in i,) +
a, +2k cns? cos(A, sini - A, sin4+)+

+k(' sIn 12(, sine -ai q
+ k' cos 12 (d, sin "-' " sin ÷-

where 0 is an atijll v )f 1.ir-ct i•i. in rt.dio :•;t-ttion with p.rrppndicular

t linus, t nt crjnec t .n j n4Fn [nus
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Page 259.¼ ,

when 0 0 0, 61 62 6 = 2-/X b cos 0, then

I-_ r 2k cos sin(6 sin j,) + k' sin 242 sin 4.)•'•~~ar tg- 1+' -2k coo r, (651 s'in ý,, + k' cos (•a sin Qo

If in this casey=-.and 0 w, then we will obtain the vilue of the

maximum deviation

-2k sin +- k' Mn 2aIf1,,.. = - arc tg I---- ' cos 6 + k' c•'
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4 -_

r. - -

I 2 1

Fig. 5.9. Dependence of the maximum errors of system with the cyclic

measurement of phase from the separation of system (with k 0.5).

Page 260.

At th•o Low Values uf k and 0 = 0 error function of pmase radio

direction finl_.r :f two motior.lcEz dntennas approximately corresponds

to system of two spaced antennxas of amplitude radio lirm:tion finder

(5.19).

Un!or actual conditions f-,r the antenna system of riiio

direction finder, operate the return emitters, arrange/f1)atec in

differpnt iirzti~ns also at difffeent listances from by the antenna
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of system.

Suszeptibility by the antenna of the system of radio direction

finder to the effect. of return emitters it is possible ta

characterize by 2ean square error ow or idle tine by mein error

from thi, affect 3f tne return emitters, evenly arrange/located around

by the antenna of system.

It is assumed that of return emitters the field E.. coincides in
the phase with ground field E in center as the antenna of system in]

has the constant intensity/stretigth, which is characterized by

relation k--Eau--0,. if the return emitter, arrange/locatad at an

angle #, to the direction of ground field, creates error 6, then

-- 2. 2.(5.28)

0 0

Let us calcuLate um for by the antenna of the system,

equivalent to two spaced antennas with separation 2b at wiose reading

of bearing is realizei on the minimum of directional chiricteristic.

We will use for celculdtion A by formula (5.20). Let us designate

2w/h = m. Then with 0 = 0
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F 2. C(~ sins' (mb sin i.d*~.

(-k J, (2mb)]. (5.29)

With k 0.1

•' .= O,-ST V!- .o (2mb)]----'- / I-- 1. (2rob),

Smb Mb leg.

Page 261.

For the anteana system with cosinusoidal directional

characteristic, which has

2,2mb

2*b Js (2mb) 2m 'I
-0-1 and ,. - 4,05"

Relation of the m-aan square errors of tha larger-base iln

cosinusoi±al systaas

-=b) (530)
,mb

r.
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Dr. Fig. 5. 13@ are given to the dependence on the separation

of antennas for a radio direction finder of two spaced aateInas with

~ij• the reading of briring on the minimum (curved 1), and also of two

diverse coaxial framevork (curved 2).

' r,

'I
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;L 0,j

0,3,0,-45- 07 -2 1- , S

Fig. 5.10. Denanince :f the Loot mean sjuare values of local errors

from the separation ot the anritenns: I - for two spacl xitennas; 2 -

for two diverse framework; 3 - for a system with the :yzlic

measuromoat of paase.

Page 262.

From Fig. 5.10, it is evident that with an increase in the

separation of antennas to 2b = (3-4) X the mean square, a:or a,

decreases 10 - 15 times in comparison with error . for ay the

antenna of syste3 with the cosinuisoidal chaLacteristic of

i . • .
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directivity. With a further increase in the separation am it

decreases more siowly and with 2b = 10 X it decreases 2 mare times.

If one consilers that the large minor lobes, which there are at

the radiation pattern of two spaced antennas when 2b/% > 1, in

reality are suppcrssed in systea with acute/sharp dire:tional

characteristic, then in system with large separation a decrease in

the errocs due t3 return emitters must be larger than in Fig. 5.10.

For a radio lirection finder with tae cyclic measucssent of

phase in high traguency, the calculation of mean square error from

the effect of the return emitters, evenly arrange/locatel around by

the anter;.a of system, is difficult. For calculat ion ille time of

mean error we wiLL use expressioii (5.27)

, - I cos~ .1 4'2k cbCS-1Lj 28 sin ±0 d'ý.. (5.3 1)
2n T 2 2

Let us replace 3f variable 2&sin±=x:

ýcostr. 2k cos, I
2-- -k I' ,(x) I dx ---- 6 , I4-

"" + - I. (22,A). (5.32)
k=l

Since J (x) - sign-changing function, integrati Or i3 conducted

between values 8, by corresponding n to zero J,(x). ;en!ral solution
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is equal to the sum of the indicated particular integrits. with small

!~ -i: -o(26) •6S

4 and - 2
k cos y, (5.37)

which coincides with formula for two spaced antennas with a small

separation of antennas.

Page 263.

To Fig. 5. 13 (curved 3) are plotted/applied also obtiined by

numerical integration of the relation of the mean squire 3rrors of

systems with the :yclic measoirevent of the pnhse in high frequency

2': and cosinusoidal depending on separation 2b/x (5.12).

It is possible to obtain expression for an error oa for a radio

direction finder with the reading of bearing from maxisrs, if we, ;or

example, to assust that the radiation pattern of antenna system has

one lug/lobe wLth a width of B0o 5 during a decrease in thaa power of

signal 2 times [5.12].
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:- P.z
J

--. I.:I.,

FU 0, 0,07 L

0.0 44icd1#14,05,0 7

sprto ofatins, o

Q• _.J•i I II T . _ ___ ..._
• 0.0O 0 - - - 'o I • s J

K : (. W h I Ut ,,re s Of Mdj0a lobe d& u re

powermi 2 2 pai,,s*

Page 2(4..

Fig. 5.11. depeni-ance •f the root mean square values of local errors

by the single-lobs antenna of system from the vidth ,f iii/lobe and

separation of artntnrras,.

Key: (1). •i~th 1.1 the degrees of flajor lobe during a ie~cease in the

power 2 ".ines..

Page 2(LJ.
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Within the limits of lug/lobe, accepted expression far

dlre:tionil char&:teristic

F(S)=sin

of the outside lisits of lug/lobe of characteristic are issumed zero

values.

k.r

Mean square error will be

-1045B"' leg

where B0 ,S is expressed in radians.

To Fig. 5.11, is given the dependpnze -2-0 on tha wiith of

lug/lobe B..5. O the axis of abscissas, are plotted/applied also the
approx'iiate valuis of ratio 2b/X, designed from the IsSumption that

the lug/lobe of ilrectional characteristic is createl )y two spaced

5.4. Types of return| emirterso
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In § 5.5 ail 5.6 it is examined the effect of the return

emitters of two types:

- analogous to antennas, i.e., the alongatei euitta3 in which

one siza/,imension many times is be greater the size/dimensions of

section;

- in the fort of duct-framework from wires (lockal. Jict, open
L

circuit).

Trnvlrse-axciter zan it is located on very close distance from by

the antenna of tti3 system of radio direction finder, for example

under conditions of ship and iircraft, and at large listirices - under

conditions of th., ground-based installation of radio direction

finler. Tne methal of the examination of antennas is different for

both 7asep. In the first case it is necessary to proaaal f rom the

near fie]l of antinna taking into account induction fiell. In the

second case affects only the radigtion field.

Page 265.
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The i•:tion oE iniersely-radiating circuit (framewntk) can be

observel iboard siip and on aircraft, and also in ground-based radio

direction fin•er. In § 5.6 it is examined the effect of duct in ship

radio direction finder. It is assumed, that the size/iiieasions of

duct are less thia the wavelength. If the size/dimensions of duct are

commensurable with wavplength and it is more than it, thei the effect

of this duct can be c3nsidered as cumulative effect (if its sides

To a:count f)r the effect of the conducting objcrt/stsbjects, all

threp size/dimensions of which of one order are commensurable with

wavelength (metallic installations, mountains, buildingsj, one ought

not to Lave solved t.e problens of wave diffraction for the different

cases of practice. These questions are insufficiently 1avelaped. In §

5.7 is given only on; such case - application/use of theory of

diffractian an ta. calculation of the deviation, caused by the

metallic body of ship and aircraft.

5.5. Actiar. of tni antenna, located near radio direction finder.

Antanna is aiLrdng/located in immediate ptoximity of rilio iirection

finder.
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To the framework of ra4io direction finder at an ingie of p the

center-line plana of 3hip, appr'oaches the electromagnetic wave with

the intensity/stcangth of electric field E and with norial

polarization.

At cartain distance from the framework, is arranaf•l)cated the

vertical inverse-exiter A. The angle between the direction

"framework-intarmi", aad the center-line plane of ship let us

designate by ip (Fig. 5.5).

Earlier wa wv*e obtained ior the deviation, caused by return

emitter, expressions (5.)14) idk the case ,heli thele is z3opens.tion

for antenna effectc 1, and 15.11) in the case when the :rimpensation

for antenna effects is absent.

FOOTNOTE I. The effect of compensative antenna (§ 7.12) it is not

considere3. ENDFOOTNOTE.

For inverse-exiter, which is the nondirectional systm.

-, =y, +n.+-•- d (1 - cos f.).
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Page 266.

From (5.3) it follows that

k -- =const

indep-3ndent of p ind 9. TheLefore formulas (5.11) ani (5.14) retain
pI

their form without, any changes.

From (5.1') followsz that

sin! k cos y cos ' sin q - k cos T sin ,• cos q.

Let A ioes %3t depend on q.

For small daviations we replace sin f on f:

f-Bsinq+Ccosq, (5.33)

where B-k cos p cos' 4. C--k cos qp sing'.

Thus when ia radio direction finder is compensation for antenna

effects or the fiell of antenna coincides ina phase wita ;cound field,

the vertizal inverse-exiter create.i the semicircular deviation with

coefficients B and C.

Th2 signs of the coefficients depend on ,p i.e. 3n the location
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of antenna relative to the framework.

The signs of coefficients 8 and C are representel on Fig.

s. 12.

When in radi> direction finder there is no equipmantfdevice for

the compensation for antenna effects, deviation is determined by

V formula (c.11).

The representation of how ch3nges in this case dviation

dependinig on the zharacter of antenna resistance, gives Fig. 5.13a.

on it is lepicted dependence of f on p for different viluas ol from 0

to 1800 when k=0,5, V-.0, 9-i.•0 (compensation tor antenna affects it is

absent). On Fi3. 5.13b, is given d(-pendence of f on p for ko0,Sii-O,

when dc::'ance d 0.5k and 0 it varies from -180 to +1800, also when

the compensztion for the antenna of effects. On figure ira

plottei/appi.iai iclined straight lines, q = p - f, so that is

visiblc dapenJen:c of f on q.

If wa examiri? dependence of f on q, then sometimes from curved

(Fig. 5.13h) for the determined values of q and 0, is )btained two

values f.
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Fig. 5.12. Signs 3f 4-he coefficients B and C wit-i te different

locations of invarse-exiter.

L Key: (1). Nose. (2). Framework. (3). Forages.

Page 267.

This frequently ii encountered in practice when is .tzrmine4

deviation f depe11ing on q. riultiformity f uisappears, if we examine

dependence of f on p.

From Fig. 5.13a, it follows that if be lisregard ii=cement for a

field trox inversa-exiter (case of medium-frequency waves or very

closp antarnna loaztion to by antenna to the system of ralio direction

find -r), then with small detunings of antenna, when tNa cractance of

,•4
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• antenna it is small and • = 0, deviation it reaches m3xisum values

(to 300) with g 900 and q =2700, i.e., has semi-cir::,lar law from

q-

* 10

iIi
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1320

IlO*
t 2

-. U , .

Fi. 5. 13. frr:)r. cau ed by ir~ivcse-c~citer when th? 3 m jnsat ion f o

the ant*ýnnA effec-ts is absent,: a) k 0.5; +j~2~ 03 0; b) k

0. 5: +t:b c 0 (1-Cs p

Key: (1) orr ec t ion t o bhe a ring, d q

Page 268.

• i
r -- ..., . ,. . ... • ... • ,t • ''-"• • :••i :" :• ••=• i ... • • • • • " ' ' :
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"With an increase in the detuniny ot the inverse-exciter the law I
governing deviatiOn changes for large mismatches of antenna, when 01

-_900, 3eviatian ias maximum a value f.3.c=8° with q = 4i, 135, 225 A

and 3150. the law govecning deviations becomes one fourth from q.

From Fig. 5.13b, it follows that if we consider incrament for

the field of reraliation, then deviation reaches maximum 300 with

certain d_•tuniaj 3f the inverse-exciter. The laws goveraiag deviation

for cart Fig. 5.13b are obtained more complex than for case Fig.

5. 13a.:

In order to iudge the effect of the inverse-exciter it is

necessary to Know, as they cha•'ge with k ana 0 depending on the site

of installatioi if tle framewa.k of radio direction finlac, and also

on the relationship/ratio of the freqaency of direction finding and

natural frequency of antenna.

Let us examile first as they change with k and 0 depending on

the drrangement/permutdtion of the framework of radio lirection,

finder relative to the inverse-exciter. For this, it is necessary to

find expression fir electromagnetic field on close distan:e from the

inverse-exciter. P. A. Ryazin [5.7] designpil the fielJ, :ceated by

rectilinear antenna of near zonc as sun of fields fro2 elementary

radiatiroii current;, untle" the assumption that the cucrai•t

SH t I l •1 • d i • l I £i I ND Iida :j
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distribution along the tntenlnd is sinusoidal.

In our examiiation we assume that the reactance of antenna is

equdl to zro. Thi-i corresponJs to suct; frequency at wtai:2 al.ing the

length l1 of the 9r~aunded antenna is placed the odd number of

quarter-wavp lengths i.e. 1, whare n any whil-.
4

Expression for the which interpsts us in the case of

reception/proc-3uce to the tramtwork magnetic intensity from the
2n --

vertical wire antennd by lengt, h i,=---a obtained ir '5.71 in the
4

following form:
I201._ CS -LrLr~e rm 4 If.,

.. ,2 co. [,.r, r.),jle
, ~ 12 (5.34)

moreover 020 = 0, #3 - w30 = m/2 (.-+r,), 030 depends on n, where r is
I' -

a distance from tie framework to antenna on pe;:pendicular to antenna;

r.- a iist.ince from the framework to the toy of lntenni;

r- a distance from the framework to the imaq.? of the top of

antenna:

Rs- the effective resistancp of antenna.

Page 269.
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"'he amplitude of field component, cophasal with tie field of

transmitter, is Aatt.rmined by the expression

H' 1201,E cs ([- ( r.)] Cos (5.35)(2n - 1) Raf -2ot

vher?

S.+ :.-%(.+ r

r csr .. (5.36)

L!t us examine two cases, that are of greatest prizticil

interest.

1. ALong the length of antenna, is placed quarter wivelenyth,

i.e., -. For this antenna

R.=36.6 A•, in=--T---•

From fortrulas (5.35) and (5.3b) follows that

H'.o. ,=,04E cos [_( 2..,. Cos S,,

whence

k , . [-L . -, 5.37)k E -- r10 2-C 21,
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in this case

K, ____,_. -
H 21, (5.38)

Page 270.

2. ýlong tha• length of dntenna, are placed three quarter

wave•e•ngths, i.e., 1--4A. In this caseRa---. --.-Sohm, From

formulas (1. 35) iid 5. 36) follows that

H'O,- 0,230E 2!-co-, WS T.

whence

k Ll------=0,230 --cos (.9

where

i= r, - --- rtT- I o', e, < a

-- 1 3 - c .-III21. O 'l 21. . 3 '

The maximum values k for tho 3ifferent locations :f the

f~aMewoL-k of radia ,1irc:t ion f inla relative to the iav?:se-exciter

i
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are dppicted on Fig. '.14a, whert I=-:-I. and on Fig. 5. 14b when

44

Pij. 5.14, ace shown also for the different plazas 3E

arrangement/perautation by the antenna of the system :f the value of

maximum deviation f = arc sin k when o = 0, when 0 - 0 value of

deviation they will be smaller. with 0 =4w/2)f = 0 an i , 1.

These curves it i5 passible to use during the site of installation of

radio dirction finder aboard ship. From curves it followv that the

deviation decreas'- iith the lift of the frameworK aua)va the hull cf

ship. Fo" a dacreise in the effect of the ma3t of ship, it is

expedient to assemble the framework oa tne top of a3St )m the line of

the sysmmetry of list. As this follows from the curves Fig. 5.14, for

equidistances betwe'6n thi framework and the antenna w._n I= 3 of

error, it is les3 than when 1a 2.
4.

Let uns datecuin2 the effect :f the detuning of the nitural

frequency of antenna relative to the frequency of dira-ti~n finding

on an exdnple of the shori antenna whi:h is tuned to a fraquency a

by supplementary reactive cell/elpments.
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Page 27 1.

t.o

(1) 0 0.5 .0 r.5 2.0 2.5 3. 3.5 4.0 4.5 s.O S.•
( (.) PaccmoeRue om nlDomoru~o 0 nanmiye r-

II0. -5 t 5 r--- r-- i I

([)Pu¢rNm~wue em npo•.vxo no noAw# r
f4.

Piq. 5..1L•. Effect of the secondary fi~1d of the qrounIi wire in the

vertical p:lane: a - bith '5 ='/i':b -when I.:aI:
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I) kI m.. , :; r = 0.2. tu*•c 1'1k ko.4s, e ,- , .
4) kc •" 0, a, v,*l 23 •.f: HA k - 0, l, a•= . " .

Key: (1).. I'ieitt/lltitude of the framework above the main deck

(2). Distancp from conductor on deck

Page 272.

In this case, , 3 • 0, i.e., the radio direction fin3ar works on

average/mean and long waves.

Let us, designatoe:

Za, RajiXa - the complete active and reactance :)f jitenna

circuit;

2 ,--f/+X. modulus of resistancp Z,.

On the basis (5.3). for the inverse-exciter

ow -- -=- , -- X& = Wk'+ ik",
-A Za Za
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where a is the c)f ticient ot Proportionality.

If o:e assuas that h, does not change with frequenzy, thenU.

dependences k' ani k" ou - will coincide with depetaiert:s for
x,

antenna circuit and _ on relation These J1aandences are

represcnt-ad on Fij 5.15. The sharpness of curves is determined by the

quality of antenni circuit. From Fig. 5.15, it follows tait the

greatest values 3f the coefficients of semicircular iaviltiop and

diffuscness of the minimum are obtained, when the natucal freluency

of antenna is cl3e to the frequency of direction finlinj.

2. Antenna is arrange/located at a great distance froa ralio

direction finder.

Lc-t us examiie thp action af the vectical grounlI intenna,

arrange/located at a gruat distanue from by the antenna )f system

radio dir-action finder.
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Fig. 5.15. Dependnce of the field of reradiation on tha letuning of

antenna.

Page 273.

Let tha vartical radiator have effective height h. ind is

located at a distince r from the framework of direction finder. Th'4

strength if the field of the oriented transmitter let as lesienate E.

In antenna it is induced by eaf

Ea - Eha,

where h, 2- is the effective height of dntanni.

4

The quit? hilh field of reradiation will be, when In this

case
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h , RE----36,6 o . oh.

The field of reriliation, created by the distant antenna, will, be

3773771,h, 21 2"Y
Eon- == , ,0,25- E

or, sincp A----,41a,
Ea l E n, k Ee • 1

E Ffd~- B.3 -

The greatest action of antennd will be, when the phise of the

field of reraliation in location by the antenna of the system of

radio direct ion finder coincides with tha phase of grua~l field

(transmitter) or liffers ftom it in phase to 1800; in this case

maximum deviatioi is determined by the formula

I,, [,a. -• k --• - "•,N;(5.40)

on thp basis of tie permissible deviation into 10, from (5.401) we

ha ve !mama<~ a- 00
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I,

Thus, so that tne deviation from the vertical quarter-wave

grounded intenna loes not exceed 10, the distance of the vertical

wire antenna from the framework of radio direction finlar must be 50

(and more) times if the more height of the vertical wire i ntenna.

Page 274.

The maxisum leviation, produced by the effect of the horizontal

wire, suspend/hung from height/altitude h at a distanza r from by the

antenna of tha systaA of radio direction finder, is deterained from

the formula

/•

So that the error does not exceed 10, it is necessicy to fulfill

requiremeat 74 • 0.02 or r >, 7,/xo

Thwi, for instdnCe, for a wave X = 100 m at the I•k3it/altitude

of the ziupports :) the suspen3ion of wire h = 10 m for th. limitation

of error by value of 10 must be made condition r >, 7 /r-13-0 or r >/

250 n.

i

I
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5.6. Action of inversely-radiating framework.

The inversely-radiating framework frequently calls iOop. The

framework of radio direction finder with size/dimensions, much

smaller than the wavelength, it is located within the

inversely-radiati2g framework (Fig. 5.16). For deteriii3iiri the effect

of the inversely-radiating framework, we proceed from (5.3), where h,,,

is thp: ?ffEptive 2eijht of the inversely-radiating fcasework. In the

general crse the iction of the framework of the equivalently two

spaced antennas.

if the size/fimensions of the inversely-radiating frimework are

small in zomparisan with wavelength and the direction-finling

framework is arringe/located in the center of the inversely-radiating

framework, thgn
,=Cos (p

where M., is uaxium- mutual inductance between the dicection-finding

and inversely-radiatinq framework;

he.- th9 effective height of the direction-finding Eramework.
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Fig. 5.16. Frazew)rk as return emitter.

Key: (1). The loajitudinal axis of the ship. (2). Direcztion finder is

+ ~the framework. t3). Loop.

I

1S

Page 275.

-F I

the om (5.3) ad (5.4) we haveL
*. Pag 272
* .('r a ( .3) aa (.. .. ye hoav ,e --- , ' ( .

k- z-L -0 cos'~~=c os'4..- (-41

where
w,$|.h,.

Ir tie case in question the resistor/resistance af
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inversely-radiating framework must be predomiinantly eith ac inductiv'.

or capacitive, i.e.,

Zo01 ' -IXo,,.

Therefore fieli E0,, coiucides in phase with field E of transmitter.

Utilizing expressions (5. 14)and (5.41), and also taking into

account that with the reading of bearing 0 = q, p = g + f. we obtain

the expression, which connects bearing deviation f with q and Lf

sinf - m n cos (q -- + f) sin (q -

whence

tg 1 (2+ m)-mcos2(q-- In - . (5.42)
I --- , mcog(--'

2 Cos" 2(q -0

Let us repli:e q--p=q,, i.e. let us select as the reference point

of bearing not longitudinal axis of ship, but the projeztion of the

inversply-radiating framework on the body of ship or airzraft.

TLPn
Ji m

- -2 sin 2q,_
S~~~2+m n ,

1 - + cos 2q,

Let. us desijiate M2+ D, (5.43)
2-+m
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whence L

Dsn 2q,
tg!= I -- Dcos 2q," (5.44)

Page 276.

Expanding equation (5.44) in Fourier series, we hava far the low

values of f

f D sin 2q, + D' sin 2q, cos 2q, ... =

D sin 2q + K si 4q, ... (5.45)

where
K D '- - (5 .46)

2I

In forrulas (5.43) - (5.46) D and K art expressei in rcaLns.

Let us find from (5.45) expression for f at different ji. If VO,

i.e., an. LnverseLy-raliating framework i3 arrange/locatel along the

longitudindl axis 3f s3iip (airciaft), then q, = q and equition (5.45)

will take the form:

f =Dsin2q+Ksin4q+... (5A5') j

Thus, an invrsely-radiating frane.:rk, arLange/located along

the longituiinal ixis of ship or aircraft, in the plane, which
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4' contains the axis of the direction-finding framework, craltes

quadrantaL and octant deviatior.

-900,

When A i.a., an inversely-radiating framework is

arrange/locatel parpendicularly to the longitudinal axis 3f ship and

its plane contains the axi;- of the direction-finding frcaawork, from

(5.45) we will obtain:

-D sin (2q + 1800) K sin (4q + 36 0 )...0
- D sin 2q + K sin 4q... (5.47)

When q is aqual to any angle, then

f = D sin (2q + 2+) + K sin (4q + 4)- D cos 2+ sin 2q +
+ D sin 24 cos 2q + K cos 4? sin 4V +- K sin 4+ cos 4q=-
0D, sin 2q-+ E cos 2q + K, sin 4q•+ L cos 4q+.... (5.48)

where

D, D cos 24; K,=Kcos44; E=Dsin24, L =Ksin44+.

Thus, ar invarsely-radiatinq framework at any angle , to the

lorijitulinal axis of ship (aircratt) with the plane, passing through

the axis of the direction-finding framework, creates the leviation of

forn L5.4q), i.e., to one fourth and octant law.

Page 277.
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It is possible to show that an inversely-radiating fcamework,

displaced with respect to the rotational axis of the

direction-finding framework, produces tha deviation of fE.3m (5.48)

and, furthermore, constant the depending on wavelength component of

deviation (coefficient A) [ 1.6].

From formulas (5.41) and (5.42) it is possible to determine the

law of a change in the deviation with frequency. For tmi3, it is

nercessary to ietacmirie a change in the resistor/resistinz. of an
iniersely-radiating framework with frequency.

An inversely-radiating frdiework can be locked ani that which

was ext-n!ý. I:: its first case they call the inductive or locked

duct, in the second case - by the capacitive or open ciczuit.

The resistor/resistance of inductive duct for the fr:_quencies

smaller than its own, it is inductive. Of capacitive duct for the

frequencies smaller than its own, the resistor/resista2c- of duct has

capacitive character, for the frequencies, greater thin its own,

inductive character.

The sijn of the coefficients of deviation depenis a3 that, is

arrange/looated the Jirection-finding framework within duct or

outsiAe, it-

S. . . . . .. . i
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From the anALysis of formulas (5.41) and (5.42) it is possible

"to make fg1lowin; conclusions.

4: 1. At natur-il frequency of inversely -radiating framedork, and

also at other freiuencies whenX0 •-Oinwersely-radiating framework does

not c-reate deviation, but is produced diffuseness of bearing.

2. de f capi:citiv uct at freduencies sioaller than its own, for

direction-finding framework within duc•t, coefficients oof leviation D

and F are positiv! and with decrease in frequency decreisa, striving

for certain limit.

tI
For t|i. fregiencies of the direction finding, larje their own,

and for the same zonlitions coefficients D and F are negative and

with an increase in the frequency decrease, striving fE.r zero.

3. Of inductive duct at frequencies smaller than its own, and

for direction-finling framework within duct coefficients ) and E hava

minus ssij ani with deurease in frequency decrease, striving for

constant limit.

A

I
-._

Ti
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Page 278.

'4. coefficients of quadrantal deviation a and E for daves of

direction finding, close to their own wave of duct, have t so maximums

(positive and iegative).

5) For after b2cOning the adrangement/permutations of the

direction-finding framework of outside the field inversly-radiating

circuit the signa of deviation, stipulated in p. 2 and 3, they change

by revprse/inversa.

Table '.1 gives the sic.ns of the cofficients of t2a fourth

deviation D and E for the frequencies of the direction finding 4

smaller than the natural frequency inversely-radiatinj -ircuit.

F a(fIor the freguencies of the direction finding, lirge 3f the

natural frequency of duct, the coefficients of deviation D and E have

opposite signs.

5.7. Deviation caJsed by the hull of ship.
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In w:Ltk 5.9] is found the expression for a sec22ary field in

any point under tte influence of external electromagnetic sex/floor

on the ideally conducting semicylinder of infinite length, which lies

on the ideally canducting surface.

WE will pausa on the case of radiowave propagation in horizontal.

. plane ({ 0).
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Table .1.Signs af the coeff icielits ot the qtiadrantil J~v iation D

and E~.

r -
.cniatn D F1 0'.~.10 l 11 -1 KnIITXVI +.IAl Vt.

u:ý- - +~~t~~

r it)IIITT3X +'is i
3a K IIV IA [4f :

ilIKo;ITvP no 11i IN' PI^3(MX .I Th1- +

Key: (1). Chlractpr of inversely-radiating framework ari its

location. (2). Tha direc-tion-finding framework is locatei. 11,

within ]uzt. ((4). o)utsiae duct.. (5). De-viation. (6) . L~n.gitudinal.

duct. (7). ?xten~J~d. (8). Locked. (9).* Transverse du:zt. (10) . Duct in

I and ITI quadrants. (11). Duct in It and IV quadrants.

Page 279.

We vill designate: p0 - radiat; of cylinier; p is a ~lsta'ce c~f

observ-tti~n point from th.e corter oz cylinder; kH1.. - iaetiu

component of normitl-pola ized eleci'roinagnetic field of trirsmittor;/-f

Ho ;s thk- fjtJ1~ it trny point', oLtained as a -es,- of ditffract ion;
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the angle betweeh direction of propagation and the axis of

semicylindor; q the angle between the lirection 3f the resulting

field and by the axis of semicylinder.

In work is 13sumed, that p/)• ( I and po/)X , I<.

Expressions for field components HO above the apex/v3rtex of

semicylinier (Z. axis is directed along the axis of semiiylinder) it

takes the form:

H, ; -- 2H,, sin p,
H 2 H . ,[ I + o ,(5.49) "

tir O.

I

Expressions for tie comporents ri0 above the plane of the

semicy linder:

H,- -2H. sinp, H. -'21,, [1 Cos '1

H, = o. (5.50)

Signs (+) and (-I are taken depenling on that, where is located

observation point - in front of semicylinder or from behind it.

From (5.49) it fol]ows that above the dpex/vertex af the

semicylinler H, I (tgpg=agp, (5.51)
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where I_

I +

I•w ez a--- I .(5.52)

Page 280.

Dependen::a (5.51) corresponds to bearing error (4.161. rharefore

tgfi~J-a sin 24t --a _=Dsin2q-K sin4q+.... (5.53)
8• I - V cot 2q

I iwhere

D=Z-- H K-- (5.54)
I+a 2

In (5.54) the cofficients of deviation D and K, are expr*ssei in
' *Iradian:.

At t.iP low vilues of D, the deviation uears purely one fourth

character and is expressed

f=Dsin 2q.

If we desigaste

then, substituting (5.52) in (5.54) and taking into as:ount (5.55),

we obtain

D 2+(5.56)

Thus, the c1:iJuctin,j semicylinder of infinite length in the
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points. wiich correspond to its apex/vertex, produces the deviation

of the form M,
-sin 29

,tf M (5.57) 4

Differentiating equation (5.57) for q, we obtain

p~I ffxxV ac+gMt 2IV M11 (5.58)

The angle quase. which corresponds to deviation f.., is expressed

as

arc cs 2 +(5.59)'.

Page 281.

Field, created by the metallic hull of ship on 13ng waves, on

its action in the first approximation, of the anaiogous with the

field infinitely long• semicylinder of which po/l << 1 ani p/X << I.

(values of p/X = 0.3 nid po/X = 0.3 in given formulas ire vali t with

an accurazy t: 53to). Therefore for the deviation, causal by the

metalli- aull Df ship, which are round on water, is corre-.t

expression (5.57)

Wh.-n tho, lir.ction-finding framework is ostablisio/iitalled on

the centerlina of ship directly on deck, then m - 1. In other cases a

radius of ship Po one should exprzss Ly width and height/1ititutde of
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ship. Let us lasijnate the width of ship in the site of iostallation

of the dicectiof. finder by B dnd overall height of ship (from the

upper deck to keel) by H. Approximately it is possible ti accept for

Po value

a+1?

p. = I
For the cal=Ilation of deviation, iL is necessary to know the A

height/altitude of the installation of the framework :f the direction I
finder above the apper Jock. Let us desiinate it by h. fben for M one

should write

SP P,+/P p,+h(5.60)

AAFrom formulas (5.58) and (5.60) follows that for -decrease in

the deviation, pcrduced by the hull of ship (aircraft), it is

expedient to risa the framework of direction finder as po3sible above

above the hull of ship (aircraft).

Deviation from the hull of ship (aircraft) changa3 with a change.

IIin the wave. inly for the average/mean and long wayes, which exceed

the length ot hou3in4 10-15 times, deviation can be consilered

independent of wavelength and it it is possible to compute according

to formula (5.581. For shorter waves the leviation incraises at

first, then it da.reases.
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The examinel case of diffraction from semicylindar under

terrestriil conditions approximately corresponds to the installation

of radio direction finder at the flat/pline apex/vertex ýf the

elongated elevation.

Page 282.

5.8. Deviition of ship and aircraft radio direction finder.

As this foll:ws from §5.5-5.7, the metal hull of ship

(aircraft), and ilso any installations (antenna, masts, bridges,

tubes, the locked ducts from delays with masts, etc.) sbaird ship

(aircraft) create3 the fields of reradiation, the calling errors and

the diffuseness of beariLng.

In tap corstint/invariable position of object/subjezts around

external equipment/device of direction finder, the dzviation also

reroains zonstant/Lnvariable and it they consider with the use of

radio direction finder. Deviation depends on wavelength.

Radio beam deviation f determines experimentally for the

radio-rcourse anylys of (I from O0 to 3600 and depict in the form of
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curve. Thp curve 3f radio beam deviation can be expanlai in Fourier

series, is analog)us with curved compass error:

IA + B sin q + Ccos q + D sin 2q + E cos 2q +
-i-Ksih4q+Lcos 4 -....

where A - the comfficient deviation constant

2A l - dq,

B and C - the coefficients of the semicircular deviati~a

B--,;- fsinqdq ii C=L Icosqdq,
0 (

D and F - the coefficients of one fourth deviation

D in sin 2qdq t E==- Sfcos2qdq,
o 0

K and L - the coeficients of octant deviation

K=LF sin4qdq H L=L- cos 4qdq.
0
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For explaining the reasons, callirg the appearance :E different

* , coefficients of laviation, we proceed of the action examined above of

* separate ?zmitters (antenna, the framework) on direction tinding.

Or,e shoulU ]istinguish installation aboard the ship (aircraft)

of the radio dire:tion finder of medium-fre.juency waves aid radio

k"
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direction finder of short and ultra short waves.

On medium-frequency waves the d.viation bears predominantly one

Sfourth character. It is caused mainly by metal housing aal it is

little affectal with a change in the wave. For a decrease in the

deviation, it is necessary the antenna system of radia licection[ finder to :ise ab:ve the hull of ship.

* , On siort an] ultra short waves curved deviations do not have

this regular character as on medium-frequency waves. 3reitest effect

have ant enna-like installations, especially with the 3izafdimensions,

close to 1/4X an] 3/4X. Law and the value of deviation due to the~i

depend on wave: therefore law and the value of deviation :-hange with

wave. For judging ubout deviation on these waves, one sh).ald proceei

from the account :f the closest antenna-like installati:) (masts,

tubes, bridges, 3tc.) (see the curves of Fig. 5.1L); it is ne:essary

as far as possibLa to drive out from them the framework of radio

directioh finder ap to this distance so is to bring iaviation to the

permissible value. This is achieved in the best way by

arrangement/permutation by the antenna of the system 5E -idio

dire-tion finier 3n the top of the mast of ship.

On in,!dium-fr~iuency waves usually it is possible to indicate tha

reasons f:r the i.pearance of different coefficients of ieviation.

-- " • -
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1. A, coefficient deviation constant&, does not i-apand on

direction of itacting sigrial. It appears, it the indicator of the

reading of hearing is establish/installel erroneously 3c in -Ch-

presence of the dacts whose planes straddle of the framework of

direction finder. If A is caused by last/latter reas'i, then its I
values change witi a change in the wave. This case aboirl ship .

& (aircraft) corresponds to the installation of the framework not along

the eiect rical axis af symmetry. In this case, the friaaw)rk can be

establish/installid from the centerline of ship, since the centerline

of the symmetry of ship riot always does coincide wita its electrical

ii
axis of symmetry.4

IIPage 284.

2. 3 - c•3fficiint of deviation, which is changed with period
i

2r, i.e., coeffizient of semicircular deviation. It is caused by

antenna-like emitter, arrangp/located from the nose of saip (or

aircraft) (+B) or from s~ern (-B).

3. C - coefficient of semicircular deviation. rt is :aused by

antenna-like r.tucn emitters, which are located from tha starboard

(-C)or from thaz l.ft side (+C) of ship or aircraft.

Ilk
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4. D - caeffici.nt of quadrantal deviation. It is caused by the

hull of ship (aetillic aircraft, dirigible) or by the longitudinal

and transverse ducts. Signs D are shown in Table 5.1.

5. E - coefficient of quadrantal deviation. Is causel by the
or

ducts, arrange/la:ated at an angle of 450 iJ4,1350 to the longitudinal

axis. Signs E are shzwn in Table 5.1.

6. G and F - coefficients of sectant deviation, usually have

very low value.

7. 1 and L - coefficients of octarit deviation, depend on D and

E. i
As shown aarlier, on the short and ultra short -aves where

affect the phase differences, caused by the iistdnce betw_-en the

directional antaaia 3f radio direction finder and return emitters,

the law of change f from q becomes complicated and usually it is not

possible, on the basis of curvEd deviation, to indicate the reasons

due to which appears the deviation.


